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Je Tsongkhapa 

 



I 
INTRODUCTION 

Do kindly generate a pure thought:  

I would like to obtain ultimate enlightenment for the benefit of all mother sentient beings. For 
that purpose I would like to listen to this great teaching. Not only listen. After listening I would 
like to think, meditate and practice. Through this path I would like to obtain buddhahood 
within this lifetime and at the shortest possible duration. Therefore I am listening and learning 
and I will meditate and practice and get a result by doing it. Not only for my sake. For the sake 
of all mother sentient beings. 

That way you develop the best attitude and motivation you can according to the Lamrim teachings. The 
teacher should also have a good motivation. Later, if you are teaching others, remember that. If the 
teacher doesn’t have a good motivation, the material that he teaches may well be very good, but it will 
become third-class material and whatever time and energy one puts in will be just wasted. In order to 
avoid that, I try to have the best motivation that I could and you should also do that. With that, please 
listen to these teachings. 
 
The teaching you are going to listen to today, this Ganden Lha Gyema, is a guru yoga dealing with Je 
Tsongkhapa. It is the extra-ordinary, uncommon teaching or method which has been passed on from 
ear to ear in the great tradition of the Se gyu system. It is very easy to practice. It does not have any 
heavy commitments. It can be stretched out to become a complete path. It can also be made very short. 
It has a mantra to say. It has a lama to meditate. It contains the seven-limbed prayer to build up your 
merit. Whatever necessary requirements one needs for one’s practice are all contained in here.  

1. Why you need Guru devotional practice – Guru yoga 
When Jamgon1 Tsongkhapa after his practice had gained all the stages of development, he made state-
ments. This is the first statement he made: 

The root of all causes producing 
Happiness here and hereafter, is the practice 
Of relying in thought and action 
Upon the sacred friend who reveals the path. 
Seeing this, follow him at any cost 
And please him with the offering of practice. 
I, a yogi, did that myself; 
You, O liberation seeker, should do likewise. 
                          Song of the Stages [Tib. lam rim du don] 

                                                       
1 Jam mgon means literally ‘gentle lord. It is an epithet indicating that Tsongkhapa and the deity Manjughosa [a form of Man-

jushri] or Manjunatha [Manjushri incarnated in the human form] are of one essence. Ref. Pabongka Rinpoche, Liberation in 
Our Hands, vol.  I, pg. 188. 
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Whatever spiritual development we get, whether it is causal knowledge development, inner spiritual 
development, or result spiritual development, it is all rooted in the guru yoga.  

Inner spiritual development is gaining some mental development here and now. Result spiritual 
development is the ultimate development, becoming a buddha. Causal knowledge development means 
that both, the inner and the result spiritual development depend on the causal knowledge; you need the 
‘know-how’. All three developments depend upon guru devotional practice.  

 
The great Atisha and his disciple Dromtönpa were able to give tremendous benefit to the students in In-
dia as well as Tibet. This was totally due to their backbone of guru-yoga practice. And look at 
Tsongkhapa. And Marpa. And Milarepa. All of them have achieved a very high spiritual development 
and the practice they carried on, was this. Hundreds of different examples are here. But we don’t have 
time to go in detail on this. 
 
Milarepa. When you look into Milarepa’s biography2 it looks like he was doing nothing, except that he 
was given a hard time by Marpa. Marpa was trying to make Milarepa construct a very, very funny type 
of building. Halfway through Marpa said, ‘Ah, you totally made a mistake. Who told you to do this?’ 
Milarepa had to take the building down completely and he had nothing left. That happened several 
times. And what is very interesting – I think it was Kyabje Ling Rinpoche who used to say this – 
Marpa did not need a house for his son Tharmadote. There were plenty of houses; he would not need a 
funny looking triangular shaped house. Still Marpa was making Milarepa to do it. We always think it 
was only purification, but actually it was one of Milarepa’s most important earlier practices of guru 
yoga. As its direct result Milarepa got well-known later on and so helpful to so many people. He was 
able to influence the lives of lots of people. All of this was a direct result of these efforts.  
  
Tadungu. In general, if you follow the sutra path alone, obtaining enlightenment takes about three 
countless eons. There is no quick way in the sutra path alone. However, there is the case of Tadungu, 
the bodhisattva ‘who was always crying’. He was able to obtain the developments from the first to the 
seventh bhumi in a very short period. What normally takes three countless eons, he was able to cover 
within a couple of years! That was the exception due to his strong practice of guru yoga.  
 
Marpa and Naropa3. Marpa Lotsawa obtained a lot of teachings from Naropa, in particular Hevajra. 
One time Marpa was looking for Naropa, but by that time Naropa was already dead4. However, Marpa 
kept looking around and finally found Naropa in one of the jungles of India. Early in the morning, 
Naropa woke his student up and said, ‘The sun is up, Marpa, don’t sleep! Get up and have a look. The 
whole complete mandala of your deity, Hevajra, is here!’ Marpa got up and saw the complete mandala 
of Hevajra in the sky. Then Naropa asked, ‘To whom would you like to prostrate first, to me or to the 
deity?’ Marpa thought for a while, ‘Naropa, although I respect him and all this, I can see every day. But 
it is very rare to see the mandala. So let me first prostrate to the mandala.’ So that is what he did. Then 
Naropa said,  

When there is no lama there is no mandala. There is not even the name of a Buddha. All the 
Buddhas of the hundred thousands of eons have come only on the basis of the guru. The 
deities are the manifestations of the guru. 

 
2  There are several English translations available, like Lhalungpa, The life of Milarepa, Evan Wentz,  Tibet’s Great Yogi Mi-

larepa. Also see, Garma C.C. Chang, The hundred thousand songs of Milarepa. 
3   Literature Naropa: H. Guenther, Life and teachings of Naropa; Chögyam Trungpa, Illusion’s Game; The Life and Teachings 

of Naropa; Keith Dowman, Masters of Mahamudra, pg. 142-147. Khenpo Könchog Gyaltsen, The great Kagyü masters, 
pg. 55-89. Literature on Marpa: Nalanda Translation Committee, The Life of Marpa  the Translator.  

4  Naropa had entered ‘an advanced state of Vajrayana practice. It signifies that he had left behind any fixed abode or reference 
point (…). As such, he was virtually inaccessible to the conventional world. Ref. Nalanda Transl. Comm., The Life of 
Marpa the translator, pg. x lvi and. pg. 77ff. Also H. Guenther, The life and teaching of Naropa, pg. 102, 107-108. 
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He then snipped his fingers and the mandala disappeared. That is the example he was giving. That does 
not mean that you now have to respect the one who is giving you this teaching. Certainly not. But it 
means that you have to respect the whole lineage of the teachings and gurus. That is the root of all your 
development. As far as I am concerned, I have no practice or knowledge. I am simply passing on what I 
have heard. I have obtained this teaching. There is an unbroken lineage and I have been trying to say a 
few Migtsemas here and there every day, so I am carrying on the lineage and you also get the lineage 
coming to you. That is the backbone I have been talking about. What you will practice later, will be 
your backbone. It has to be such a strong support.  
 
Je Tsongkhapa. Tsongkhapa had a tremendous amount of students. Some people thought that 
Tsongkhapa must have been practicing some kind of magic in order to collect many people. One of the 
contemporary teachers asked him, ‘What is the best puja in order to collect people?’ Tsongkhapa started 
laughing and asked, ‘What do you have in mind?’ The other teacher said, ‘We all thought that you know 
some very special puja, because you get all sorts of people coming to you, you have millions. So what is 
your secret and can you give it to us?’ Tsongkhapa said,  

I don’t have any secrets at all. I am not collecting people. They are coming of their own 
accord. What I have is the perfect background of guru yoga. 

We don’t care whether we collect many people or not, but we care about our development and for that 
purpose guru yoga is the backbone. Without it there is nothing.  
 
Backbone of your practice. This is going to be your backbone. Okay? Whether you are going to have a 
spiritual development of a path or bhumi or whether you are going to obtain any siddhihood, ordinary, 
extra-ordinary or ultimate, depends on this. This is the source! This is also the source through which 
you can clear obstacles. This is the true source through which can boost up your developments. In 
short, it is the life-support of your total spiritual practice. Tsongkhapa clearly mentioned here: 

There are periods [in which] when you try to listen you will not understand anything,  
when you try to read you cannot you can’t catch the words,  
when you try to think you cannot get proper thinking,  
when you try to meditate nothing develops within you. 5 
When you try to say some prayers, you can’t say them.  
There are times like that.  
What do you do at that time?  
Nothing, except depend on the guru yoga practice. Go back to guru yoga.  
This is the path which will protect you, make you understand, make you develop.  

Tsongkhapa has said it is the manner, the technique. That is what you have to apply on this kind of dif-
ficulties: when you try to read, learn or listen, you don’t understand properly, you don’t communicate; 
when you try to develop, you meditate and nothing grows within you. That happens to us so many 
times. And you become sort of helpless. At that time the anti-dote, the ‘king of practice’, is guru-
devotional practice. That is what you have to depend on at that time. The First Panchen Lama has men-
tioned,  

Precious Lama, supreme field of good fortune, 
Root of all goodness and joy, my Protector, 
By the power of my offerings, respect, and prayers,  
Gladly bless me with your care.  
                                       Lama Chöpa verse 50 

This is important. The guru-devotional practice is based on the guru, who is here referred to as zing 
chog dam pa, Supreme Field of Merit. It is not an ordinary field on which you build merit, but a su-
preme field of merit. Nagarjuna further emphasizes this, dealing a little bit with Vajrayana,  

 
5. This refers to the threefold practice of hearing, contemplating and meditating. (Tib. thö sam gom sum.)   
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Vajradhara is the self-grown Buddha. It is the special deity and the only special deity.  
In order to give a path, the Vajradhara or the Vajramaster is the most important of all. 

Example of the magnifying glass. The reason why the vajramaster is the most important, is as follows. 
Suppose you have sunrays as well as papyrus, i.e. something that easily catches fire through the sunrays. 
In case you don’t have a magnifying glass in between, it is difficult for the material to catch fire through 
the sun-power. Similarly, there is the power of the buddhas and bodhisattvas and the great enlightened 
beings, there is the possibility of us, individuals, to be able to obtain the spiritual path, but without this 
guru yoga practice, it will be like the sun and the papyrus without the magnifying glass: very hard to 
catch fire! 
 So, the guru yoga practice is the channel through which you’ll be able to obtain blessings, support 
and help. Therefore, it is the important practice in one’s life when you do any practice. And particularly 
in the tradition where Tsongkhapa taught, the guru-devotional practice is the backbone. Every other 
practice you do, you do within the guru-devotional practice. Any activities, for peace, prosperity, or con-
trolling distractions, whatever you do for this-life benefits or future-life benefits, you do within the back-
bone of the guru-devotion. This is the master-key to open all the doorways of spiritual developments and 
spiritual activities and all other activities. So, it is so important! Okay? 
 
Root guru. No matter who you may be as a practitioner, you should take your root guru as the manifes-
tation of all the enlightened Buddhas. That does not make a difference to the teacher, but it makes the 
difference to us. I always think that my root guru is inseparable from all the enlightened persons. Even 
if you have a lot of different teachers, put them all into one person. Many people have a problem to say 
which is their root guru. You have to know how to choose your root guru. I believe it is not the first 
person who taught you. It is not the highest person on the throne. Neither is it the one with the biggest 
name. Whoever’s teaching is effective to your mind, through whoever’s teaching you are developing a 
little more, that has to be your root guru. Nobody can tell you who your root guru is. There may be 
teachers that you have taken a lot of initiations from, many tantric teachings, etc. But if that does not 
effect your practice much, then that person is one of your gurus, but not your root guru. I won’t go 
much into detail here, but instead tell you exactly what I am doing. That will make it much easier.  
 Some of my own teachers were very poor, ordinary monks. Two of them have never even been 
monks in their lives. But for me, between His Holiness the Dalai Lama, who is a very high personality, 
and my guru who is just an ordinary lay person, there is no difference to me, as far as my devotion and 
my practice is concerned.  
 If you can visualize all your gurus in their own form with their individual faces, that is perfect, 
fine. Even then you will have a problem to decide who sits where. But that is easily remedied. Whoever 
is the most senior sits in front. That is in your mind. You don’t have to tell anyone else in public. If you 
can’t visualize all of them, then you collect them all into one. You just see one face. In reality he is 
every one of your gurus. That is the system that I use. It is called kun du norbu lung. That means ‘all-
collected jewel system’. I find that this is very effective.  
 Then, as far as I am concerned, all my teachers have in reality obtained enlightenment. The Abid-
harma says that once people have become enlightened, they become equal. In their dharmakaya they 
become the same – inseparable. So to me they are all inseparable. They all have great compassion in 
their minds. They all want to help me.  
 Now the question may rise, ‘If that is so, why don’t they appear much more impressively, more 
dignified, as something extraordinary?’ Chengapa Lodrö Gyaltsen has said and this is true,  

Because of the heaviness of our non-virtuous actions we can call ourselves very lucky that we 
see our teachers as human beings. We could be seeing them as dogs and pigs. 

Maitreya and Asanga.  There is another example. Asanga tried to find out about the true Prajna-
paramita teachings. At that time all the Mahayana teachings had died out in India. So he went into re-
treat in order to see Maitreya and get the teachings from him. He was in retreat for twelve years. Every 
three years he was about to give up, but changed his mind and went back into retreat.  
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 After twelve years he actually saw Maitreya. When he saw him, he first did not see him as we 
know him from the depictions in drawings, etc. He saw him as a dog, a bitch whose lower part of the 
body was completely smashed up, infested with worms. Asanga felt tremendously for this injured dog. 
He wondered what he could do. He thought, ‘If I pick those worms up with my hands, they will die. If I 
don’t pick them up, the dog will die.’ Because of his great compassion he saw no alternative but to cut 
a piece of meat from his own thigh. Now he wanted to pick up the worms. But he could not do it with 
his fingers. So he closed his eyes, ready to lick up the worms with his tongue and transfer them to the 
piece of meat from his thigh. He reached out with his tongue but could not get any closer to the worms, 
no matter how far he reached. So he opened his eyes and there was Maitreya, standing in front of him 
in his own form. Asanga said, ‘Why did you do this to me? I was waiting for you in retreat for twelve 
years and only now you show up!’ Maitreya said, ‘The day you first sat down for meditation I was 
standing beside you. But you simply could not see me at all. If you don’t believe me, look at all the spit 
you discarded and which landed on me. Finally, it was just because of your great compassion that you 
were able to cut a piece of meat from your own thigh. That has cut a tremendous amount of your non-
virtuous actions and therefore you are able to see me now.’  
 Asanga immediately recovered from his wounds and said to Maitreya, ‘Now that I have finally 
seen you, before taking any teachings I want to show you to all the people in town.’ He lifted Maitreya 
on to his shoulders and walked around the market place, shouting at everybody, ‘Look here is Mai-
treya!’ Everybody thought that he had gone mad, because nobody could see anything except Asanga 
running around with his hands up. There was only one old woman who saw that he was carrying the 
dead body of a dog. All others saw nothing at all. They thought he had been in retreat for too long and 
finally gone mad.  
 
Whom to visualize. You don’t need a picture of an individual lama, but you can have the picture of Je 
Tsongkhapa who has come many years ago, so it is much easier for us to develop faith and respect, as 
compared to anybody who is living today. That is one way of practicing, because our mind is so bad. 
We always see the bad points. That is our fault, but in order to avoid that we see Tsongkhapa as insepa-
rable from our own root guru or every guru we have. 

 

2. Lineage of this teaching 
Three guru yogas 
This teaching called Ganden Lha Gyema comes through the great tradition of Gaden nying gyü. It is the 
Ganden tradition which is passed through from one person to another. In there, there are actually three 
different guru yogas and their oral teachings that deal wit
dium one and the very short one.  

1. The long detailed one comes from the Ensa nying 
Ensapa. It is called the Lama Chöpa and includes th
taught and practiced until the person has at least on
cause it is very strongly connected to Vajrayana. Mu
Vajrayana practice are part of it. When you read the w
it, you’ll see it6. The great Ensapa is not very well kn
another Milarepa type of person, a really great master
is said that Ensapa obtained total enlightenment within
little bit wild for a short period at the end of his life. B
wild before they become enlightened. (These sort of li

 
 

 

                                                       
6 Literature: Gelek Rinpoche, Guru devotion; how to integrate the prim
h Tsongkhapa: the long detailed one, the me-

gyü tradition, which comes through Gyelwa 
e tsoh offering. The Lama Chöpa cannot be 
e complete detailed Vajrayana initiation, be-
ch of the essence and important points of the 
ords, you may not see it. When we talk about 

own in the West, except to a few people. It is 
. So great! Later he became a funny fellow. It 
 his lifetime. In order to do that he behaved a 
ut, I don’t believe everybody has to become 

ttle things are taken for granted for the Tibet-

ordial mind. 
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ans, but in the West, if I don’t spell it out word by word, they’ll misunderstand We have to be very 
careful about what we say).  

2. The medium guru yoga practice is the Ganden Lha Gyema. That is what we are doing now. It is 
the Ganden Se gyü tradition, started by Sherab Senge7. It is very short, very easy to practice. Eve-
rybody is permitted to say it. And it is without too many restrictions, provided we don’t go too 
much in detail..  

3. The shortest guru yoga practice, called Kedrub chi gyü, is from Kedrub Je, one of Je Tsongkhapa’s 
chief disciples8. It is only taught to a single person. It is also not given to any person unless they 
have obtained teachings on shunyata. It is connected with emptiness, and therefore until people 
have quite a good understanding of emptiness this practice cannot be done. So forget about this one 
for the time being. 

The Ganden Lha Gyema has its own techniques and is slightly connected with Vajrayana too. There are 
certain important techniques which have been given in the Lama Chöpa that are not included in here. 
Vice versa there are also many important techniques which are in here, that are not included in there.  
 It has a very detailed version, a medium one and a short practice. Out of these the detailed practice 
has very deep and profound Vajrayana techniques in it. Probably that is not going to be suitable for this 
gathering at this moment, plus we have the usual excuse of time pressure. We’ll try to do the medium 
version.  

The lineage 
Je Tsongkhapa himself has given the teaching of this guru yoga to a very few disciples. Among them 
the most important here is Jetsun Sherab Senge, the founder of the Lower Tantric College. Sherab 
Senge9 is from the monastery Se in Tsang area. That is why the system is called Se gyü.10 The same ap-
plies to the Ensa Nying gyü system. Ensapa is from the place called Ensa, so, the name of the place has 
been given to the person to identify him. That shows that those people who came up and did the practice 
first, did not have big titles. They had to be identified through their village.  
 From Jetsun Sherab Senge it came as a secret teaching down to Dülnagpa Palden Zangpo. That 
is why we call it a ‘whisper-lineage’ [Tib. nying gyü]. That means that this teaching has not been pub-
lished before. In Tibetan nying is the honorific word for ‘ear’. That means that this teaching has been 
passed from ear to ear. It is an oral tradition. I think Dülnagpa Palden Zangpo started giving this practi-
ce in general public. And one of his disciples, Sangye Yeshe11, composed the words we are saying. 
Until then you did not have text to base on. Just the technique was taught. Since this meditation needs a 
lot of moving, you now have the words to remind the mind not to lose the points. Apart from that, the 
words are not important.  
 A long time it was only kept as manuscripts and has never been published. Later the written com-
mentaries were added by the First Panchen Lama and Guntang Jampelyang, Könchog Jigme Wangpo, 
Jamyang Shepa Dorje and finally by Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo. I am reading here from Pabongkapa’s 
commentary. It is due to his kindness [of the great masters] that we can practice this now completely 
openly and it has become very easy for everybody to practice it.  
 In Tibet it is very popular. Almost all the young kids will have this memorized, no matter which 
tradition their parents belong to. It is short, it has a lot of important points, it is well-known, it is one of 
the closest doors through which one can obtain a lot of blessings.  

 
7 Disciple of Je Tsongkhapa. d. 1445. 
8 1385-1438. 
9 Also called Sherab Gyatso. 
10 Gyu – literally thread – means tradition. 
11 1525-1591. 
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 It is also very effective. It boosts your practice a lot. In other words, the benefits come very 
quickly. Once you practice it, the benefits for the individual are noticeable month after month and year 
after year. It also has a lot of very important techniques involved. 
 
When something becomes too much publicized it does not work very well. Although the Ganden Lha 
Gyema is mainly a sutra practice and does not have much tantra in it, it is influenced by tantra. When 
that becomes too public it does not work. In other words, the effect decreases. That is why later a lot of 
different versions of the Ganden Lha Gyema have come out. There is a longer one and a very long one. 
Even in the English translation you can find three or four different versions now. When you learn and 
take teachings on that, you have to have the whole thing, otherwise it does not work. Even if there are 
only a few words written down, in your thinking, in your mental practice you have to have the whole 
thing working. 
 
I was fortunate to obtain this particular teaching a number of times from a number of different masters 
and so you have the lineage also. It I have taken it from one of my root gurus, Gen Yungdung Rin-
poche. Then from His Holiness Trijang Rinpoche, from Lochö Rinpoche and maybe twice from Ling 
Rinpoche. I have also taken it from Song Rinpoche. So, it is not just talking out of book-knowledge or 
anything, it is the unbroken lineage you get.  
 

 

3. Rarity and benefits of the Ganden Lha Gyema guru-yoga practice  
A warning. Before I go on, I must warn you. This is one o  the extra-ordinary teachings of the Gelugpa 
tradition, based on Tsongkhapa as spiritual guide or root-m
and the importance of Tsongkhapa. We are going to praise T
saying that the others are not great or that you cannot practic
 A lot of people are very quick at interpreting. They p
the way they want to, rather than how the person has said 
necessary misunderstandings. Each one of the great tradi
extraordinary qualities. Also within Kagyü the Karma, Sha
the eight Kagyü schools as well as the three Sakya schoo
these they have their qualities. I am not denying that. But 
am going to speak a bit about his qualities.  
 Once His Holiness Trijang Rinpoche was giving these
ties of Tsongkhapa. In his teachings he said that ‘there w
view of emptiness and so Tibet remained ‘dark’ because 
lights on and blah blah blah.’ It is part of the teaching. Tw
Rinpoche said that until Tsongkhapa came, Tibet was tota
sort of put the lights on.’ People resented this and some f
insult to us’. I don’t want that misunderstanding.  
 In any teaching of any tradition you will hear about 
Not only the Buddhist teachings, but all other religions w
words in between. That is very important. 
 Tsongkhapa’s qualities are like the ocean. What I am 
single kusha grass blade dipped in the ocean.  

 
 

 

f

aster. So you are going to hear the qualities 
songkhapa like anything! With that I am not 
e other teachings at all.  
ick up half the knowledge and interpret it in 
it. So there is a great danger of creating un-
tions, Nyingma, Kagyü, Sakya, Gelug have 
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Who is Tsongkhapa?12  
Prophecies. Of course, you will know that he is founder of the Gelugpa tradition. But my duty is to say 
here today that Tsongkhapa was already prophesized by Buddha in the Manjushri root tantra [Skt. 
Manjushri nama sangiti13]. Buddha says in there,  

After I have died, when Buddhism is almost about to disappear, you Manjushri, will appear as a 
little boy and will make the Dharma activity grow again completely and perfectly and pure. Your 
monastery will be called Ga and it will be in the middle of the snow mountains. 

As Buddha had prophesized, Manjushri appeared willingly, out of his own choice, as a human being. 
This is Tsongkhapa. He was born in the Amdo area, which is nowadays called Xinhua province, in 
1357. The Manjushri root tantra not only mentioned that he would appear in Tibet but also that the 
monastery which he would construct would have the name Ganden14.  
 The same has been also mentioned by Asanga in Maitreya’s Mahayana sutra alamkara, [Tib. do 
de gyen.] I forgot the exact words. But in there Tsongkhapa is even mentioned by his personal name 
Lozang Drakpa. In Chandrakirti’s Guide to the Middle Way, [Skt. Madhyamakavatara, Tib. Uma 
jugpa), a commentary on Nagarjuna’s Treatise on the Middle Way, [Skt. Mulamadhyamakakarika, Tib. 
Uma tsawa...], Tsongkhapa is also mentioned by name and explanations are given word by word in 
there. So there have been a lot of prophecies 

I should mention that some people maintain that the quote from the Manjushri root tantra could just as 
well refer to Sakya Pandita. It could be a prophecy for him. But if you read the continuation of that text 
if gives the name of the monastery Ganden and also gives the names of Tsongkhapa’s disciples, like 
Gyeltsab, Kedrub, Dülzin and so on. They are all mentioned in that root text. So it has to be 
Tsongkhapa. The great Lopön Padmasambhava has also prophesized the appearance of Tsongkhapa, 

Manjushri will appear as Lozang Dragpa to lead followers in the Buddha’s path.  

Another thing. Many of the Panchen Lamas have written one after another:  
The founder of Buddhism, Buddha himself, has appeared inseparably as Guru Padmasambhava or 
Padma Jungne, and then he has appeared as Atisha and then as Lozang Drakpa.  

All of them are the same person. In reality it is one Buddha, who has come in different times to suit the 
individuals. Personally, I do believe that hundred percent Buddha himself had said,  

At the time of the degenerate age, I will appear myself as gurus and teachers. 

Not only the Sanskrit sutras but even the Pali sutras mention that. Buddha has appeared as vajramaster 
from time to time. So if you don’t identify him as Padmasambhava, Atisha and so on, where would he 
be? Who else could it be? I believe that Padmasambhava, Atisha and Tsongkhapa are the same person, 
really. They are the unlabelled, true incarnations. Not like me, a phony one. They are the real ones.  
 
Birth and youth. Tsongkhapa was not born as the son of a big family. He was not the well-known rein-
carnation of some famous lama. He was born as a very common person, a poor beggar who had to 
carry his load on the back. He had to walk from Amdo to Central Tibet, while begging for food. After 
reaching Central Tibet he ran after so many lamas. He learnt from the Sakya tradition and Kagyü tradi-
tion. He had a number of different teachers and then he gradually picked it up himself. Although he 
was the manifestation of Manjushri he did not carry a label ‘Manjushri’s incarnation’, nor did he an-
nounce himself as Manjushri-reincarnation. He came as an ordinary human being, behaved like an or-
dinary human being, put the emphasis on learning like an ordinary person should; he meditated like 
you and I should be doing and obtained his development like you and I should have and could have.  

 
12 Biography: R. Thurman, Life and Teachings of Tsongkhapa. Kaschewsky, R. Das Leben des Lamaïstischen Heiligen Tsong 

Khapa bLo bZan Grags Pa. Lex Hixon, Life of Tsongkhapa. 
13 English translation: Alex Wayman, Chanting the names of Manjushri; the Manjushri-Nama-samgiti.  
14 Also often written Ga den. 
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Exclusiveness of Je Tsongkhapa’s teaching  
To have this such a practice as this Ganden Lha Gyema, which can be adjusted to the capability of our 
mind, is very fortunate, particularly at this moment, now we have something very important, a very 
valuable human life, with us. We also met with the teachings of the Buddha, which are based on his 
own experience and development. To be able to practice that, is even more fortunate than just the ordi-
nary human life that we have obtained. Also we have the information and a guide, a spiritual friend 
available, to lead us on the great Mahayana path, not on the sutra path alone, but on the combination of 
sutra and tantra. How fortunate we are! 
 Not only we are meeting with the great teachings of the Buddha and the Mahayana, among the 
Mahayana we are meeting with the teachings of the great Tsongkhapa, whose teaching and practice is a 
combination of sutra and tantra and the essence of the practices of Buddha Sakyamuni, Maitreya, Man-
jushri and all other great masters from that time on till now.  
 Through this practice not only one obtains ultimate buddhahood within the lifetime, but also, if 
one can put efforts in it, and one is capable enough to practice based on the knowledge and information 
built, then with the combination of learning and practice, the combination of father- and mother-tantra, 
the combination of compassion and wisdom and the support of the guru yoga backbone, it is possible 
for a person to obtain total buddhahood within the three-years-period. This has been very common in 
this tradition.  
 To meet with what we normally refer to as ‘the essence of the pure gold of the Buddha’s teachings’ 
is even more rare and much more difficult and requires much more merit, fortune and luck. 
 
Difficulty of meeting with Tsongkhapa’s teaching. When the First Panchen Lama was giving a teaching 
in Lhasa, a rich Mongolian business fellow came over and presented a tremendous amount of silver and 
gold to him, saying, ‘I seek your protection to be reborn as a human being.’ The Panchen Lama said, 
‘Don’t worry, it will be done.’ ‘I seek your protection and blessings and guarantee to meet with the 
teachings of Lord Buddha.’ The Panchen Lama said, ‘Don’t worry, that is also done.’ And he said, ‘I 
seek your blessings and protection for meeting with the great Tsongkhapa’s teachings.’ Then the 
Panchen Lama said, ‘It is impossible for you, you can’t do this, you don’t have fortune enough.’ And 
then the man said, ‘What can I do?’ ‘Forget about your business, totally give up everything and go into 
the mountains. Spend twelve years of meditation up there and then I will see whether you can regain the 
merit to be able to meet with the great Tsongkhapa’s teachings or not.’ 
 So, meeting with Tsongkhapa’s teachings is very, very rare and difficult. We are fortunate enough 
to have this information available on our finger-tip right now. So we have to appreciate that and take 
the best advantage out of it.  
 
Practice now! Taking advantage of and taking the essence out of this practice is also something we have 
to do now! As you all know, we never know when we are going to die. Death has no certainty, no time 
fixed, no previous warning. People die while talking, people die while eating. Great masters died while 
they had started teaching and they did not complete it; they went up as a human being, sat up there on 
the seat, started talking and were carried away as a corpse.  
 No one has lived for ever. No buddhas have lived for ever, no kings have lived for ever, no generals 
have lived for ever, no wealthy people, none of the elected political-power persons have lived for ever. 
No one lives for ever, everybody dies. And also, there is no certainty about the time of death. You and I 
cannot guarantee that you and I will be here tomorrow. No one can guarantee that.  
 So, while we have the time in our hand, we have to make the best use of it. If you say, ‘Well, look, 
at this moment I can’t do it, I am so busy. I hope, in my future life it will be different’, that is bullshit. 
You never know what future life is going to be. We have something in our hand, let us take advantage 
of it. Let us not waste it. Let us really put efforts in. Okay?  
 It is really by chance that we have such an opportunity to do something. Even we in this room, we 
have different opportunities, if you look carefully. Some people are totally dependent on something 
else. Most of us have to work. We have to worry about where we are going to get our next meal. We 
have to worry how we are going to pay our next bill. Everybody has to worry about that, but some peo-
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ple have to worry less. Even that is a very good advantage. If we have to worry but still can have time 
to practice, it is very fortunate. That is sheer luck we have. Really truly.  
 Otherwise it is really hard! Look outside. How many spiritual paths are available? And how many 
of them are actually without result, don’t bring anything? And how many people put their efforts in it? 
How much time they waste in it? Look at it and you will convince yourself. Here it is totally different. 
Totally different. 
 
Importance of Lamrim. In this path first you can learn, second you can think and then if you meditate 
properly, you get everything. Step by step you can go. And it is not one single point only. So many 
steps you have.  
 Look into other practices. I am not saying that what we are doing is great... Yeah, I am saying 
what we are doing is great! (laughs). But if you look at some of them, you see that each one of them 
teaches you one single point only, e.g. how to heal, and in that one point total effort is put. Or they 
teach you sitting meditation. What does that carry? Mindfulness. There are four mindfulnesses and out 
of four mindfulnesses they carry one, mental mindfulness, and maybe a little bit of body mindfulness. 
Some people put total effort in the body part; the body awareness. NLP15 and all these are developed out 
of that. That is a single path that is taken. Maybe the Western mind is only capable of observing one 
single path only, I don’t know.  
 Actually there are, generally speaking, thirty-seven pure practices of the buddhahood. We may 
look at Lamrim as another bright one type of thing, but no! Look in detail, how many different things 
are there. What Lamrim you people ever heard up till now, is not even ten percent of what it really car-
ries. So you see how important it is and how fortunate we are to have it.  
 
In short, to be able to practice with the combination of sutra and tantra, the combination of wisdom and 
compassion, the combination of illusory body and clear light, to have all this is really, very, very rare! It 
is exclusive. And, in order to do these practices, first you have to go through the backbone of all this, 
the guru yoga practice.  

The object of your guru-yoga practice  
We are using here Tsongkhapa as base, representing all your great spiritual masters, in the form of 
Tsongkhapa. Even you cannot name them individually, in reality they are oneness in that form, with no 
separation. That will be easier for you, too, otherwise you would have to start counting all spiritual 
teachers you have taken teachings from. Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche used to say sometimes:  

If they ask you how much money you have in your pocket, you have the amount ready to say; but 
when you are asked how many spiritual teachers you had, you have to start counting first.  

In this practice it is made easy, every teacher is included. If you can elaborate it and see everybody up 
there in a lineage-tree, then that is wonderful, nothing better. But then if you miss somebody, it be-
comes a problem. It becomes a problem, because the guru devotional practice is the root of all devel-
opment. in order to avoid that problem we use Tsongkhapa as one central figure representing all. In 
reality it is your root-guru, in form Tsongkhapa.  
 I recommend here that you do not use a living human being as the object of your guru-yoga prac-
tice, but that you use Tsongkhapa. The whole Ganden Lha Gyema is based on Tsongkhapa. There is no 
doubt that Tsongkhapa is the manifestation of Manjushri. As I told you16, it has been prophesied by 
Buddha in tantras and sutras, by Nagarjuna, by Chandrakirti, and so forth. There are countless prophe-
cies, including the those of the Tibetan masters like Guru Padmasambhava, Machig Labdrön, the First 
Karmapa and all of them, one after another. It has been confirmed, so there is no doubt about that.  
 

 
15. Neuro Linguistic Programming. 
16 See page 14. 
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One is all. The main point here is: if the person is the manifestation of one enlightened being, then he 
has to be a manifestation of all the enlightened beings. Why? When enlightened beings become enlighte-
ned, they become by nature one within the broad framework of dharmadhatu or shunyata, i.e. empti-
ness. Generally speaking, if you are becoming an enlightened being, you have to become one with all 
enlightened beings. When Buddhas become enlightened, in their nature they become oneness.  
 According to Kedrub Je, Tsongkhapa’s disciple, there is even then some kind of identity. Accord-
ing to that, if you become a Buddha, you become one-ness with all enlightened beings, yet your indi-
vidual identity is maintained. So all Buddhas are one, and whatever their appearance is, is all manifes-
tation. So if you are a manifestation of one, you are the manifestation of all others too. That is why even 
nowadays when reincarnate lamas come round here, everywhere it will say that this lama or that lama 
is a manifestation of Manjushri and Maitreya, Avalokitesvara and so on. And when you read the incar-
nate lamas’ lineages, they all go back to Buddha – all of them. 
 So, what happens when you get enlightened? You do not lose your identity. Your identity as an 
individual person will remain. But you become part of a sort of total awareness. You know what I am 
talking? Look at this little garage17. From the front you see that this side has a big window and it has its 
own identity. From the angle you look from, the side looks like separate, but it is part of that garage. This 
side and that side have separate identities when you look from a certain angle, but they are part of the 
whole house. Now when you become enlightened, you become part and parcel of that great being. 
Therefore, when enlightened beings have become enlightened, the manifestation of the one becomes the 
manifestation of all others, because it is part of all others. Are you getting me?  
 Therefore, if someone is the manifestation of Manjushri, then it is the manifestation of Avaloki-
teshvara, it is the manifestation of Vajrapani, it is the manifestation of Tara, it is the manifestation of 
Sakyamuni Buddha, etc. If one is a manifestation of one enlightened being, then it has to be a manifes-
tation of all enlightened beings, because all enlightened beings are by nature one. Yet they have sepa-
rate identities. You don’t lose your identity; you keep your identity. Therefore, the guru through which 
you are going to practice, will be Tsongkhapa. You pray:  

Je Lame ku denda gi lu  
Je Lame sung denda gi ngag 
Je lame thug denda gui yi  
Don yerme jigtu jin gyi lob 

Your Body and my body,  
Your Speech and my speech,  
Your Mind and my mind,  
 Bless them to be inseparable one. 

So, you have individual identity, but also ‘when one is the manifestation of one enlightened being, 
then one is the manifestation of all enlightened beings.’  
 Take Manjushri, the embodiment of wisdom. We always explain Manjushri as the embodiment of 
the wisdom of the enlightened beings, Avalokiteshvara as the embodiment of the love and compassion 
of the enlightened beings and Vajrapani as their embodiment of the wrath, power and ability.  
  Power here means: to be able to utilize your own mind, your own capability in the direction you 
like to put it. It also represents power in the normal American understanding of the word, the power 
able to overpower the negative, power within oneself, smoothening one’s mind and protecting one’s 
path, keeping away from the obstacles. Actually, spiritual development is, as I always explained, is 
overpowering the negativity by the acts of positivity, so it really becomes a spiritual power. When we 
talk about power in the sense of ‘Vajrapani is the embodiment of the power of all the enlightened be-
ings’ it means that Vajrapani represents that. Look at Vajrapani. He is fearful, wrathful and carrying 
the vajra, which represents indestructibility. That is power. Okay? 
 Now, look again. There cannot be any enlightened being who has all the compassion, but does not 
have wisdom and power. There cannot be an enlightened being who has all the wisdom, but has no 
love-compassion and no power. It is again, as I told you, like the eastern part and the western side of 
the house: you look from different angles and you have different views. Therefore: if someone is Man-
jushri’s incarnation or manifestation, it is bound to be Vajrapani’s as well as Avalokiteshvara’s and 
vice versa. That is why, if you look into those incarnate lamas of the Tibetan tradition, you see that eve-

 
17 The garage of Rinpoche’s former house, where these teachings were given. 
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rybody carries Manjushri, everybody carries Maitreya, everybody carries Avalokiteshvara. That is also 
why the great Padmasambhava could go to the extent of prophesying that ‘all Tibetan Buddhist teach-
ers will be a manifestation of Avalokiteshvara.’ He gave that most blanket prophecy. 
 Our main point here is: to proof to my own mind – that means to your own mind, point the finger 
on your own nose! – that the guru through which I am going to practice, is the manifestation of Man-
jushri, is the manifestation of Avalokiteshvara, is the manifestation of Vajrapani. That is how you go. 
 
In the praises of Tsongkhapa there are outer, inner and secret praises, as well as in your practice you 
have an outer, inner and secret way of practicing. But what it for the individual really boils down to, is to 
do the combination of all of them together. In other words, in your practice there is no separation be-
tween your spiritual master, the guru you are projecting in the form of Tsongkhapa, and any other deity 
that is part of your practice. In other words, the object of your guru-yoga practice, should be inseparable 
from what you like to practice: Yamantaka, Vajrayogini, Manjushri, Tara, Avalokiteshvara, whatever. 
Inseparable. You have to see that. When you see it and you practice them inseparable, then you begin to 
build the life-bones within you. That is why it is said:  

The root of all development, the sources of all siddhihood  
and the best practice is the guru yoga. 

Benefits of the Ganden Lha Gyema combined with the Migtsema.18  
1. If you meditate Je Tsongkhapa as inseparable from your root guru and then make the seven-limbed 

offerings, then that really lays the foundation of all your development and whatever meditation, 
thinking and studying you do will be very effective.  

2. It is one of the best practices to return any obstacles that come from above, below and in between. 
Upper obstacles refer to different rituals or even karma that will cause strokes and other illnesses. If 
you are practicing this teaching, then, apart from it being your unreturnable karma, it not only pro-
tects you but returns that problem to the one who is trying to harm you. They will experience the re-
sult. Obstacles from below refer to disturbances by nagas. There are certain illnesses caused by 
them, like getting sores, cuts and all sort of funny pimples and skin diseases. You have protection 
from that as well. Then, in the middle of that, on the human level, there are some semi-deity type of 
beings that are doing different things. Against all of those the practice of the Ganden Lha Gyema 
and saying the Migtsema at least 21 times a day without breaking for a single day is one of the best 
protections.. At the time Sangye Yeshe wrote this, Dülnagpa Palden Zangpo himself had already 
done a tremendous amount of retreats and meditation and based on that he had called the kings of the 
different earth-, water- fire- etc. spirits, and had ordered them to make a commitment. He made them 
commit thus: a person who is practicing this, should not be harmed by any spirit. And they all com-
mitted to this with their life. Therefore this practice helps tremendously; it protects. 

3. If you as a practitioner have said the Migtsema one hundred thousand times with the proper practice 
and you want to protect other people from obstacles, this is the method you have to use, which is 
very helpful.  

4. And it is also a great boost to develop love-compassion and emptiness within the individual.  

5. A very important point is, that it makes us to be born easily in the Pure Land of Tushita. It has very 
easy connections to Tushita. Also, life after life, you somehow build a very close relation with the 
great Tsongkhapa and it really helps a great deal. Life after life the great masters always protect you, 
help you and guide you19. 

 
18 Also see page 105. 
19 When Hélène van Hoorn was about to die, she said she was not going to head for the pure Vajrayogini land. She preferred to 

put her focus on the pure land of Tushita, because as she said, ‘That’s the ‘Land of learning’ with al the great masters like 
Tsongkhapa, and Atisha and I want to learn.’  
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6. It is also very effective for gaining great wisdom. Tsongkhapa is the manifestation of Manjushri and 
through this practice you can increase your intellect, your intelligence or wisdom. There are three 
kinds of wisdom you can increase through this: the wisdoms of clarity, quickness and depth. And if 
you work in this direction, month after month, your intellectual capability increases. It really does; 
that is the true experience. The wisdom of quickness is being very witty. When you say something 
and after that you start to think, ‘Oh, I wish I had said that’, when everything is over you know it. If 
that is a problem, you can correct that through this increase-of-wisdom practice. And you can think 
deeper and clearer. All this can really develop very easily. Month after month, you’ll see the differ-
ence.  

7. Through the Migtsema there is a hundred different things you can do. You can do peaceful works, 
such as getting people to overcome sicknesses, certain physical and mental difficulties, then works 
to get more prosperity, wealth, also to exercise power and control others as well as wrathful activi-
ties. There are hundreds of different activities one can do, including making or stopping rain and 
thunderstorms.  

8. It is against losing memory. This is really true. When I was in the monastery and had some difficul-
ties memorizing, one of my teachers told me that through this practice one can gain that ability. Ac-
tually I was quite good at memorizing, but I was never satisfied with what I could memorize. I had 
one big problem. I could memorize very easily, compared with others – but I would forget it imme-
diately. One of my teachers, at 4.30 in the morning, would pick up a chunk of pages and put a nee-
dle through them, then give it to me to memorize. By 11.30 or 1200 noon I was able to memorize 
the whole thing. It could be up to 20 pages. I had no problem memorizing that. Then I had a col-
league, a very good geshe. He could not memorize at all. For two verses he would take two or three 
days. When we went on retreat, we had a cook with us and that cook, while he was cooking, would 
hear him repeating the verses loudly and that cook could memorize them before he could! On the 
other hand he was a very hard working geshe. He had better understanding than I. He just could not 
memorize. I had no problem with that, I could memorize twenty pages in two hours. But if I did not 
repeat them the same evening, the next morning and the next evening again, it would be as though I 
had never heard it. So then one of my teachers told me to practice this Ganden Lha Gyema. I am not 
sure how effective it was for me, I think it made a difference. But I know for sure that it was very 
effective for this friend of mine. He could memorize much more after that. Within a month’s time 
you could see the difference. We here don’t put in so much effort. We may do something for half an 
hour a day and then we complain, ‘I have been in this for three years and nothing is happening to 
me! Is there something wrong with my practice or is there something wrong with that text?’  

 
How to practice  
It would be good to say this Ganden Lha Gyema every day and within that say a few Migtsemas. There 
are very detailed meditations on the Migtsema. That will come gradually. You cannot do those daily, 
but do them from time to time. But every day you should at least do a short meditation. With any prac-
tice you can do it short or more in detail. When you have time, you can do the detailed version. Other-
wise do it short. But don’t break the continuity of doing it every day! I don’t know why, but so many 
great lamas insist that you should not break your practice for even a single day. Do it short. You may 
spend half an hour or you may spend five minutes. It does not matter. But if you break it, then any de-
velopment that was about to come, can be washed away! If you continue with this practice, then you 
will meet with Tsongkhapa’s teaching in life after life and also you will be able to take birth in Tushita. 
That is not the Tushita Center here [in New Delhi] but the real Tushita heaven.  
 
It is the system first to read it to you, so that you get the words. We call that the ‘oral transmission’ 
[Tib. lung]. When I do that, you only listen. Before I do that, I follow what is customary for the great 
masters to emphasize in the traditional way: 
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This Lama Neljor20 is a guru yoga practice that has come through the whispering teachings of 
the Ganden tradition and is called Ganden Lha Gyema.  

 [Rinpoche recites the oral transmission [Tib. lung]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions and answers 
Audience: (on becoming all one in the nature of emptines
Rinpoche: Ah, ah, no, no! Then everybody would be co
emptiness. Even the non-enlightened beings would be c
ture of emptiness. When one obtains enlightenment one 
lightened being. In other words, you almost become a Sa
shri. You become the same as that, but yet, you have yo
says, ‘In reality it is the same, but separate identity is avai
 This is a brief understanding. I am sure it is not ver
come much more clear a little later.  
 
Audience: (on the enlightened mind)  
Rinpoche: I don’t think the nature of the enlightened uni
person is becoming a part of it. You said community. I d
it as one single solid person. So when the person become
the enlightened ones. What you pray is, ‘May ultimatel
become my mind and there’ll be no separation.’ Yet you
individual identity, but also simultaneously it becomes... w
limited vocabulary to put in here. This is my difficulty, re
 
Audience: (on referring to Tsongkhapa as Jamgon Tsong
Rinpoche: When referring to Je Tsongkhapa, you say Ja
don’t call a person by a personal name like: Tsongkhapa
is very difficult. Kyabje Ling Rinpoche and Kyabje Trijan
They always referred to him as either Je Rinpoche or -if
say Jamgon Tsongkhapa Chenpo. Jamgon means the M
great Tsongkhapa’. In early translations you find Je Rinp
leader, one who leads to the pure land, to the enlightenm
When in the West you are referring to Je Rinpoche as Ts
know. So I thought I share that with you.  
 
Audience: (about visualizing the root guru in his personal
Rinpoche: I don’t want to introduce the living person as 
tice becomes deeper and they need it – to some people it
ject the living guru. It differs according to the person’s lev
 

 

 
 

                                                       
20 Lama is guru; neljor is yoga. 
21 See page 7. 
s, at the moment one becomes enlightened)  
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onnected also, because they, too, are in the na-
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kyamuni Buddha, you almost become a Manju-
ur own identity that will remain. In Tibetan it 
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y clear to you, but still, if you go on it will be-

ty changes, but the nature of the unenlightened 
on’t think it is community. I almost think about 
s enlightened, the person becomes oneness with 
y my mind become your mind and your mind 
 don’t lose the individual person, you have the 
ell, I can’t use the word ‘oneness’. I have very 

ally. 

khapa21) 
mgon Tsongkhapa or: Je Rinpoche. You really 
 Lozang Dragpa. Even calling him Tsongkhapa 
g Rinpoche never used the words Tsongkhapa. 

 they had to refer to him by name- they would 
anjushri emanation, so: ‘Manjushri emanation, 
oche translated as Lord Tsongkhapa. Je means 
ent stage. So he is referred to as Je Rinpoche. 

ongkhapa Lozang Dragpa, I get a bit tickly you 

 form)  
a root-guru for practice. When a person’s prac-
 becomes very difficult without – they can pro-
el and it is adapted to the individual. 





Buddha Shakyamuni 



 

II  
PRELIMINARIES 

The practice of the Ganden Lha Gyema has three outlines:  
1) The preliminaries  
2) The actual practice  
3) The conclusion  

The preliminaries here are like any other preliminaries of practice: the six preliminary practices as 
taught in the Lamrim. This will be followed by the refuge taking, the generation of bodhicitta, and the 
four immeasurables. All that you do before you are saying the Ganden Lha Gyema.  

1. Cleaning the place 
You need a very quiet place for your practice. When you are used to it you can sit in the middle of the 
Chandi Chowk and practice, but as a beginner it is necessary to have a quiet place. That quiet place 
should also be a place where other practitioners have been practicing. That makes a difference. Nor-
mally the person blesses a place. But sometimes the place blesses the person. So beginners should 
meditate in a place where a great meditator has stayed for a while or given some teaching. That place 
should have the qualities mentioned in the jor chö, the preliminary teachings.  

The place should be comfortable, quiet, and you should clean it properly. That is necessary. You may 
think, ‘I want to practice and that is about my mind. Why should I have to clean my room?’ But that is 
not correct. If you don’t clean your room your mind also doesn’t get clean. It does have an effect. So, 
clean the place where you do your practice. Also cleaning is recommended for purification. Cleaning 
the temple, the place of the teachings, the place where your spiritual friend is, all these are recom-
mended to as very good methods for purifying.  

A purification story. During the Buddha’s period there was a great arhat. In the beginning he was so 
stupid. He could not understand anything. He was given up by so many teachers. Finally he went to 
Buddha and begged him to take him as a student. He said, ‘Are you really going to take me? I am 
scared. I went to my own brother and even he kicked me out.’ Buddha said, ‘Don’t worry, come with 
me.’ So first Buddha made him sweep the floor. In the Indian cast system the sweepers have a very low 
status. In Buddhism there is no cast system, yet it is the worst job and he took it. Buddha told him that 
while sweeping he should repeat two words: dü pang, tri ma pang. That means ‘Clear the dust, clear 
the smell.’ This guy had a problem repeating that. The moment he remembered ‘Dust’, he would forget 
the word ‘smell’. So Buddha instructed all the monks, ‘Whenever you see him, tell him these words: 
dü pang, tri ma pang.’ So wherever he went people would say it to him until he gradually learnt that. 
For a long time he now swept the floor and cleaned the shoes of the monks. He found it very difficult 
to clean the temple. When he swept one side, the other side became dirty again. I think that was 
through Buddha’s blessing. That made him sweep the whole day, while saying dü pang, tri ma pang. 
Through that he reduced the effects of the non-virtuous actions that obstructed him. Then all of a sud-
den one day, he began thinking about why Buddha wanted him to say dü pang, tri ma pang all the 
time. He thought for a while and one day he understood, 
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The dust is not the ordinary dust on the ground,  
but the dust of ignorance, attachment, anger.  
One should know what it really means to clear the dust. 

In other words, although you may have somebody else around who cleans for you, it is desirable that 
you clean the area where you practice yourself. If you clean it yourself, you reduce your non-virtuous 
actions. You don’t become an ‘untouchable’ through that. I believe that all the previous Dalai Lamas 
used to do their own sweeping. Even nowadays, when you open the great treasury of the Tibetan 
government, you will see a lot of brooms there.  
 Even the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, such a powerful man, used to sweep his own room. Also Atisha, 
when he came to Tibet, made his own offerings. He was getting quite old and the people around him 
said, ‘It is becoming a problem for you to get up, let us make this offering for you’. So Atisha said, 
‘Oh, are you going to eat my food too?’ What he means is that if you want to build up your merit you 
have to do it yourself. That is why it is very important to clean your own room. This is the first prelimi-
nary activity you do. 

2. Creation of the altar and laying out the offerings 
Altar. Mind you, this is not just creating pictures and images. The images represent the actual living 
Supreme Field of Merit. So the altar has to be very well, the best way you can afford. It should not be 
lying in the dust. You should clean it up. You should not just throw down the pictures or images. If 
possible you should have a golden frame, not gilded but of pure gold, then silver, then copper and if 
you can’t afford it, even paper is good enough. The more you can afford, the more merit it accumulates 
for the individual; that is why.  You see it among the Tibetans. Sometimes they have very expensive 
altars. The bowls in which you put the offering-water, are normally of pure silver. At my young age I 
used to have a pure 24 carats golden offering-bowl. And most of the butterlamps you find, are of silver 
or pure gold. It doesn’t have to be, but if you can afford it, it should. 

The order on the altar. The order of the statues or pictures on your altar is as follows.  
1. The Guru, i.e. the teacher, occupies the first line; that includes Buddha Sakyamuni,  
2. The yidams or deities,  
3. The Buddhas, like the Medicine buddha, the past buddha, the future buddha, the buddhas of the ten 

directions, the thirty-five purification buddhas; all these are counted in the line of buddhas. Buddha 
Sakyamuni, the present buddha, is counted in the guru-lineage rather than in the line of buddhas.  

4. the bodhisattvas,  
5. the dakas and dakinis; they are the sangha of Vajrayana;  
6. monks [or arhats]. the arhats are the sangha of Sutrayana. and  
7. the dharma protectors. They are the lowest. Here the word protector is not used like in Buddha, 

dharma and sangha as protectors. It are the guardian-protectors here, like Mahakala22, Kalarupa23, 
and Palden Lhamo24. Remember, it is important not to include any ghost or spirit in there! Why? 
They may not be able to help you much and even if they would be able to help you a little bit here 
and there, spiritually they may do more harm than give help. Even the samsaric dharma protectors 
should not be included. 

The speech [of all enlightened beings] is represented by a book. If you have any sort of scripture you 
put it below the images. Below the books comes the stupa, So, all the figures represent the body, all the 
books the speech and all the stupas the mind. This is the normal order.  
 You can put them from high in the back to low in the front whatever way you think is most respect-
ful. However, you don't have to have all of these categories on your altar. You don't even need a real altar. 
Recommended is a picture of Buddha Sakyamuni or Tsongkhapa or your own spiritual teacher. When 
you have a deity practice, you have a picture of the deity that you practice. That itself is enough actually.  

 
22 The wrathful embodiment of Avalokiteshvara, embodiment of compassion. 
23 Also called the Dharma king Chögyal, the wrathful embodiment of Manjushri, embodiment of wisdom. 
24 The wrathful embodiment of Tara. The prayers of the dharma protectors are recited in this order. 
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Laying out the offerings. Then you put up some offerings, whatever you have: flowers, water, incense 
and so on. Especially water is very good. I don’t know about the Indian water, but the Tibetan water is 
supposed to have eight special qualities. You build up eight different merits by offering water, because 
the water is pure, [delicious, light, has good smell] clear, cool, doesn’t harm your stomach and is good 
for the throat.  
 The water also has to be put down in whatever best way you can. It also should be nicely looking. 
The bowls should not be touching each other. The water should not flow over nor should it be too low. 
The empty space between the water and the overflow of water should be the size of a barley seed. If 
you put one barley seed on the water it just should not go; that much water and that much gap should be 
there. The reason is this. If there is too much distance, you’ll be separated from the spiritual friends, 
from the teachings, the spiritual development etc. If it is too close, it is a bad omen for a shortened life, 
a shortened spiritual practice, shortened teachings and all sorts of faulty things. That is why it has to be 
very carefully done. You should never leave an empty bowl on the altar. When you pour the water, you 
pour it from one bowl into another, with both hands together without making much noise with all re-
spect. You fill them up with all respect. It should not be like a cow pissing. (laughs) 
 The offering should not be restricted to water offerings. It is very nice to have flowers, different 
incenses etc., whatever you can reasonably afford. Whenever you make offerings, you should do it the 
best way you can. You should never do it this way, ‘If I don’t do it, people will say something, people 
will think I am wrong, they will curse me or scold me. Maybe somebody else doesn’t like it’. These are 
the wrong ideas. Particularly wanting to show off to a person, saying, ‘ I am doing great, always clean-
ing and making offerings...’ is not good. If that mind is with you, forget about it. Just don’t do it!  
 
The offering of Geshe Beng. A great Kadampa master, Geshe Beng, used to sit and practice. One day a 
very important benefiter of his – who was supporting him by giving money etc.– was coming to see 
him. He thought, ‘ I have to impress on him’. So he got up, cleaned and swept the floor, laid out all the 
offerings nicely and then he sat down and started thinking. At first he said, ‘ Oh, that looks really nice 
and great.’ But when he went on thinking, he said, ‘ Oh, my God, I destroyed all my lifelong efforts.’ 
So he quickly went up and...  lucky enough, the Tibetans have a bad habit of sweeping the dust behind 
the door. So he got up straightaway, picked up the dust from behind the door and started throwing it all 
over the place. And when the benefitter came, the place was full of dust everywhere and he himself was 
sitting there, half covered with dust.  
 At the same time a great teacher of his, Padampa Sengye, was giving a teaching miles away on the 
Indian border. He all of a sudden started laughing and everybody asked what was happening. And he 
said, I’ll share this with you: 

One of best offerings ever made in Tibet has just been made by Geshe Ben. He realized that 
his presentation of offering was influenced by the worldly dharmas and he was able to 
counteract that by throwing dust all over the offerings. With that he has thrown dust into the 
mouth of the worldly dharmas. That is the best offering.  

Very often, in what we do we try to impress others. We think, ‘Oh, I must sit properly, somebody else 
is coming. I would give a bad example for dharma practitioners.’ That is a bad excuse. It looks like 
dharma activity, but behind that are the worldly dharmas that motivate you. They come in different dis-
guises. They influence you by making you believe you are doing dharma practice. When you do pujas 
and prayers, sometimes it becomes more like a fashion to play all these different instruments, trying to 
make noise as much as possible, so that others know you are doing something; when you are doing 
your puja, you shout at the top of your voice so that others can hear that you are praying. All these are 
bad thoughts. You should not think all that, you should not worry about what others will think.  
 If you do it properly, fine and nicely laid, it is great. But if you want to impress on people, show 
off, want to make sure you are nice and you are great, forget it. The moment you have that idea within 
you, all your practice will be spoiled. You have to be very careful with this. That is the reason why 
Ensapa lateron in his life behaved like mad, running around and doing funny things. That was because 
of this becoming a problem. 
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3. Positioning the body  
The seat has to be very comfortable. If it is uncomfortable, you can’t sit very long. If you have a prob-
lem sitting crossed-legged, stretch your leg. If you don’t find sitting on a cushion comfortable, you can 
sit on a chair. If you can lie down and say your prayers, you can do that too, as long as you don’t go to 
sleep. You can also meditate while standing up, but I think it is difficult.  
 Don’t have unnecessary pain. That is not good for you, you have to concentrate. Having pain and 
concentrating doesn’t go together. So, sit comfortable in whatever way you want to. During the retreat 
you should sit with crossed legs, if you can. If you cannot, it is not so important. The seat is a medita-
tion seat; the back slightly higher than the front. 
 The sitting posture is this: the back straight, the shoulders loosely straight, the head normal, the 
eyes fixed in the normal level, the tip of the tongue touching the inside gum. You know the reason? It 
helps against thirst. Because the air does not go through, the fire doesn’t burn so strongly inside, so you 
don’t dehydrate and you can sit longer. That is the only reason. The lips are in the normal way. There is 
the seven-point buddha Vairochana posture, which I am not going to talk here now. 25 The most impor-
tant is to be as comfortable as you can, but don’t lie down because then you’ll fall asleep. And avoid to 
be too warm or too cold. 

4. Motivation: correction of thoughts 
The beginning of the meditation is the creation of the proper thought. Our thoughts are normally not in 
the proper way. There is always some problem. So correcting your thoughts is the first step of the 
meditation. Correcting your thoughts is, as I told you in the beginning, as much as possible getting in-
fluenced by the bodhicitta or Mahayana mind. Then, without losing that mind, you take refuge. Taking 
refuge is the first activity of a Buddhist. 
 Concerning this I have to mention the ‘mind over matter’ idea. Mind is so important. It is so im-
portant how you think and how you apply your mind. In general, whether the dharma practice that you 
do, is going to be a success or not, depends very much on your motivation and the correction of your 
mental attitude. In particular this. The difference between Hinayana and Mahayana is not made by the 
dharma that you practice or the ritual that you say or the meditation that you do, the difference is the 
mental attitude. The difference between the Mahayana and Hinayana is made by the method, the altru-
istic attitude, not by the wisdom. 
 When you make the correction of the mental attitude, if possible make a good correction. If you 
can do a really good correction, even non-virtuous actions can be transformed into virtues. It depends 
on the mental attitude. So, mental correction means: 

a. at the highest level: even non-virtuous actions can be transformed into virtues. 
b. at the medium level: the actions that are not really decided or are by nature neither virtuous nor 

non-virtuous, neither positive nor negative – like e.g. walking, eating, talking – can be transformed 
into positive actions.  

c. at the lowest level: the virtues that you correct, will be able to become proper virtues. That also de-
pends on the mental attitude. 

If you have good thoughts, then whatever you do can become virtuous. One day Thupten Chöpel was 
talking to His Holiness Ling Rinpoche day about mindfulness, saying that mindfulness is when you are 
walking, you should think, ‘I am walking.’ So it is keeping your mind down on the object or subject 
whatever you are dealing with. His Holiness Ling Rinpoche said,  

That is very good, but it is even better if you add up on top of that the thought, ‘I am walking for the 
benefit of sentient beings’. Then, when you open a door, you think, ‘I am opening the door to 
wisdom for the sentient beings’. When you close the door you think, ‘I am closing the door to 
ignorance for all sentient beings.’ If you do that your mindfulness becomes virtuous also.  

Turn virtue into real virtue. What you think makes a big difference. Even a virtue that you think to be a 

 
25. Gelek Rinpoche, Odyssey to Freedom, step 3. Kathleen McDonald, How to meditate, pg. 34-36 
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good work, can totally turn out to be bad work. It all depends on the mind. When I say ‘it depends on the 
mind’ you can say, ‘Ah, I am thinking all is positive, so it’ll be positive.’ That is not right. A positive 
mind brings positive action, no doubt. But it does not mean it will be virtue. No, no, no! A lot of people 
misunderstand that, so it has to be handled carefully.  
 For a good work, say a strong good work, to become a virtue of good work, it has to have no con-
nection with the result that you obtain, neither a material result nor a result that gives you a good name. 
In other words, it should not have any connection with the eight worldly dharmas! If your mental atti-
tude connects somehow or another with the eight worldly dharmas, then even though you are saying 
mantras, even though you have this positive attitude of service, even though you give a generous dona-
tion or give away your eye-ball to save somebody else’s eye, even then it is not virtue. If you mental 
attitude is not right, if you think, ‘This is positive work and if I do this people will think that I am doing 
good; if I don’t do that, people will feel bad about me’, the moment you think along these lines... fin-
ished! Your total work is wasted! 
 So, in order to make the virtue to serve as a virtue, you have to have a good motivation: proper 
love-compassion. Otherwise, though the action may be virtuous by nature, by motivation it becomes a 
non-virtuous action for the individual, as we see very often. Particularly here in the US people go for 
that very often, saying, ‘ I have to do something good, because they consider me a spiritual person; if I 
don’t do that, it is shameful’. Or, ‘ If I don’t do that, so and so will accuse me’, and, ‘If I do this my 
friend will think I am great, my friend will be impressed by me, so I have to do it’. All these are a total 
waste. Therefore, when you make a correction of the mental attitude, at least aim at the lowest quality: 
the virtue should be able to become a real virtue! We normally say, 

Harming your enemy and helping and protecting your friend are activities that,  
no matter how great they may be, are not considered good virtuous work. 

Everybody can do that, even the birds and the insects can do it, there is nothing great about it. So, if you 
are a good person, if you are a great personality, good, then you have to be great. You can’t blow your 
own empty shell, ‘I am great, I am great, pooh..!’ That won’t do any good. 
 
When you know the path from the ordinary today’s level up to ultimate enlightenment, when you not 
only know it, but are able to concentrate and meditate on it, when you’ll be able to gain experience on 
these points, then something is happening.  
 In order to not go into the wrong thoughts of the eight worldly dharmas, most important is to have 
constant mindfulness of impermanence, death and dying. If you think of dying, then you can’t worry 
about making a good impression on others, because you have far more important things to do. That is 
why impermanence is so important! That is why Buddha’s last teaching is on impermanence. It says:  

All created phenomena are impermanent. This is the Tathagata’s final word. 

To make your day worthwhile, it is important to remember dying in the morning. To make your after-
noon worthy, remember dying at daytime. To make your evening worthy, remember it late afternoon 
and early evening. To make the night as well as the sleep worthy, remember dying at the time you lie 
down. And if you remember death all the time, then your life will be worthwhile. Without that it be-
comes difficult. The great Guntang Jampelyang used to say: 

The beginning of the dharma is learning,  
the essence of the dharma is the stages of development that you practice.  
Whether your dharma has become dharma or not, depends 
on whether or not you have been able to turn away from the worldly dharmas.  
If you are getting away from the worldly dharmas,  
it is a sign that your practice is becoming a dharma practice.  
If you are not, if instead you are getting more into it,  
it is a sign of deterioration of your practice and it is a sign of evil influence. 

So, with whatever we do, ‘I take refuge to Buddha, Dharma and Sangha’ or ‘May all sentient beings be 
in peace and happiness’, in order to become dharma, a proper motivation is important. Motivation and 
attitude are very important in one’s life. That is what you have to be very careful about. 



 

Field of Refuge 



 

5. Refuge taking and generating the bodhimind 
a. Generating the Field of Refuge  
This will be your first meditation. When you take refuge to them you need to have two causes:  
1. the fear of suffering in samsara in general and the lower realms in particular  
2. the knowledge or the faith that they have the power to help you.  
Then you surrender to their protection.  

Visualizing the Refuge Field 
Right in front of you, at the height of your eyebrows and at double arms length is in the open 
space a throne, lifted by eight lions. It is a great, precious jewel throne: high, open and big. You 
should not think of a small throne like a chair, where you are going to be squeezed in, or a 
king-size bed, but you should think of something like a huge stage. Whenever I say throne, the 
throne should be like that: open and huge. 

On the throne is a lotus seat, an open lotus. Again, this is not a small lotus like in the water, but 
a huge one. The stage is covered by it. The petals are open are covering the throne and are even 
seen at the side of the throne. Such a huge lotus it is.  

At the center of that lotus you have a moon disc: a round, thick, flat moon cushion, cool by na-
ture, silver-white. It is like a thick cut-glass ashtray put upside down; not like a lifeless item 
though, but full of life. So, as big as the throne is, that much this lotus is big and as big as the 
lotus is, that much the moon cushion is big. 

On top of that is a sun disc: yellow, round, shining, warm by nature. 

On top of that, sits in reality your own guru, but appearing in the form of Sakyamuni Buddha. 
He has one face, two hands, is like real clear gold and has the crown protrusion [Skt. ushnisha]. 

His right hand is touching the earth and his left hand is in the meditation posture, carrying a 
begging bowl. The bowl is completely filled up with nectar.  

The Buddha is wearing the pure monks’ robes. The recommended color of his costume is kur-
gun26, a sort of dark golden orange like the African marigold. That Buddha is having the thirty-
two major marks and eighty minor signs of enlightenment27. Just think that he has all these 
special signs. He is sitting with vajra-crossed legs.  

He is clear like crystal, in the nature of light. From his body a lot of light is radiating out, like 
an aura. You may not see all that very clearly, maybe all you see is some kind of yellow lump. 
But think that in reality it is the Buddha, in reality it is your own root guru.  

This principle Buddha in front of you is surrounded by the lineage of this teaching. The lineage 
masters, yidams, buddhas, bodhisattvas, dakas and dakinis and protectors are all around him28. 
In short, that very Buddha is totally surrounded by all other objects of refuge. They fill up the 
space.  

You see each and everyone in front of you. The buddhas and bodhisattvas have piles of books 
next to them expressing the dharma. Everyone is expressing the ideas and developments in 
whatever manner possible. Everyone and everything is also radiating light. 

The Supreme Field of Merit that you have generated just now, very much likes you. They all 
really like you, appreciate you and are happy to see you. They are concentrating on you, they 

                                                       
26 gur gum mdangs ldan, bright saffron 
27. For an explanation on  the thirty two major physical features of an enlightened being see Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, An 

Anthology of Well-spoken Advice on the Graded Paths of the Mind,  pg. 243-250. For a listing of all 112 bodily marks, see  
Pabongka Rinpoche, Liberation in our hands, vol. I, pg. 308-314. 

28 For a picture of the traditional refuge field see page 29 . For a detailed explanation see Pabongka Rinpoche, Liberation in our 
hands, vol. I, pg. 142-148. 
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are smiling. They are expressing their happiness in every possible way different people would 
like it. So you accept it that way. That is very important 

And I myself also, looking at this Field of Merit, am appreciating it. I also remember their kind-
ness and their greatness and I make my mind able to rely on it, developing a clear sort of be-
happy thought able to rely on this Buddhadharma. 

Now, when you do this visualization, don’t think of looking from a distance from where you see a lot 
of people together as very small. No! When you look at the Buddha, he is nearby; it looks like you are 
watching him just face to face. He is huge, yet you have the capacity to see all others surrounding him 
as well. It is an ordinary problem that if you try to focus here, you can’t focus the broader view and 
when you focus the broader view, you can’t go to the small nearness. This is our problem or ordinari-
ness; you have to overcome that. Once you’ll be able to see it. Okay?  

Thought of Refuge  
Then your moving thought should be: ‘I and all other sentient beings, from beginningless time 
experience so much unpleasantness in samsara, in particular pains at the lower levels. Physical 
pains are experienced at the lower levels, mental pains at different levels, mental and physical 
pains at the human level. All these unpleasant experiences I have built up, tremendously. Still, I 
have no idea where this unpleasantness is going to end; it is difficult to understand.  

Today I am thinking of the human life, so difficult to find and if found so worthy. Such a great 
human life I have obtained. I also have been fortunate enough to meet with the teachings of 
Buddha Sakyamuni. At this great moment I can do something to end these unpleasant things 
that I experience all the time. I can do something which permanently stops these unpleasant 
events happening one after another.  

If, being at this stage, I am able to obtain the pure liberated state of nirvana or the ultimate lib-
erated stage of buddhahood, I necessarily have to do something and obtain it at this moment. If 
I fail to do it, I am bound to suffer the unpleasantness of samsara in general, and in particular 
the sufferings of the lower realms are bound to befall me.  

Who has the power to protect me from that? The power lies with the persons in front of me, 
these Three Jewels. The real protector, the only one who is able to protect me from falling into 
these regrettable stages and lead me to the end of the suffering is Buddha, Dharma and Sangha 
right in front of me.  

So, in order to obtain buddhahood for the benefit of all sentient beings, I will take refuge to the 
Guru, Buddha, Dharma and Sangha.’ 

This sort of words you may say from your mouth. As much as you say the words, you generate the 
thought. You coordinate the words you say and the thought you put in. If you go through that thought 
process repeatedly, after some time the feeling of refuge will develop automatically. Until then you 
have to force it a little bit.  

b. Refuge taking on the cause-level 

The space being filled up by refuge objects you now visualize yourself as the leader of all sen-
tient beings filling up the open lands. Then you may say: 

Namo Gurubye, Namo Buddhaya, Namo Dharmaya, Namo Sanghaya. 
or: 

For me and all other sentient beings, from now on until I obtain enlightenment,  
I take refuge to the great Guru, I take refuge to the Buddhas, I take refuge to the Dharma, I 
take refuge to the whole Assembly of the holy persons.  

or: 
For me and all sentient beings from now on until obtaining enlightenment,  
I take refuge to the Gurus, the Buddhas, the Dharma and the Sangha.  
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Repeat it three times or seven times or twenty one times or hundred times or thousand times or ten 
thousand times or hundred thousand times or a million times, whatever you want. Do it properly. And 
also add up compassion in order to make it a Mahayana practice. Remember, when you say the refuge 
formula you have to combine your words and your thoughts together. 

Receiving blessings 
At the end of that five colored light – white, red, blue, yellow, green – radiates from the objects 
of refuge and reaches to the five different places of our body: the crown, representing the body, 
the throat representing the speech, the heart representing the mind, the navel representing the 
knowledge and the lowest chakra point representing the activities.  

This five-colored light has the five nectars also. A powerful current of nectar falls from the Su-
preme Field of Merit onto me and all other sentient beings and absorbs into our body and mind, 
both. By absorbing it into us, it purifies our non-virtues and we obtain the total blessings of the 
object of refuge. 

This meditation you do at least one time. That is taking refuge to the external object that is representing 
to you the ultimate Buddha, Dharma and Sangha.  

Then the last time you say this refuge formula, if you can, don’t just concentrate on the visualized 
objects of refuge in front of you, but at the same time think of your ultimate future enlightenment, the 
Buddha that you will be, the Dharma that you will realize, the Sangha that you will create, in other 
words, your own ultimate Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. If you concentrate on that, it is a [condensed] 
result practice of refuge.  

c. Refuge taking on the result-level with generating the bodhimind [Skt. Bodhicitta] 
The next move. That is again taking refuge and generating a pure thought. The words you use are:  

sang gye chö dang tsog kyi chog nam la,  
jang chub bar du dag ni kyab su chi 
dag gi jin sog gyi pe sö nam kyi29 
dro la pen chir sang gye drub bar shog 

I take refuge to Buddha Dharma and Sangha until I obtain enlightenment. 
By practicing generosity and the other perfections 
May I be able to obtain enlightenment for the sake of all sentient beings. 

When this time you say ‘I take refuge to…..’, you are not addressing the Buddhadharma you have gen-
erated in front of you. This verse is addressing the result buddha, your own ultimate buddha. This is ad-
dressing your own ultimate dharma and this is addressing your own ultimate sangha30. In your visualiza-
tion, in your meditation now you address not only Sakyamuni Buddha and the already enlightened ones, 
but you address also ‘my own ultimate buddha, the buddha that I will become’.  
 You take refuge until attaining enlightenment. Refuge, [bodhisattva vows] and tantric vows are 
taken until obtaining enlightenment. Monk’s vows you take for the rest of this life 
 This verse talks about ‘generosity and the other perfections’. These are the six perfections [Skt. 
paramitas], giving, morality, patience, enthusiasm, meditation and wisdom. You pray that through 
these you may obtain enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient beings. So after taking refuge you do 
good, virtuous actions. Otherwise what is the use of taking refuge? And all these virtuous actions you 

 
29 When you are receiving dharma teachings, you say: Dag-gi chö-nyen gyi-pe sö-nam-kyi, which is: By listening to the 

dharma teachings... If you are teaching to somebody else you have to say: By giving... That is different. Giving is the first of 
the six perfection practices. 

30 My own ultimate buddha: the buddha that I will become, with the qualities of benefiting myself and benefiting others with 
utmost wisdom, compassion and capability. My own ultimate dharma: realizing the qualities of the path and the qualities 
of the cessations [= own development]. My own ultimate sangha: realizing the qualities of ability to see and ability to help. 
See Gelek Rinpoche, Three Principles, Ch. 14. 
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dedicate to enlightenment. So you see, when you say these words, you have to think about the meaning 
at the same time.  
 So, say this verse a number of times, whatever number you want to and pray very strongly.  
 
Result-oriented practice  

I will generate the altruistic or rather Mahayana mind and I will carry out the activities of the 
six paramitas. All activities of committed practitioners, whatever they are, I will carry out. I 
will also follow the paths and rules.  

By praying, by properly generating the Mahayana thought, the Buddha in front of me mani-
fests a small duplicate buddha, just like the one I meditated. It comes out and dissolves into my 
body.  

By the touch of that I myself now become a buddha. I radiate a tremendous amount of light 
from my body. Billions of light rays go and radiate from all parts of my body, up, down, in 
front, to the back, right, left, everywhere.  

These lights are not stopped by the walls of the house, the boundaries of the country or the 
ozone layers of the universe. It goes beyond our universe, beyond and beyond and ultimately 
countless universes in all ten directions are filled up with this light, which is generated from my 
body.  

Just the touching of the light itself purifies the impurities of the base, the basic structure, like the 
mountains, trees and houses of the different universes and transforms them into pure land.  

And the moment the light touches the inhabitants of these universes, including of our own uni-
verse – don’t forget our own! – they are transformed from ordinary beings to extra-ordinary 
buddhas.  

This is what we call a result-orientated practice [Tib. sem gyi dre bu lam chi]. Pure sutra doesn’t have 
result-oriented activities. This practice is slightly mixed with Vajrayana: the generation of the result-
oriented mind. You are not a Buddha yet. You cannot radiate light out to all sentient beings and change 
them into Buddhas. But you are meditating that you are doing it. Vajrayana always has these result 
techniques that we do as a sort of a pre-practice. Doing this once is enough.  

The first refuge taking was the causal practice of just refuge taking, the second one was the result 
practice of refuge taking with generating the bodhimind, or the altruistic mind, as well as carrying out 
the future altruistic practice. So you have done both. 

d. Meditating on the four immeasurable practices 
In order to boost up your altruistic Mahayana attitude and to clear the obstacles, the best recommended 
practice is the practice of the four immeasurable thoughts. First we generate a thought of seeking 
equanimity for all sentient beings, saying:  

May all sentient beings be parted from aversion and clinging 
 - being close to some and distant to others.  
How wonderful it would be. May this be accomplished.  
I will make them remain in great equanimity. Bless me to accomplish this. 

I wish all the living mother sentient beings would be cleared of lust for those held in closeness 
and the hatred for those held at a distance.  
If they were all cleared how happy, how great it would be.  
I wish they would remain in equanimity. How wonderful would it be.  
I pray they may remain in great equanimity.  
I not only pray, but I will make them remain in great equanimity.  
May I be blessed by my Guru Buddha Sakyamuni to be able to do this.  
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The second round is love:  
May all sentient beings win the bliss that is special sublime. 
How wonderful it would be. May this be accomplished. 
I will bring them happiness and the causes of happiness.  
Bless me to accomplish this. 

May all mother sentient beings remain pleasant and joyful.  
If they could remain pleasant and joyful and if they would have the causes of remaining joyful 
all the time, how wonderful would it be.  
I pray they will remain that way.  
And I will make them remain pleasant and joyful all the time.  
May I be blessed by the great Guru Buddha Sakyamuni to be able to make all living sentient 
beings always remain in joyfulness.  

The word alone will not do, you have to think. The third one is compassion-oriented:  
May all sentient beings be released from the ocean of unbearable suffering 
How wonderful it would be. May this be accomplished. 
I will free them from suffering and the causes of suffering. Bless me to accomplish this. 

How wonderful if all mother sentient beings were separated from the unpleasant situations and 
the causes of unpleasantness.  
I pray they may be separated from the pain and the causes of pains.  
I will make them free from pain en the causes of pains.  
May I be blessed by Guru Buddha Sakyamuni to be able to do that.  
Guru Buddha Sakyamuni, please bless me to do it.  

The last one is joyfulness.  
May all sentient beings never be parted from freedom’s true joy. 
How wonderful it would be. May this be accomplished. 
I will bring them to this joyful state. Bless me to accomplish this. 

How wonderful would it be if all mother sentient beings always could remain in the great joy 
of liberation and of higher rebirths (out of the six realms, not a higher birth within the human 
beings level, no!). 
 If they would always remain that way, how wonderful would it be.  
I pray that they will remain this way all the time.  
I will make them remain this way all the time.  
I seek the blessings of the Guru Buddha Sakyamuni to be able to fulfill this.  

 
In a short form: 

sem chen tam che de wa tang de wei gyu tang den par gyur chik 
sem chen tam che duk ngel tang duk ngel gyi gyu tang drel war gyur chik 
sem chen tam che duk ngel me pei de wa tang mi drel war gyur chik 
sem chen tam che nye ring chak dang nyi tang drel wei tang nyom la ne par gyur chik 

May all sentient beings have happiness and the causes of happiness  
May all sentient beings be free from suffering and the causes of suffering. 
May all sentient beings never be parted from freedom’s true joy 
May all sentient beings dwell in equanimity, free from attachment and aversion.  

e. Generating of the special altruistic mind [Skt. bodhicitta] – Vajrayana level 
Next is, again, generating a good thought: the generation of a special altruistic mind. It is the special 
generation of the bodhimind. I am really opening up a lot of treasuries here. As to these techniques itself 
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there is nothing new, but it is its application, the point where it goes, that makes a lot of difference. That 
is what you have to know: the order, the manner and how. They are all so important.  
 This is again an activity of generating a thought. It is the special thought you generate here. ‘For 
the sake of all sentient beings I want to practice this guru yoga in order to obtain enlightenment as 
quickly as possible.’ This special thought has very important points.  
 You think about the qualities and benefits of the teachings of Buddha’s path in general and the 
system which you practice, the Vajrayana path, in particular. As I told you, to obtain enlightenment is 
very difficult. Especially, through the sutra practice it takes a number of eons to do that. By using the 
Vajrayana path in general, and by the practice of the maha-anu-yoga tantra in particular, a person will 
be able to obtain the stage of the buddhahood very quick, within one’s lifetime, especially through the 
special methods that Tsongkhapa has been able to open to us. In Tsongkhapa’s teachings you find a lot 
of special points on how you can obtain the total enlightenment of buddhahood much quicker. Through 
this path it goes quickly, quickly - sort of double quick.  
 If everything is perfect – that means the practitioner, the atmosphere, the environment, the motiva-
tion – and if you practice the teachings of Je Tsongkhapa, especially the joint practice of the three dei-
ties Guhyasamaja, Heruka and Yamantaka, it is possible to obtain enlightenment even within three 
years. That is why you find people doing three-year retreats. There are quotes in the tantras that say that 
you can obtain enlightenment within twelve years and under special circumstances even in three years. 
It has been done and it will be possible. The basis of such a quick path has to be guru yoga. That is why 
you say, ‘Through this practice, may I be able to obtain enlightenment as quickly as possible.’ How 
you do here?31  

To benefit all beings I will become a Lama-Yidam 
and lead all beings to a Lama-Yidam’s supreme enlightenment.  

I will meditate the profound guru-yoga in order to obtain the capacity to benefit all sentient be-
ings, whose number is countless, beyond imagination. As much as there is space available, that 
much sentient beings are available. For the sake of the countless number of sentient beings, I 
would like to obtain the guru deity’s blissful body-mind.  

For the sake of all beings I shall quickly, quickly in this very life  
Become a Lama-Yidam, Primordial Buddha.  

I would like to obtain the blissful nature of the stage of the guru deity quickly, quickly. In order 
to obtain quickly, quickly the guru deity’s blissful nature, I shall practice, I shall meditate this 
profound guru-yoga.  

I shall liberate all beings from suffering  
And lead them to the great bliss of Buddhahood.  
Therefore I practice the profound path of the yoga of the Lama-Yidam. 

The first leader of all sentient beings I want to become, the guru-deity who is in the nature of 
bliss. In order to become that quickly, quickly, I will do this guru yoga practice. 

By using these practices, by applying these extreme techniques on the right points, I would like 
to obtain the state of buddha, the blissful, pure, primordial guru-deity state quickly, quickly. 
For this I will do the profound guru devotion, the guru yoga practice. 

These verses require to be thought and to be meditated three times. Though you have already generated 
the bodhimind, though you have already boosted it up by meditating the four limitless practices on this, 
still it is important to add up this one. This special thought has lots and lots of importances, but that will 
come later.  
 
It is important to remember here the method and the qualities in which the maha-anu-yoga practice 
boosts up the practice to bring enlightenment to the person quickly. That is done through the indi-

 
31 The following verses are from the Lama Chöpa, verse 3,4,5. 
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vidual’s practice in general and in particular through Tsongkhapa’s system of combined meditation and 
practice, combined knowledge, thinking and meditation, combined sutra and tantra practice, combined 
method and wisdom, combined clear light and illusion body, combined love-compassion and wisdom. 
Through this method one can obtain total buddhahood in as quick as twelve years of a human life and 
even shorter than that, in a three years period.32 Even a total stupid ordinary person like you or me can 
do that. With proper practice and with a proper attitude, with proper utmost zeal people can obtain and 
have obtained total buddhahood within the short period of three years. That is what this double quick 
refers to.  
 How does in this tradition this very quick method of obtaining buddhahood in a short span of time, 
work? What are the conditions needed? The conditions you need, is using the guru-yoga practice as a 
backbone, as I mentioned earlier, and then use the combination of clear-light practices and illusion-
body-development practices. 
 
Combination of clear light and illusion body practice. The clear light is the principle development or 
the principal effort that the mother tantras are aiming at. All the father tantras are geared towards the 
development of the illusory body within the individual. I can’t go in detail into this, I just give you a 
rough idea.  
 The illusory33 body is the body in which you obtain ultimate buddhahood. It is not a rough body 
like ours, which is made out of flesh and bones. The illusory body is not separated from the body that we 
have, but while our body is made out of flesh and bones, that one is not.  
 What will happen, is this. Ultimately, when the practice gets on at a much deeper and higher level, 
the ordinary minds, the rough [and medium] subtle minds are not very much counted. We’ll be dealing 
the with the very, very, very subtle mind, which is the deeper, clear, subtle mind. Similarly the body 
[we will be dealing with at that level] is the energy, in Tibetan books referred to as ‘air’ or ‘wind’. The 
energy and the mind travel together. (That is the main reason for ‘mind is over matter’). The subtle en-
ergy and the subtle mind form a combination, work together. Sometimes you find them referred to as 
horse and horseman. The subtle mind functions like a horseman and the subtle energy like the horse. 
Wherever the horse goes the horseman reaches and wherever the horseman reaches when he is riding, 
the horse is.  
 That sort of body, in which the ordinary body’s faults are dissolved and in which all the subtle en-
ergies have been collected at the central channel, becomes the illusory body. When all the energy is 
together at the middle of the central channel, at the heart chakra, combined, concentrated, stabilized, 
focused, then it takes a reflection of another influence, another body. That is the illusory body, roughly 
spoken.  
 This is not a perfect explanation, because I can’t do a perfect explanation. First: I don’t know, and 
secondly: you are not the right people at this moment. This is the rough idea. It is not a wrong idea, it is a 
correct picture though not hundred percent correct. A rough idea.  
 That very body is a sort of reformed body, a new body. Not new bones, not new flesh. It is the 
same old flesh, the same old bones, however it is reformed within the body itself. And it may or may 
not have this physical body. If you are obtaining the illusory body after death, it is not necessary to 
have it. If you are obtaining the illusory body within the lifetime, this same physical body will remain. 
So it has not necessarily to be given up, nor necessarily to be maintained, however you’ll find a sort of 
pure-energy-nature body. A lot of people, without understanding, say light-nature body, but the actual 
idea is the energy. That is called illusory body.  
 The subtle mind, when revolutionized and reformed, i.e. the horseman revolutionized and re-
formed and clear, is called clear light. That transformed mind is called clear light. 
 Combining these two together, getting the combination of it, is the difficult point. You may have 
the horse and you may have the horseman and they may be together, but the horseman is still riding the 
horse, the horse is not the horseman and the horseman is not the horse. So, the next stage is to combine 

 
32 The first quickly refers to the period of twelve years, the second quickly refers to the shortest possible time, i.e. three years. 

Dalai Lama, The union of bliss and emptiness pg. 56. 
33 illusory body and illusion body are synonymous. 
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them together, the very, very subtle level of mind and the extreme subtle level of energy. They have to 
merge like water in water. That level [of combination one has to gain.] Combining them together 
makes you obtain the union needing practice. That is the stage just before enlightenment: the combina-
tion of clear light and illusion body produced by effort. The next step is the effortless stage34, which is 
the total enlightenment stage.  
 
These are the extraordinary qualities which are available. This special ‘quickly, quickly’ is about the 
qualities that the practice you are going to follow, has. You will gradually come to it. So, when you 
have this special thought, you not only remember the qualities of the Vajrayana and the maha anu yoga 
tantra, but especially this very tradition, which has been opened and been made much more clear by 
Tsongkhapa. Therefore you generate three times, ‘To quickly, quickly be able to obtain enlightenment, 
I will practice this.’  
 
Tsongkhapa has tremendous teachings on this, really tremendous. That is why it is said, ‘In Tibet it was 
dark before and Tsongkhapa put the light on.’ It is true, if you look into the sutras and tantras, you can’t 
make out what it is talking about. It looks very easy when you look at it, but when you really go into it, 
it doesn’t mean anything to you. That is why when western scholars translate sutras and tantras, they 
become totally unreadable. There is much more meaning to it and it is much deeper, and more difficult 
to understand than it looks like at first sight. That is why people interpret it in so many ways and it be-
comes all mixed up.  

f. Recollection of the Field of Refuge 

You have thought over the qualities of quickly obtaining buddhahood and then say sort of: I 
am going to do it!  
And suddenly all Supreme Field of Refuge in front of me starts to dissolve into the Buddha. 
Everybody, from the top, the bottom, and both sides, dissolves into the Buddha, like clouds in 
the sky dissolve into each other. 
The Buddha becomes smaller, comes down and dissolves into me in between the two eyes. I 
obtain all the blessings of your Supreme Field of Refuge. Think for a while that you have ob-
tained all the blessings of the Buddha. 

At the level of ordinary beginning meditations you can take the light or the Buddha from the crown, 
doesn’t matter. But in this practice it has to be between the eyes, at the joining of the eyebrows. If you 
want to do it like here, between the eyebrows, at all levels, in order not to get confused, that is also fine. 

6. Blessing the offerings  
Before we go into the actual practice, the offerings that were laid out before, have to be blessed and 
multiplied. The most important reason to bless them is that we do not offer ordinary material to a spe-
cial person. By blessing it becomes special. By offering blessed offerings you gain more merit than by 
offering non-blessed things. So, it is necessary to bless them. 
 It’s also important to mention that the Supreme Field of Merit are highly enlightened ones. The 
quality of what you offer is threefold: it has the nature of emptiness, it has the appearance of whatever 
offering it is, flowers or water etc, and the purpose is to bring great bliss within the object you offer to.  

Those of the people who have a Vajrayana initiation and who practice Vajrayana, have to bless the of-
ferings according to the Vajrayana method. Those who do not have initiations cannot do so. They can 

 
34 The union needing practice (Tib. slob ba’i zung jug), and the union not needing practice (mi slob pa’i zung jug) are in terms 

of the five paths, the fourth and fifth path respectively. Ref. Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, Clear Light of Bliss, pg. 214. For illu-
sion body and clear light, see also Gelek Rinpoche, ThePperfection of Wisdom Mantra, pg. 11ff.  
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take a note, but please do not visualize and do not meditate that way just now. Later, after taking a full 
initiation, you can do it35.  

Blessing the offerings on Sutrayana level  
Those of you who do not have initiations, you say by your mouth: 

Kön chog sum gyi denpa dang 
Sang gye dang jan chub sem pa tam chay kyi 
Jing gyi lab dang tsog nyi yong su dzog .pay nga tang chen po dang 
Chö kyi ying nam par dag chin sam gyi 
Mi kyab pay to kyi de shin nyi du gyur chig 

By the three powers of the true object of refuge, 
By the blessings of the buddhas and the bodhisattvas, 
By the grace of the accumulation of wisdom and merit, 
By the inconceivable purity of the true nature,  
May these Samantabhadra-styled offerings become ‘as it is’. 

You don’t need to say that mantra, but say the meaning, which has just been translated. As we don’t 
have the power to do anything just now, you say these words. That is how you bless the offerings, after 
having laid them out.  

There are two levels of Samantabhadra offerings, sutric and tantric. It does not matter now. Just think 
that everything is purified and blessed and made into the best of all. In your visualization the offerings 
fill up all the space. You may give one orange, but in your visualization you are giving millions or 
multi-billions of them. Since there are multi-billions of enlightened beings, they can use them. We are 
unfortunately poor, we don’t have much to offer. We may only offer one glass of water. But by bless-
ing it, it purifies and multiplies. It becomes limitless. You can also think that when you offer one glass 
or water, that it becomes so huge that it fills up all of space. You may only have a small, little thing to 
give, but in your visualization make that huge. Either one huge one or multi-million of them. Or multi-
million huge ones. You also have to visualize that when the enlightened beings take your offerings, 
they really take it and fill up their stomachs and are very happy with it.36

Blessing the offerings on Vajrayana level  
Those who have Vajrayana initiations do the blessing according to the sadhana. In Vajrayana it is obvi-
ous that the ordinary person cannot bless the ordinary materials. Therefore: 
1. instantaneous self-generation is necessary.  
2. it is necessary to dissolve the ordinary material, generate it [as pure material] and multiply it.  

At this point you have to change yourself into the form of a deity. The usual Ganden Lha Gyema does 
not have that. If you have not obtained any maha anu yoga tantra initiations you cannot do that. In tan-
tric practice you cannot bless anything, unless you yourself appear in the form of a deity.  
 For anything you do in tantra, you need some understanding of emptiness. Remember, emptiness 
is not empty, it is full. So you generate yourself in the form of the deity out of emptiness. If you have 
any understanding of the three-kaya practice, that should be used here. For tantric practitioners that is 
absolutely necessary. It is preferable to generate yourself as Yamantaka here, not necessarily with 
thirty-four arms and sixteen legs, but with one face and two arms. Yamantaka is the wrathful aspect of 
Manjushri, Tsongkhapa is also the manifestation of Manjushri.  

                                                       
35 From here onwards there will be divisions between Vajrayana and non-Vajrayana practices. In this transcript they will be 

called Vajrayana level and Sutrayana level, respectively.  
36 For Samatabhadra-styled offerings also see page 63. 

Comment: Oorspronkelijk noot ing-
vevoegd: The impure environments have 
become pure celestial mansions of the 
deity and the beings within them pure, 
divine, male and female deities. Dalai 
Lama, The union of bliss and emptiness 
pg. 54. 

Soeters
Oorspronkelijk noot ingvevoegd: The impure environments have become pure celestial mansions of the deity and the beings within them pure, divine, male and female deities. Dalai Lama, The union of bliss and emptiness pg. 54.
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Visualization of the self-generation and blessing - Vajrayana level 
From the nature of emptiness instantaneously I arise in the form of Yamantaka.37 
I am marked with the three letters at the three points of the body:  
OM at the crown, AH at the throat, HUM at the heart-level.  

May the surface of the earth in every direction 
Be pure, without even a pebble,  
As smooth as the palm of a child’s hand, 
Naturally polished, as is lapis lazuli. 

And may all space be completely filled 
With the material offerings of gods and men, 
Both these set before me and those mentally created 
As a peerless cloud of Samantabhadra offerings.  

Light radiates from the HUM in the heart and illuminates the whole universe and its inhabitants, 
as well as all offering materials, including our offering-materials, everything. Anything impure 
is burnt by the light and becomes pure and all faults are purified. All outer universe has be-
come the mandala and its inhabitants have become the deities. 

You remind yourself that every offering that you bless has three qualities: by nature it is empty, 
it appears as whatever you are offering, and the purpose of your action of offering is to bring 
bliss and void to the objects of refuge. 

You offer in the Samantabhadra style of offering, which is: multiplying all offerings into bil-
lions of them. Though you may be offering a small glass of water, it is multiplied into a tre-
mendous amount of glasses, multi-billion glasses filled up with nectar. By multiplication all 
space is filled up with these offerings. 

 
 
 
 
 
Whatever I taught today, you should go through that, remember and practice it, if possible four times, if 
not possible, at least once. Try to remember the examples and jokes. They help you to remember the 
teaching. Also pray that you may be able to understand the teachings of Je Tsongkhapa and through 
them be able to obtain enlightenment. 
 
 
 

 

 

                                                       
37 Also see Lama Zopa Rinpoche, Gaden Lha Gyama, pg. 51-55.
 



 



 

Supreme Field of Merit of the Ganden Lha Gyema 
Up: The land of Tushita with in the middle Buddha Maitreya,  

to his right Atisha and to his left Je Tsongkhapa 

Down: In the center Je Tsongkhapa,  
to his right Gyeltsab Je, to his left Khedrub Je.



 

III 
CREATION AND INVOCATION 
OF THE SUPREME FIELD OF MERIT 

The actual part has three divisions: 
1. Creation of the actual Supreme Field of Merit of this practice. Not only you generate it; the wisdom 

has to embody it. Therefore the wisdom beings have to be invited and to dissolve into it.  
2. The offering of the seven limb prayer, including mandala offerings.  
3. Praying and collecting siddhihood. Siddhihood means achievements, attainments. 

In the first part of the actual practice there is again the generation of the Supreme Field. You might 
think, ‘We have created a big supreme field there and finally dissolved it and why now again?’ Earlier 
you had a Supreme Field of Refuge, not the Supreme Field of Merit of the Guru Yoga. 

1. Creation of the Supreme Field of Merit  
Before you invite the Supreme Field, you have to create it. This is going to be a bit complicated. What 
I’ll do is just like I did before with the refuge-tree. 

Visualization on Sutrayana level 

Right in front of you, you have all the different offerings: water, incense, flowers, cloth, food, 
music etc. Offerings of all different senses you have, of sight, sound, smell, taste and touch, a 
tremendous amount of good, pure things. Whatever best available is laid there and the space is 
almost filled up.  

In the center of all these clouds of offerings that you have blessed, you have again a precious 
jewel throne, a lion throne, light by nature and light radiating. On the throne, just like before, 
are the multi-colored lotus, the sun disc38 and the moon disc.  

Three big thrones you have to visualize here. The central one is slightly higher and slightly 
bigger than the right and the left one. Although in ultimate reality all the enlightened beings are 
the same, now they appear as separate beings. 

On the central throne you have in reality your root-master, who is inseparable from and in the 
form of Je Tsongkhapa39. The body is white-colored, but slightly reddish. It has the reddish ra-
diation of the blood. 

The two hands are folded together in the teaching mudra; he is giving the teaching. 

At his right shoulder is a blue flower blooming. The stem comes from the finger points, bows 

                                                       
38 Whether the throne contains a sun cushion, a moon cushion or a  sun- and moon cushion depends on the context. 
39 By visualizing Tsongkhapa, simultaneously you know and see him as your root-master having the qualities of an enlight-

ened being. All enlightened beings are one, you visualize a certain form or aspect. In tantra you perceive the root-master as 
enlightened. Whether he is it or not is of no importance. (Hélène van Hoorn)  
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under the elbow and the flower itself stands at the right shoulder. At the center of that flower 
you see a sword. That sword represents that he is the manifestation of Manjushri. In other 
words, it is the sword that cuts our ignorance. 

Similarly at his left shoulder there is blue flower. The stem and petals go just like at the right 
side and the flower is open at the left shoulder. On that flower is a book, representing the teach-
ings. It could be the Prajnaparamita; if you practice the sutra path, it could be the Lamrim; if 
you practice tantra, it can be a tantric text.  

Tsongkhapa is wearing an orange colored complete monk’s robes40 which is an indication that 
he has obtained the perfection of morality. 

Tsongkhapa is wearing a very high pointed, yellow-colored, sharp up hat with its tip slightly 
down.  

His legs are in the vajra-posture.41  

The teaching mudra. What is he teaching? Every single person who can make 
noise, can also be teaching. This teaching mudra however shows the combina-
tion of wisdom and method. It is the combination of illusory body and clear 
light, it is the combination of the causal yana and the result yana, which means 
Sutrayana and tantrayana, sutra being the cause and tantra being the result. It is 
the combination of emptiness and existence. It is the combination of the rela-
tive and the absolute truth, which are not contradicting but complementing 
each other. The teaching mudra indicates what you teach. Here it teaches how to combine wisdom a
method together, how to combine the illusory body and the clear light together, how to combine t
causal- and result-yana together, how to combine emptiness and existence together. It teaches how th
are not contradicting each other, but complementing each other. That is what the quality 
Tsongkhapa’s teachings is about. 
 
The sword and the book. What is this sword for? Generally a sword is used for cutting, right? T
sword is to cut. What is Tsongkhapa going to cut? Pork-chop. The book is the cooking book and he
going to cut the pig, the pig symbolizing ignorance. I am making a joke, but...  
 The sword represents Manjushri. Manjushri is the embodiment of the wisdom of the enlighten
beings, which is the anti-dote for ignorance. What you really cut is the ignorance. Why? Ignorance is 
root of all trouble and miseries, pains, problems and sufferings in samsara, so it is important to cut it.  
 The book on the other side is the how to cut. It is like a cooking book, that says how to cook. Sim
larly here the Prajnaparamita contains the method for transcendental development, of which conce
trated meditation and wisdom are part. Sometimes you hear people talk about ‘gone beyond’. That 
fers to transcendental. It actually means gone beyond samsara, and having reached the effortless sta
Transcendental development is the method of reaching beyond the effort-stage, so that you can do ev
rything effortless. Prajnaparamita is also referred to as a mother. A mother gives birth to children a
similarly Prajnaparamita gives birth to buddhas and bodhisattvas. I don’t mean the book, but Prajn
paramita itself42. 
 In case your understanding doesn’t reach up to Prajnaparamita43, yet you want a spiritual dev
opment, you can visualize that as a Lamrim book, which will help us to develop even better. If y
practice Tara, it can be the Tara tantra. You can change that into whatever subject you are meditati
on at the time.  
 If you look at the picture the book looks like some type of jewel. That is the decoration on t
book, because what you see is the side of the book. Yet you should not see it like a Tibetan bo

 

                                                       
40 Three robes make a complete monk’s robe. 
41 Crossed-legged. One leg knotted in the other gives a vajra shape. 
42 Prajnaparamita, the transcendental wisdom itself, has taken the shape of a female deity, Prajnaparamita.  For a picture 

page 110. 
43 Literature Prajnaparamita: Lex Hixon, Mother of the Buddhas, Meditation on the Prajnaparamita Sutra.  
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wrapped in cloth so that you can’t even read it. Not like that. The book is actually talking the teachings 
in it. It is like a turned-on tape recorder. 
 Here the two hand implements are put at the shoulder on two flower petals, for the hands to be 
made free to make the gesture of the teachings. You may think that flower is a lotus, but is not. It is an 
utpala44, a blue flower which only grows at a high attitude and is very rare. Since I am from Tibet I can 
say that. Even in Tibet you only find it in very, very high mountains. Behind Drepung monastery there is 
a mountain called Kimberi. You find that flower sometimes at the highest peak of that mountain, occa-
sionally and in small numbers only. The utpala is the symbol of love-compassion. 
 
The hat. Totally sharp up we call it a proud-pandit’s hat. That says, ‘I am the most important.’ In the 
traditional system, early in India, the great, learned pandits45 used to wear that sort of sharp hat, like 
‘No one can beat me, I am the foremost.’ we call that a ‘proud-pandit’s hat’. Tsongkhapa’s hat is al-
most like that, but slightly bent down at the top.  
 The pointed up hat indicates that that highest viewpoint, the perfect view of Nagarjuna’s thought, 
has been obtained. The viewpoint of the true nature of phenomena is something fantastic. Everybody 
will agree that Nagarjuna’s presentation of emptiness is the best. But when it comes down to under-
standing that, your interpretation of what Nagarjuna has said can differ from my interpretation. [The 
slightly bent at the top means there is no worldly pride]. 
 Why yellow? Yellow is the color of gold. Gold is the essence of the earth and of purity. Similarly, 
the teachings of Tsongkhapa are pure. They have been purified by analysis, concentration and quota-
tion, which is also the manner in which we are studying Lamrim. 

Actually, in the beginning Tsongkhapa did not wear a yellow hat. But after some time he was giv-
ing so many teachings. He had millions of followers everywhere. He did not purposely create the Ge-
lugpa sect. There was no such sect at that period. But his followers asked him for a special mark by 
which they could show that they were his followers. So rather than telling them all to wear yellow 
dresses, he said, ‘All right, if you want a special mark, why don’t you put on yellow hats?’ So that’s 
what they did and through that they became known as the ‘yellow hat group’. Later it became the ‘yel-
low hat sect’.  
 
Meaning of the vajra posture. The vajra posture indicates the attainment of union - zung‘jug46. Union 
means one-ness, non duality, inseparability. Here we are not talking about Tsongkhapa being insepara-
ble from Buddha or from the deity. The particular union we are talking about here is the method of the 
illusion body and the understanding of clear light. When these two join, body and mind become insepa-
rably one. The illusory body is not an ordinary body like we have. The mind is in the nature of under-
standing the clear light. When they become oneness within one person, you obtain highest enlighten-
ment. That is the meaning of union. When you look at the thangkas which show a female deity with a 
male companion or a male deity with a female companion they all try to show you the point of oneness 
of clear light and illusion body. They all represent the union. A lot of westerners think it is just a repre-
sentation of sexuality. Sexuality is involved in the process too but what it is really showing is the union 
of clear light and illusion body. It is the highest stage in tantra and at that point you obtain enlighten-
ment. Even sitting in vajra position is showing that union.  
 

 
44 Maybe it is Paeonia Chinesis, a peony (Dutch: Chinese pioenroos), which originates from China, Tibet, Korea, East-Siberia, 

Also said to be a moon flower. ‘Outwardly this moon flower looks like a common flower, but its nature is very different. (…) 
When the moon rises the moon flower opens. It closes when the sun rises. (…) The moonflower is a symbol of Tsongkhapa’s 
compassion. Compassion keeps everybody peaceful and cool. His teachings are motivated by great compassion.’ Ref. Geshe 
Lobsang Tharchin, A commentary on Guru Yoga and Offering of the Mandala, pg. 18. 

45 Scholars 
46 zung’jug: non-dual attainment of Buddha’s form- and wisdom bodies. In tantric teachings this refers to the state of union of 

bliss and emptiness, or the attainment of the mind of clear light and the illusory body. There are two types of zung’jug: the 
state of union of a learner (slob pa’i zung ‘jug) and the state of union of no more learning: a buddha (mi slo p’ai zung 
‘jug). 
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The reason why you meditate on Je Tsongkhapa as your guru is that he is somebody who is already 
gone, so your faith cannot be disturbed. If you meditate your own living guru it can happen that after 
some time you get some misunderstanding and the whole thing can collapse.  
 
Now the more complicated practice. Those who have not had initiations before, have to stop here. You 
can listen, but don’t practice it. Do it a little later. But you might as well get the information, because 
there may not be another chance to talk it in detail, like this. 

 Visualization continued on Vajrayana level 
You have Tsongkhapa clearly in front of you, nice, beautiful looking, young, handsome and 
gentle, with beautiful yellow hat and monk’s robes, sitting in vajra style. [That is the commit-
ment being47]. At his heart you generate the wisdom-being48 Manjushri49, orange-colored, light 
radiating. The qualities and all this will be known by those who know. At the heart-level of that 
Manjushri you generate the concentration being50 buddha Vajradhara51 with consort, blue like 
blue saffyre. At the heart of buddha Vajradhara is the concentration-being HUM, blue.52

At [Tsongkhapa’s] right side on a throne is Gyeltsab Dharma Rinchen, the first disciple, who is 
the manifestation of Avalokiteshvara: gray-haired, slightly relaxed, well-behaved and very ma-
tured, a dignified old looking man, yet a simple monk. At his heart-level is [the white four-
armed] Avalokiteshvara. At the heart of Avalokiteshvara buddha Vajradhara and at his heart-
level the letter HUM, just like with Tsongkhapa.  

On the throne at his left side is Vajrapani in the form of a human being: Kedrub Je: youthful, 
young, energetic, a slightly short-tempered type of person – Vajrapani represents power. When 
he was alive he was a slightly proud person. He liked to wear a nice dress. He was very intelli-
gent and learned, always ready to argue with anybody, that sort of type. At his heart-level is a 
blue Vajrapani. At the heart of Vajrapani is buddha Vajradhara and at his heart the letter HUM . 

 

Visualization continued for both levels 

Both Tsongkhapa’s principle disciples, the elder Gyeltsab Je at his right and 
the youthful Kedrub Je at his left side, have their right hand in the same 
posture as Tsongkhapa, the teaching mudra, but their left hand is holding a 
book. 

Both of them are wearing the complete monk’s orange-colored robe and the same yellow hat 
like Tsongkhapa. Both have there legs crossed in vajra style, just like Tsongkhapa and meaning 
the same. All three have a dignified manner and are endowed with the full thirty-two special 
marks and eighty minor signs of enlightened beings. 

Their bodies are unimaginable handsome, beautiful and radiating light. Their body is so beauti-
ful that one gets not satisfied looking at it. 
Their speech is just like the body, unimaginably clear, clean, sweet. They are continuously 
talking and teaching. Their speech is so sweet and good that one gets not satisfied listening. 
Their mind is totally clear. The twenty-one categories of uncontaminated-wisdom53 are totally 

                                                       
47 Tib. dam tsik sempa 
48 Tib. yeshe sempa 
49 For a picture, see page 53 
50 Tib. ting nge dzin sempa. Also called absorption being.  
51 For a picture, see page 83. 
52 In general you have three beings: 1) The outer figure, in this case Tsongkhapa, is called commitment-being [Tib. damtsig 

sempa]. 2) The figure in his heart is, in this case Manjushri, is called wisdom being [Tib. yeshe sempa]. (not to be confused 
with the wisdom-beings that are evoked and enter lateron, see page 46). 3) The one inside that, again, is called concentration 
being or absorption being [ting ngedzin sempa.]. Also see Lama Zopa, Ganden Lha Gyema, pg. 59.  

53. For the 21 categories of immaculate wisdom, see Pabongka Rinpoche, Liberation in our hands, vol. I, pg. 294-307. 
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seen by their mind, which is deep, broad and open. It has no faults and it has all the good quali-
ties completed.  

In each one of them, in their body here as well as up there in the pure land of Tushita, as well 
as in all universes, the activities of the twelve principle events of the buddha are continuously 
going on: in some places the enlightening activities are opening, in some places they are at a 
peak, in some places they are decreasing. In one universe the enlightened activity may be fad-
ing away, in another universe it may be growing. In other words, the twelve events of their ac-
tivities are constantly going round. Multiple activities are going on everywhere!  

Likewise the manifestations. Some enlightened beings are manifesting out to carry out help on 
various levels to various different people. Some have completed their work and are coming 
back. There is a countless endless movement of coming in and going out. That is what you 
have to visualize. 

Leave aside the total body, leave aside the total speech, leave aside the total mind, even one 
single little hair of their body is capable of generating these buddha activities, each hair is ca-
pable of doing every complete activity. Such are the extra-ordinary qualities of enlightened be-
ings. As much as you can think of that, you think.  

The most important is that the Supreme Field you have generated, is very happy with you. Not 
like ‘you are afraid of them and they are fed up with you’. No! They are delighted to see you, 
very happy with you, smiling and joyful. You are happy and they are happy and all happiness 
grows like yeast. Everybody is happy and you have to think that way! 

 
Qualities. Whatever during their lifetime they had or did not have, whatever the pictures show or do not 
show, in your visualization you have to build it up like that. Not only that. This Supreme Field of Merit 
has no faults and it has all the good qualities completed.. Even only remembering that, can protect peo-
ple from the miseries of samsara and nirvana both. Here you hear of miseries even in nirvana. Nirvana 
is not pain, but it is misery; there is a difference between them Just by remembering each being of this 
Field of Merit, you’ll be able to protect yourself from the pain and miseries of samsara and nirvana, 
both.  
 
Capability of enlightened beings. Enlightened beings are powerful. The moment you think of a prob-
lem they are able to solve it. In all directions they are always active. It is something extraordinary with 
enlightened beings that you have to understand. An enlightened being in one place can show the suffer-
ing, obtaining bodhicitta and attaining enlightenment. In another place, at the same time, that enlight-
ened being is giving teachings, in yet another place he is showing that he is dying, etc. For them it has 
become possible to act multiple things simultaneously. You have to think that they have come here for 
our sake, their body is here for us, their mind is here for us, their teaching is here for us. 
 
Three-tiered being. Vajradhara is normally known in his Sanskrit name. Vajra is indestructible; dhara, 
I think, has come out of dharma. Vajradhara, in Tibetan Dorje Chang, means indestructible phenom-
enon. The three beings together, like a person within the person [commitment being, wisdom being, 
concentration being], are normally known as sempa sum tsig - three-tiered being.  
 The letter HUM you should not think in English, H-U-M, but you make it into one character.54 We 
invented an English character for that: the h has a closed up u and the m becomes a round character on 
top. The m is the first letter of ma, mother. The emptiness is the basis of all, so it is the mother. Empty 
can be represented by zero, nothingness so, the ma can be written as a zero. That round zero-figure is 
very often used as m, in Tibetan as well as in Sanskrit. So, it looks like a mantra, you know, it has be-
come one character.  
 

 
54  See page 48. 
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Problems in visualizing. It is not easy to do this visualization. When you focus on the letter HUNG [or 
HUM] you may see a little bit of Vajradhara but you may not see Manjushri. When you focus on Manju-
shri you may not see the outer form of Tsongkhapa. Don’t worry too much about that. Just try to see 
whatever picture you can get. Then hold that picture. Don’t try to clarify it too much. When you look at 
what is inside the heart level of each of these beings, you focus on that, but if you look at the whole pic-
ture broadly, just leave it at what you can see generally and then hold it. That is important, otherwise 
you may lose your whole object. 
 The teachings will say you generate Tsongkhapa with the two disciples. But what happens with 
me is that when I have Tsongkhapa at the center, and the disciples to the right and left, I have a prob-
lem of putting them together. If I concentrate on Tsongkhapa in the center, I cannot see the disciples to 
the right and left. I think that is a common problem. So I put more emphasis on Tsongkhapa in the cen-
ter and just think that the others are there. That is enough. 

2. Invocation of the wisdom-beings 
Ga den lha gya - From the heart of the Protector of the hundreds of deities of the Land of Joy...  

Tushita Pure Land. The first word of the invocation is ga den and refers to the Pure land of Tushita, 
which, according to the Abidharmakosha falls into the heaven of the Land of Joy [Skt. Tushita, Tib. 
Ganden]. This is part of the desire realm and is not very far from here.  
 In Buddhist terminology Mount Meru is considered to be the center point of the universe55. The top 
of Mount Meru is supposed to be the samsaric-gods level, where according to the Hindu mythology 
Brahma, Indra etc. reside in the ‘realm of the thirty-three gods’56. Up to that level there is always fights 
between gods and demi-gods. hey fight for useless targets, like for the ownership of little tree there57. 
Above that realm is the stage called Tap-te, ‘No Combat’. Above that is the realm or galaxy called Tu-
shita. Within that, slightly lifted up from the ordinary Ganden town, is Tushita pure land.  
 It is a true pure land. Therefore only the aryas and above are admitted to enter it. This is the pure 
land where all the thousand buddhas have come from. Everything happening there is a great Dharma 
activity and there is no impurity at all. Maitreya, the future Buddha58, is in charge. He is the General 
Manager. He is the protector of all these hundreds of deities. That does not mean that there are only one 
hundred deities.59 It just means that there are many. It is recommended to visualize Tushita Pure Land 
as close as possible.  

Then you begin to enter in there and you will see all the qualities that pure lands can have. The wind 
blowing and the trees moving will produce sounds that are actually discussing Dharma. It is not a joke. 
It is true. Otherwise how could there have been that drum, which, when it was played, would recite en-
tire sutras during Buddha’s time? The birds sing and their songs will be Dharma songs. Also there are 
nice swimming pools there! The water is natural, saffron-scented water. There are flower gardens with 
the best flowers that ever existed. They are blooming in all the four seasons, not just in one. The whole 
ground is made of jewels, like lapis lazuli and so on. Everybody in Tushita is peaceful and is practicing 
Dharma. Every person is a bodhisattva, who is guaranteed to become a Buddha in that very life time.  
  When you walk into that place you will see the General Manager Maitreya sitting there and teach-
ing. I believe he is not sitting in vajra style. He is sitting on a chair, ready to get up and ready to act. 
This is a very important point to remember. He is the Buddha of the future and if we think that he is 
very relaxed and waiting there, we are pushing ourselves a little bit far away from him. Therefore you 
visualize him sitting on a chair, ready to get up and go. 

 
55 Randolph Kloetzli, Buddhist Cosmologie, pg. 23ff.   
56 Second of the six realms of the gods. For a chart see Gelek Rinpoche, Lam Rim Teachings, Appendices 
57 This tree is a wish-granting tree that has its roots in the land of the demi-gods but bears its fruit in the land of the gods. Lati 

Rinpoche & Denma Lochö Rinpoche, Meditative States in Tibetan Buddhism. pg. 38-41. 
58 Buddha Sakyamuni is the fourth buddha and Maitreya is going to be the fifth.  
59 Lha means deities; gya means hundred. 
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Purification of the land.  This is the future place what we should aim to go to. That is why we grow on 
our mind as much as possible a sort of attraction to that land and we try to remember it as often as pos-
sible. This has a very strong effect, called ‘purification of the land’ [Tib. zhing yong]. 60 When you be-
come a buddha, you’ll have your own pure land, the cause of which you have to create now. That is why 
we meditate that. The whole reason why in tantra you meditate a mandala, is the same: you meditate 
your own pure land and this creates the environment and the base on which you obtain enlightenment. If 
you don’t have this realm, you’ll be a buddha without base, and you don’t want to be a buddha looking 
for a base (laughs). That is why you do land-purification, that is why you generate your own future envi-
ronment, that is why you meditate on Tushita or any other pure land.  

When you look at Maitreya’s body, you see at his heart some kind of window in form of this endless 
knot61. Inside of that you see Tsongkhapa. And from there you invite him. And that is the first verse of 
the Ganden Lha Gyema. 

Visualization on Sutrayana and Vajrayana level 
Above your visualization of Tsongkhapa and his two disciples you visualize that mansion, Tu-
shita Pure Land, with all the best qualities of a pure land. It has a tremendous golden ground 
with lapis lazuli decorations. The ground is slightly soft, like the green grass in Holland. 
Though it is not really a mandala, it has a mandala type of architecture, very beautiful. There 
are beautiful trees, lakes, river-streams, falls and springs. Also wish-fulfilling trees and lots of 
bays. The sands are not ordinary sand but precious jewel dust. There are lots of birds around 
and all their songs are giving the dharma meaning. Some kind of fantastic incense smell fills up 
the land. In short, it is such a beautiful landscape, that just imagining it can bring great joy to 
the people. It is a pure land. 

At the center of this pure land is a sort of palace, in which lives Buddha Maitreya, waiting to be 
the next buddha. In front of his house is a huge courtyard where he gives his teachings.  

At the center of the courtyard is a high throne and on that Buddha Maitreya is sitting. His body 
is golden yellow and light radiating. His hand-gesture is just like that of Tsongkhapa: both hands 
combined together in the teaching mudra. There are two flowers coming from his hands. On top 
of one flower is a Dharma wheel and on top of the other is a little vase. 62

Maitreya wears a lot of jewel ornaments and beautiful silk costumes. He also has an ushnisha, 
like the Buddha, but at the middle of the ushnisha, representing Buddha Sakyamuni, is a little 
stupa. 

Buddha Maitreya sits in the western style, on a chair, His sits not relaxed but ready to jump up, 
ready to go, because he can be called any moment. Maitreya is happy, looking at you.  

At the right side of Maitreya sits Atisha and on the left Tsongkhapa, both in a youthful sam-
saric-god form.  

Maitreya and all his retinue is talking, teaching, discussing about dharma. Whatever sound you 
hear up there – the wind blowing, the trees rustling – is by nature dharma, mantra, and so forth. 
The birds are singing their dharma discussion and beautiful smells fill the space. All the best 
qualities that any place can have, are there. 

You visualize that you are really seeing it, as if [at this moment] you have reached there and see 
it. Then you pray, ‘May I also be protected and may I be included. I pray and hope that in case I 

 
60 [For a bodhisattva] purification of a buddha-field is a mode of expressing his ambition to cultivate a whole world or universe 

while he cultivates himself, so that he and his field of living beings may reach enlightenment simultaneously. Literature: 
Robert Thurman, The Holy Teachings of Vimalakirti. ch.1: Purification of the buddha-field. 

61 One of the eight lucky signs. 
62 For a picture see page 123. 
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am unable to complete my practice and death overtakes, I‘ll be able to transfer my soul or con-
sciousness over there.  

Looking at buddha Maitreya you really visualize that he is happy to see you. At his heart level 
you can see a golden endless knot63 and inside of that you see, like a reflection in a mirror, Je 
Tsongkhapa with the two disciples.  

Buddha Maitreya’s heart is love-compassion by nature, particularly to us, the people of this 
universe. His love-compassion rises strongly in the form of a pure white cloud (like you see the 
clouds boiling up from an airplane window). The cloud is like clear and clean fresh curd 
and the endless knot looks like a little decoration on top of it. 

  
At the center of that cloud is, inseparable from your root master, the embodiment of the 

owledge, compassion and power of all enlightened beings, collected in one form, the  
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form of the Dharma-king Tsongkhapa with his two disciples. 

 s much as you have generated in front of you, that much you have to think up there in Tu-
ita. You have to see the wisdom beings as though you meet them face to face.  

 
The Supreme Field of Merit which you generated in front of you on the throne, as well as 
all these wisdom-beings that are invited, have the five letters at the five points of the body: 
OM at the crown, AH at the throat, HUM at the heart, SO at the navel, HA at the base. 

 

Then, from my own creation of Tsongkhapa in front of me light radiates from the HUM in their 
hearts, reaching all enlightened beings throughout space. And from all the infinite different pure 
lands I invite all the buddhas, bodhisattvas, all the enlightened beings from the ten directions, all 
the gurus, all the buddhas, all the yidams. They appear as our root-guru in the form of 
Tsongkhapa. Especially from the pure land of Tushita, from the heart of Buddha Maitreya the 
great Tsongkhapa and his disciples are invited.  

ga dan lha gya gon gyi tug ka na 
rab kar zho sar pung drai chu dzin tzer 
cho kyi gyal po kun kyen lo zang drag 
sa dang cha pa na dir sheg su sol 

From the heart of the Protector of the hundreds of deities of the land of Joy 
Comes a cloud that resembles a mass of fresh white curd. 
Omniscient Lozang Dragpa, King of the Dharma, together with your sons,  
I request you to come here on its tip. 

The moment you say and pray this, the cloud from the heart of buddha Maitreya suddenly, like 
a big nose comes out. Tsongkhapa and his two disciples are sitting on the tip of the white 
cloud, and come straight towards you. They dissolve into my created Field of Merit. The cloud 
remains connected to Tushita. 

have to visualize that the moment you start saying the words, the moment you start wishing 
gkhapa – Lozang Dragpa is his monastic name – with the disciples would come here, they are 
 Just thinking it, just mentioning it, is good enough for them to reach here. Remember, as this is 
xtra-ordinary power of enlightened beings, there is no block, no problem. The moment they start 
 there they reach here.  

                                               

It is because enlightened beings are always available for us. Their problem is: we are not paying 
tion to them! They would like to help us, guide us, end our problems and begin with our happi-
 However, we are not allowing them, because of our deluded mind or our dualistic view. We never 
urselves be helped, because we are so used to it. Neither we can help ourselves nor we let others 
us. So, ultimately, as a result we become helpless, we can’t be helped. The enlightened beings al-

 
 endless knot is one of the minor signs of development. See  note 27.  
A
sh
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ways have a mind of helping and are looking for opportunities. The moment we give them an opportu-
nity, they are there! That is their commitment, that is their duty, they are there! We don’t have to doubt 
about it!  
 
Why invite Tsongkhapa from Tushita. Why Tsongkhapa has to be invited from Tushita and why not from 
other pure lands? There are a lot of reasons, I am not going to go into. I’ll mention a few things.  
1. First of all, after passing away from here, Tsongkhapa is considered to be remaining in the pure land 

of Tushita. In a lot of prayers to Tsongkhapa by different persons and particularly by one of his out-
standing disciples, Kedrub Rinpoche, it is said that he remains in Tushita as one of the youthful 
samsaric gods, known as the essence of Manjushri. 

2. Then, the pure land of Tushita is not like the pure land of Amitabha, The Western Paradise [Skt. 
Sukavati, Tib. Dewachen.] It is actually part of this universe. That makes a lot of difference. You 
can actually go to Tushita. It exists as an inhabited place somewhere on another planet. That is what 
it would be called nowadays. It does exist in reality. You can come and go. This is possible. It is 
said that if you visualize this Pure Land, it creates some kind of karmic link with Tushita and it will 
become a little easier to take rebirth there. 

3. Another important reason is: the persons who are practicing the Vajrayana practice along with Na-
garjuna’s perfect viewpoint, can very easily take rebirth in that pure land. Particularly practitioners 
who are learning, thinking, studying and meditating on Tsongkhapa’s teachings and the Lamrim 
stages of development, and the people who are practicing the Ganden Lha Gyema with the 
Migtsema, can much easier be reborn in that pure land.64 This practice itself is even called Ganden 
Lha Gyema, so is combined with the name of Tushita. Tsongkhapa could have been invited from any 
other pure land, but with these reasons he is especially chosen to come from this pure land. 

4. Tsongkhapa is going to be the eleventh buddha of this eon. Thousand buddhas come in one eon, 
right? Sakyamuni, the present one, is the fourth buddha. Tsongkhapa will be the eleventh buddha. 
So, when he officially comes as a buddha, as the official buddha, then we can also expect him from 
Tushita. That is the reason why, invoking the wisdom-beings from all directions, we particularly 
mention Tushita. 

 
Tsongkhapa’s body. Why you meditate Tsongkhapa’s body as white with some reddish radiation? This is 
not only showing life in the body, it is also representing the combination of method and wisdom, it also 
indicates that bliss and void is obtained. In other words: the combination of bliss and void, the combina-
tion of body, mind and speech, the combination of method and wisdom, ultimate buddhahood, is ob-
tained. The white indicates the subtle air or energy, and the red indicates the subtle mind. From the sub-
tle air and the subtle mind you rise as the first illusory body. In the Guhyasamaja practice, this is often 
referred to as dang p’oi mgon po, the first protector, meaning the first stage of enlightenment. The 
method of the bliss and the wisdom of emptiness combined, meditated upon and practiced, is effortlessly 
going on all the time; that is what the white and red represents.  
 
The teaching mudra and emptiness. The mudra represents teaching; what teaching I mentioned earlier65. 
What I didn’t tell earlier is: the mudra also represents the pure view, the pure emptiness which has nei-
ther the faults of nihilism nor of existence [eternalism]. Both faults have been cut. Not too strong to the 
right, not too much to the left, but the central path is represented. The lefters are nihilistic, which means 
[they have the opinion], ‘empty’ is equal to ‘there is nothing’. When empty becomes ‘nothing’, mean-
ing, ‘this is not there because it is empty’, a clear indication is given of not having understood empti-
ness. It is a clear indication, because this ‘If I go deep, deep in detail, there is nothing there, so it is 
empty’ is a nihilistic view. If somebody says that, it is a clear indication of not knowing. If the nihilistic 
view is not cut, you are at fault. Cutting the nihilistic view is seeing that the empty is not empty. And 
cutting the eternalism is seeing that the full is not full. So, it has to be central. That is another explana-

 
64 When Hélène van Hoorn, founder of Jewel heart The Netherlands, was a about to die, she chose to focus on going to Tushita, 

because, as she said, ‘That is where Tsongkhapa is, and that is where everything is learning. And I need to learn’.  
65 See page 41. 
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tion why the two hands are joined together. Why joined? Because they help each other, reflect and 
complement each other.  
 How does that relate to emptiness? Let’s put it this way: we talk about the relative and the abso-
lute. The absolute is emptiness and the relative is whatever we see as existent. The relative will not de-
stroy the emptiness and the emptiness will not destroy the relative. When you understand the relative, 
you see through the relative the emptiness. When you see the emptiness from the empty point of view, 
you see the existence.  

The emptiness shows the relative and the relative shows the emptiness.  
The emptiness represents the existence, the existence represents the emptiness. 

This is a very funny way of thinking. In normal language emptiness represents nothingness and when 
empty there cannot be anything and as soon as you see something, it destroys the emptiness. Here 
Tsongkhapa presents it totally the other way round: emptiness represents existence and existence repre-
sents emptiness. Knowing the emptiness properly cuts the nihilistic view, so it is not empty. Knowing 
existence properly, cuts the existentialist view, because it sees the empty point. So they complement 
each other. This is a difficult point.  
 What Tsongkhapa’s viewpoint really boils down to, is this, ‘If you exist as empty, it does not ful-
fill the existence.’ In other words: if you exist relatively, it is okay and if you do not exist absolutely, it 
doesn’t matter. Relative existence is good enough to be existent. You get it? If you exist relatively, it is 
good enough to be here. ‘Be here now’ is how it works relatively. If relatively here, it is good enough 
to be here, because you provide the base on which you can work. Cause, effect, everything can work on 
it; it is good enough. If you do not exist absolutely, it doesn’t matter, it doesn’t mean you do not exist. 
A relative existence is good enough to be existent, you cannot exist absolutely. You get it? At a subtle 
point a combination – the combination of the body, mind and speech, or the combination of the name 
and the object, or the combination of the labeling person and the person whom you label – is good 
enough to exist. If one of them is missing, you don’t exist, even not relatively. That is a clear sign of 
being empty [of inherent existence].  
 [A person] does not exist from its true nature. You are dependently existing. Your existence is de-
pendent on the various parts. If a single part is gone, the whole thing is going to collapse, because it is 
the combination [on which you do exist]. The combination, just the combination itself, is enough to be 
a base. You get me?  
 Why am I talking this? Because the emptiness helps the dependent origination and the dependent 
origination helps the emptiness66. One of the important points is: the view of emptiness doesn’t contra-
dict the existence. That is why I mentioned the relative and absolute point of view.  

Visualization continued on Vajrayana level 
 If you are a Vajrayana practitioner with initiations and all this you can say here the following:  

Although in the nature of dharmakaya  
you are inseparable and remain there,  
yet with kindness and great compassion 
You look in all directions, 
In order to develop the activities of the Buddhas.  
Oh, gurus of past, present and future, please come here.  
DZAM HUNG BAM HOH 

The invited wisdom beings dissolve into your created field of merit and become inseparable.  

The commitment beings are the beings you have visualized here as your supreme field of merit. The 
wisdom beings67 are the beings that you invited from the pure land of Tushita. When you say DZA 
HUNG the invited beings merge with the ones you have visualized, when you say BAM HOH, they be-

 
66 On this matter also see: Gelek Rinpoche, Self and selflessness.  
67 Wisdom beings here is not the same as wisdom being earlier in the three-tiered being. See page 44 and 45. 
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come inseparable. In other words, you have created Lama Tsongkhapa and then you invite the ‘spirit’ 
of Tsongkhapa and the disciples. 
 Though what you have built here is good enough, to satisfy our deluded mind still more by the 
power of mantra, by the power of mudra and by the power of truth, we say the invocation. That makes 
us feel a little more comfortable. That is the only reason why you do it. Otherwise just the creation it-
self is enough. They are there!  

Questions and answers 
Audience: Why does Maitreya carry a vase?  
Rinpoche: Sakyamuni was born as a prince and Maitreya is not going to be a prince. According to the 
early Indian myth he is going to be a Brahmin, because he will come in a period that will consider the 
Brahmin cast the higher cast. Therefore he has this little vase, which Brahmins always carry around in 
India. It is the Indian culture influence.  
 



 

 

 
Manjushri 



 

IV  
OFFERING OF THE SEVEN-LIMB PRAYER 

Wisdom and Method. In order to obtain enlightenment you need two things. One is you have to practice 
wisdom. Then you have to have perfect method; for that you need to build merit, because without merit 
there is nothing. Chandrakirti has given the example of the bird that needs two wings.  

With his great white wings of the conventional and ultimate outstretched 
The goose king glides at the forefront of a multitude of geese 
Towards that supreme, far shore of the Victorious Ones’ ocean of good qualities, 
Carried along by the swift currents of virtuous activities. 68

With one wing it cannot fly. Similarly, if we want to obtain enlightenment we must complete the wis-
dom part and the method part. For the method part we need relative merit and there is no better way to 
build it than through the seven-limbed prayer. There are many ways. In the Bodhisattvacharyavatara it 
says that the enlightened beings thought for eons and found that this activity is most effective. The 
seven-limbed practice is one of the most essential ones and easy to practice.69 The essence of what you 
need is included. No matter what you practice, sutra or tantra, or whichever school you follow, Sakya, 
Nyingma, Kagyü or Gelug it is there. Even the bodhisattvas who can produce so many manifestations, 
have been practicing the seven-limbed prayer all the time in order to reduce their mental blocks and in 
order to build their merit. These are the two purposes of the seven-limbed prayer. 70    

1. Making the request to stay 
dun gyi nam kar seng tri pa dai teng 
je tsun la ma71 gye pai dzum kar chan 
dag lo da pai so nam zhing chog tu 
tan pa gya chir kal gyar zhug su sol 

                                                       
68 Madhyamakavatara, Ch. VI. 226. The goose king [Skt. hamsa-raja] is a bodhisattva at the sixth bhumi. The multitude of 

geese represent the other bodhisattvas that accompany him on the path to enlightenment. Ref. Pabongka Rinpoche, Libera-
tion in Our Hand vol. III, pg. 261. 

69 The seven-limb practice is to be found  in the Avatamsaka sutra. See Thomas Cleary, The Flower Ornament sutra; 
Avatamsaka sutra, pg. 1511-1513 or Thomas Cleary, Entry into the realm of reality; Gandavyuha sutra, pg. 387-389. 
Also translation by Sherburne in: Atisha, A lamp for the path and commentary, pg. 25-27. For  a Seven-limb prayer, drawn 
from the Bodhisattvacharyavatara, see Gelek Rinpoche, Odyssey to Freedom, Appendices. 

70 The seven-limb practice in connection with delusions: (1) Beseeching the Supreme Field of Merit not to pass away over-
comes our wrong views and the negative karma we have created by committing negative actions towards the buddhas and 
spiritual guides. With it we remove dangers and obstacles to our life and plant seeds that eventually ripen in our attainment 
of the indestructible body of a buddha. (2) Prostration overcomes pride; (3) Offering overcomes miserliness; (4) Confession 
overcomes all three root delusions, desirous attachment, hatred. (5) Rejoicing overcomes jealousy; (6) Requesting to turn 
the wheel of dharma overcomes the negative action of abandoning dharma; (7) Dedication overcomes the power of our an-
ger to destroy the merit of whatever good actions we did. Also by dedicating our merit to benefit all sentient beings we 
overcome the demon of self-cherishing. Ref. Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, Joyful path of good fortune, pg. 69 and Meaningful to 
behold, pg. 73-74.

71 [Note: Rinpoche must have discussed the meaning of Jetsun lama some time, but it’s nowhere found in the transcriptions.] 
Lama Zopa Rinpoche mentions in his Gaden Lha Gyama, pg. 65: ‘Jetsun lama summarizes the paths of the beings of the 
three capabilities: Je referring to the lower path, tsun to the medium and lama to the Mahayana path.’  

Comment:  Je tsun. Martin Willson, In 
Praise of Tara,. Om  Je sun ma p’ak ma 
Dröl-ma-la chak stel lo. JE : in Jetsunma: 
The Mother who produces the Buddhas 
of the Three times is supreme. TSUN: 
possessing vows: Outer (pratimoksha), 
inner [bodhisattva] and secret [vajrayana] 

Soeters
Je tsun. Martin Willson, In Praise of Tara,. Om  Je sun ma p’ak ma Dröl-ma-la chak stel lo. Je : in Jetsunma: The Mother who produces the Buddhas of the Three times is supreme. Tsun: possessing vows: Outer (pratimoksha), inner [bodhisattva] and secret [vajrayana]
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O venerable Gurus with white smiles of delight, 
Seated on lion-thrones, lotus and moon in the space before me, 
I request you to remain for hundreds of eons  
in order to spread the teachings 
And be the Supreme Field of Merit for my mind of faith. 

On the great lion-throne in front of me is my guru. He is very happy with me. 

Please, remain with me as my Supreme Field of Merit and develop Buddhism within me. Not 
for eons but for hundreds of eons, please, remain here.  
You visualize that Tsongkhapa and the two disciples have agreed to stay and also particularly 
to be the supreme field merit for us.  

For longevity purposes here you visualize that you offer a big lion-lifted golden throne to your 
root-guru. The throne has a crossed vajra on it as a sign of indestructibility. They already have 
a throne, but you offer another one and that one dissolves into their throne.  

Normally you don’t find that as the first of the seven limbs. Usually prostration, or praise, is the first. 
Here the request to stay is first. When we first invite somebody into our house, we ask them to come in 
and relax. Even if it is a lawyer or doctor we don’t immediately confront them with our problem. First 
we let them sit down. And when you want to achieve something, the first thing you do is invite the per-
son in and let him sit down. Here also, in order to get a little closer, inviting and asking them to sit 
down comes first. 
 Merit you can either build up through the enlightened or through the non-enlightened persons. The 
enlightened beings are a better base than the non-enlightened. Therefore the request to stay comes in. It 
is at the same time a request for your teacher to remain, if he is still alive. In that way you offer a lon-
gevity puja.  
 When you invite your Supreme Field of merit, you always think they are happy to see you. They 
like you and you like them. You want to meet a person that shows happiness, is smiling, delighted. If 
you want somebody to show delight feelings to you, you smile at them, you don’t show them a bad 
mood, do you? Similarly here. This delight is very important! Particularly if you have a problem of de-
pression, you should visualize Tsongkhapa and his disciples being very delightful, talking, laughing, 
almost to the extent of rolling on the floor because of laughter. When you feel upset, have Tsongkhapa 
laugh up there, not laughing at you, but the sort of laughing that makes your mind happy. It makes a lot 
of difference to your mind. 
 You request them to remain for eons, not for years but for eons. The reason why? Number one, it 
helps you to have a long healthy life. Number two, it also helps a lengthy stay of the practice and the 
dharma teachings in the human land. So it has various good omens. You not only request them to stay, 
but to stay as your protector and be your field of merit. You also request the Buddhas and bodhisattvas 
to remain to help living beings..  
 It is important, during the seven-limbed prayer, to think at every point that the Supreme Field is 
very happy with you. You have to think that at least once for every one of these.  

2. Praise 
she jai kyon kun jal wai lo dro tug 
Your minds have the intellect that comprehends  
the full extent of what can be known. 

Then we do the prostration and praise to mind, speech and body. Normally we do that in the order of 
body, speech and mind. However, here in Ganden Lha Gyema, the mind prostration is done first. Simi-
lar, those who practice Yamantaka will know that when you make offerings, the heart offering ghande 
comes first. The reason is that Tsongkhapa happens to be the manifestation of Manjushri. Manjushri is 
the deity of wisdom and wisdom is the activity of the mind. Therefore the prostration to the mind 
comes first.  
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Praise to the mind  

Your mind is fully enlightened. Why is it fully enlightened? Because you know everything. 
Everything to be known is there. If you do not know it, it doesn’t exist. In your mind the length 
of your knowledge and the object you have to know, are equal. Your depth of knowledge and 
what is to be known are equal, which means you have nothing more to learn.  

The example here is the measurement of a cloth. If you have one yard of cloth and if you take a yard-
stick and measure it against the cloth, they will be exactly the same length. Similarly, if you have 
Tsongkhapa’s knowledge and everything that can be known, it is equal, while for a non- enlightened 
person, the capacity of their mind is less than the things to be known.  
 If there is something to be known it will be known by the enlightened persons. Enlightened persons 
exist in union. Their body and mind are joined together. Whatever their mind knows, their body and 
their speech know. Also, whatever they know, they reach. That is why it is said, ‘There is no place 
where there are no enlightened beings.’ That is because everything in existence is known by the enlight-
ened persons. When they know, they reach there, because when their mind is there, their body is also 
there. This is the extraordinary quality of enlightened beings. 
 
Enlightenment. The word enlightened is nowadays used so much! Sometimes so weird things are 
called enlightened. I noticed there are people who gain concentration power and are able to concentrate 
without disturbance for two, three hours or even a day and many of them develop at a certain level of 
concentration -even before gaining that much power- a certain kind of harmony and pleasure. You de-
velop that in the body as well as in the mind. There is joy of body and joy of mind. It is joy, really nice 
joy, good joy (laughs), a hundred times better than ordinary sexual joy that we experience. So, a lot of 
people think, ‘Hey, I have been enlightened’. And that is a total mistake! Also some people think when 
seeing the emptiness, ‘Ha, that is enlightenment level’. That is also totally wrong!  
 Enlightenment is not something easy. It is very, very far away, much deeper. And there is nothing 
to go beyond that. It is the ultimate to reach. At that level, whatever you want to shape, happens by it-
self, you don’t have to put any efforts. Knowing everything, that is what it really means.  
 What does that really mean, knowing everything? People like us don’t see the absolute, we see 
only the relative. At a certain level you see the absolute too, but when you see the absolute you don’t 
see the relative and when you see the relative you don’t see the absolute. You know what I mean? The 
person sees both the absolute and the relative, but not simultaneously together. This is the level of sen-
tient beings, of all sentient beings, even the greatest bodhisattvas at the last stage before buddhahood. 
At the time of the absolute, they don’t see the relative, at the time of the relative you don’t see the abso-
lute. Buddhas are effortlessly able to see and know the relative and the absolute together.  
  The example is a glass which you put over something that is written on your palm. You will be 
able to see the glass as well as what is written on your palm. Similarly the enlightened persons are able 
to see relative and absolute truth together. 
 Up to that level, when you see the absolute you don’t see the relative. [Bodhisattva-]aryas on the 
seeing-path72 or the meditation-path73, when they are concentrating, have strong samadhis, they only 
have shunyata, the emptiness or the absolute, in the strong samadhi, and they don’t have the relative. 
And the moment they have done with the concentration meditation, they don’t have the absolute. They 
see the absolute, but they see it as a memory, not as a direct confrontation. When they have a direct 
confrontation with the absolute, they lose the relative. You know what I mean? At the level of en-
lightenment it doesn’t work that way. They don’t see the absolute as we see it.  
 How do we see the absolute? First we get an idea about emptiness, we hear the word and we get 
some kind of idea about it. Then we hear a little more description of it, a little more, a little more. It be-

 
72 The seeing-path or path of insight (tong-lam) is the third of the five Mahayana paths. It is defined as the actual understanding 

of truth or shunyata. Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, Tibetan tradition of mental development, pg.195. 
73 Meditation-path (gom-lam) is the fourth of the five Mahayana paths, the path on which one develops greater acquaintance 

(gom) with shunyata. This path includes almost all of the bodhisattva stages or bodhisattva bhumis. Geshe Ngawang Dhar-
gyey, Tibetan tradition of mental development, pg. 198. 
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comes clearer and clearer and you get some understanding of what it is about. By hearing the descrip-
tions you start drawing some conclusion in your mind and you have some idea about it. Okay? That is 
what we call don-spyi: understanding that follows on information and building knowledge. You know 
what I mean? No?  
 Let’s say somebody has never seen the Mona Lisa painting and they tell you how great it is, how 
wonderful, how it is colored, how the person looks like a real person, how the drawing is fantastic etc. 
Then you start drawing an image. That drawn image is called: sgra spyi, understanding that follows 
hearing about it. It is the impact of the description. Then someone who has really seen it, describes it to 
you a little more and you start to see it like a kind of photograph and you get a better idea. That is called 
don spyi: the mental image. Then finally you see the painting itself and looking at it you encounter it. 
Just like that you see emptiness, encounter with it. That is what we call: direct seeing. Then when you 
go away from there, you get a picture of your own, a memory of what you really encountered. That is 
much better than someone else’s description, much better! This sort of memory you have at the [arya]-
bodhisattva-level. 74

 At the sentient-beings level you can have direct encounter and indirect encounter, which is the 
memory-form of common people. But at that level your mind is such a focus, so concentrated that 
you’ll only be able to see that and you won’t not be able to see any other point.  
 Now from the enlightened point of view you’ll see both points. Enlightened ones see emptiness 
not as sound-following form, not as thinking-form, not as memory-form, but it is the direct encounter. 
They always have direct encounter with emptiness and their direct encounter does not block the relative 
part. That is what is called enlightened.  
 
The story of Asvagosha75. So at first we prostrate to the mind of the enlightened beings. I mentioned the 
measurement of the cloth. To prove that I have to quote from Asvagosha.  
 Asvagosha originally was a non-Buddhist scholar76, very learned. He had a debate with the schol-
ars of Nalanda. He was almost able to defeat all of them. There was to be one more debate and it was 
agreed that if here were to lose he would become Buddhist and if Nalanda lost, the whole monastery 
would convert to his particular Hindu sect. During this debate Asvagosha was again about to win. The 
monks of Nalanda could do nothing else but make offerings to Mahakala and ask for help. They wrote 
a message on the offerings. One day a black crow flew into the temple and picked up that message. It 
flew all the way to South India where Nagarjuna and his disciple Aryadeva were in meditation. Nagar-
juna read the message and said, ‘I must go there in order to protect Buddhism.’ His student said, ‘No, 
let me go.’ Nagarjuna said, ‘Well, you will have some problems, but you will be all right.’  
 In Nalanda, every day Asvagosha counted the Nalanda monks by touching them with a stick on 
their head. One day, a new monk was there. That was Aryadeva. He also lost one eye on the way there. 
That happened when somebody got into his way on the road and asked him, ‘Please give me your eye.’ 
Being a Bodhisattva, he took out one of his eyes and gave it to this person. Finally he reached Nalanda.  
 Asvagosha counted the monks and said, ‘There is a new bald head here. Where did that one come 
from?’ Aryadeva replied, ‘It has come from the neck.’ Through that Asvagosha understood that he was 
there for debate. He asked him, ‘What happened to your eye?’ Aryadeva said, ‘I only have one eye but 
I can see the nature of samsara.’  
 Finally they set the date for the debate. During the debate Asvagosha was helped by Shiva [Tib. 
Wanchuk] and his wife, Uma. He had received a slate that had all the answers for the debate. Whenever 
Asvagosha would start losing the debate, that slate would automatically appear with all the answers 

 
74 Herbert Guenther, Tibetan Buddhism in Western Perspective, pg 82: ‘There are three levels of understanding, but two of 

them are of major importance. First of all there is the level of common sense in its naive and more enlightened form which 
gives: knowledge by description. Then there is with the attainment of the path of seeing reality the level of mystic insight 
and the first level of spirituality. It is from this level that after a prolonged practice the final level, buddhahood or enlighten-
ment can be realized.’ 

75 The story has been told with different names. Probably Asvaghosa is the same as Aryasura. Also see Vajrayogini Teachings 
[index entry: Aryasura] and Lam Rim Teachings [index entry Chandragomin]. Need a check with Rinpoche on the names in 
Tibetan. The story is also told in R. Thurman, The Central Philosophy of Tibet, pg. 36-39. 

76 With the name of Matricheta. R. Thurman, The Central Philosophy of Tibet, pg. 36. 
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written on it. If that would fail, a parrot blessed by Shiva would talk to him and give the answers. If that 
would fail, Uma would appear and talk to him. And if that would fail, Shiva himself would enter into 
the body of this scholar and debate. 
 Aryadeva was starting to lose. He was mystified. He knew that everything he knew and said was 
correct. He knew that the other fellow knew less than him. But even then he was losing. So he started 
praying to Manjushri and Sarasvati. He went to the bathroom and thought for a while and there Manju-
shri appeared and said, ‘It is not your fault. It is Uma and Shiva helping him. But I know what to do. 
Take one monk and tell him to sit there completely naked. Take a bottle of sesame oil, a cat and an old, 
dirty shoe.’ Aryadeva did that.  
 The debate started again and Aryadeva kept on losing because of that slate appearing. At that 
moment [Sarasvati made] the bottle of sesame oil fall down and over the slate and thereafter Asvagosha 
could not read anything on it anymore. Then when the parrot kept on talking, the cat came up and 
scared the parrot away. Now Shiva’s wife Uma was supposed to appear personally, but she couldn’t 
appear because this monk was sitting there completely naked. Finally, Shiva had committed to As-
vagosha that if need be he would enter into his body and help him save the debate. But Aryadeva put 
this dirty shoe on his head, so Shiva could not enter. That is how Asvagosha lost the debate.  
 When he had lost, he started to fly up in the air. Aryadeva chased him. They went higher and 
higher. After some time Aryadeva warned Asvagosha, ‘You can’t go any further. If you do you will 
drop down. If you don’t believe me throw your hair up.’ He did that and found it was true. So he had to 
come down. Then Aryadeva arrested him and put him in prison in one of the old warehouses full of 
unused manuscripts. Since Asvagosha was a learned guy, he began reading all the manuscripts and 
eventually came to one under his seat in which he found that everything that had happened to him dur-
ing the debate was already written there. Not only that, the same paper went on to say that finally this 
man was going to obtain enlightenment in his life and he will be a great being. After that he wrote a 
famous praise of Buddha. This is the one I was going to quote. It says,  

Your mind is the same measure as all the things that can be known.  
In case of others, the measurement of their mind is shorter than the things that can be known.  

So, there is two ways of explaining the statement ‘Your mind has the intellect that comprehends the full 
extent of what can be known.’  
 One way is that you can measure the mind against what can be known. Another way is to see the 
relative and absolute truth together simultaneously. In that way everything that can be known is known.  
 For example, when we look at a table we can only see the relative aspect. We can see the legs and 
the top and we know that you can eat from it or use it to write on it. But we can’t see the absolute truth 
aspect of the table, which is that it does not exist from its own side. If you try to look for the table, ulti-
mately you can not find it. Suppose you remove the legs from the table and separate all the parts. Then 
you see no table. You only see a bunch of broken wooden pieces. Only when you put all the pieces to-
gether is there a table. Therefore the table does not exist from its own nature. We call it table because 
certain things are arranged in a certain shape: a certain relative appearance has been produced. But we 
cannot see the absolute aspect. Those who first see the absolute truth directly, cannot see the relative 
aspect at that moment; they are completely absorbed in shunyata and see nothing outside of that. 
Enlightened beings, however, see the relative aspect and the absolute aspect - the emptiness of the table 
- simultaneously.  

Praise to the speech 

kal zang na wai gyan gyur leg sha sung 
Your speech, with its excellent explanations,  
becomes the ear-ornament for those of good fortune. 

Your speech is my ear-ornament. I am the fortunate one, because this gives me a perfect path. 
[Your teaching] throws tremendous information and shows everything on time. Therefore it is 
my ear-ornament.  
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The teachings are called the ear-ornament of the fortunate ones. Who are the fortunate ones? The bo-
dhisattvas. They are fortunate, because they are stepping in Buddha’s path, they are the sons of the 
Buddha, they will become a buddha. When enlightened beings teach there is another extraordinary 
quality. Everybody can hear the teachings in their own language. The upper class people hear the teach-
ing in their language, the middle class in their language and the lower class people understand in their 
own language; so do the samsaric gods, demons and nagas – if they like to listen. 
 ‘Fortunate ones’ also specifically refers to us. We are the fortunate ones, because we are the per-
sons who are utilizing these very practices and we are the persons having the opportunity to proceed 
through this path.  
  
The teachings of Je Tsongkhapa. Let us talk particularly about Je Tsongkhapa’s teachings in terms of 
the ‘ear ornament of the fortunate ones’. He had specifically purified a lot of Buddhist teachings in 
general and in particular on various points of shunyata.  
 Actually, the Tibetans have obtained the pure teachings from India. Great scholars and pandits 
have come, the works have been translated. Great teachers and translators have sat together and worked 
everything out. At the same time there also have been bad teachers from India who taught a lot of 
wrong things. Particularly tantric teachings have been used a lot for black magic purposes, to control 
somebody’s mind, to kill someone, to destroy something or use power exercises. These are a part of the 
teachings, but some teachers have put all the emphasis on those rather than helping people to purify 
their minds, to help them permanently. That is the reason why when Atisha was invited to Tibet ,one of 
the Tibetan kings had to die, so that Atisha could come and then his nephew requested Atisha, ‘I don’t 
want something great, extraordinary, powerful. I want something that will help.’ That is why Atisha 
called him a good student. He did not request power exercise teachings. Some so-called Blue-skirt pan-
ditas from India had come and promoted some mental power exercises. They misused tantra for killing, 
destruction and sometimes for helping. If they liked somebody they would help them, if they didn’t, 
they would sometimes destroy them. We can’t call it demon worship but it has almost been misused to 
that extent, very badly. At the same time some teachers came from China and taught physical power 
exercises to the Tibetans.  
 At that time the pure teachings which really help, the pure teaching aiming at enlightenment were 
only practiced by a few people. It was low key, while the mantras and yantras were used for mental and 
physical power exercises. That is why some Tibetans invited other great teachers from India, like Ka-
malashila and Atisha. They reduced the influence of the wrong teachings and finally Je Tsongkhapa, 
the manifestation of Manjushri, was able to purify all of them. Even before, the son of Marpa Lotsawa, 
has been destroyed by the powerful Ra Lotsawa. Marpa’s son, Tharmadote, who was a great Bodhi-
sattva himself, was about to teach some power exercise which would allow you to expel somebody’s 
mind from their body and you could take over their body. All these things have gradually been elimi-
nated and finally purified by Je Tsongkhapa.  
  
Je Tsongkhapa was one of the greatest teachers. His teachings were so good, so perfect. Before him 
there were masters like Taktsang Lotsawa and Bodong Panchen Chok-le Namgyal77, very famous Ti-
betans scholars who criticized him. Bodong said, ‘I have given a load of eighteen heavy contradictions 
to Tsongkhapa’. That is when they first started to be aware of Tsongkhapa. Bodong was extremely 
learned. The complete works of Bodong Tsolang Namgyal have been published by Tibet House a few 
years ago now. It includes 137 volumes, and they are huge volumes. It is said that even that is not com-
plete. He is dealing in them with all sorts of different subjects, like medicine, astrology, astronomy, 
Buddhism, philosophy, the Prajnaparamita, the Middle Path Doctrine [Skt. Madhyamika], tantric 
teachings like Guhyasamaja, Chakrasamvara and all the different things you can think of. When these 
works were published here, instead of calling them ‘Collected works’, they called them ‘Encyclopedia’. 
He had a very peculiar way of writing all this. He used to walk around a stupa. He had about eight sec-
retaries placed all around the stupa, two in each corner, and he would dictate different subjects to them. 
When he reached the first, he would dictate on this subject, when he reached the next one he would 

 
77 A famous Kagyü master. 1375-1451. 
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give another dictation and so on. While walking around the stupa he gave continuous dictations on four 
completely different subjects at once.  
 So he had given eighteen loads of contradictions to Je Tsongkhapa. Then one day he was sitting in 
his house. Outside there was a beggar reciting very loudly. Je Tsongkhapa has written a famous praise 
to Buddha, on the basis of understanding shunyata alone. So the beggar was chanting that in the street 
and Bodong, being very learned, listened to that from upstairs in his house. While listening, he took it 
for granted that this must have been written by Nagarjuna. He was surprised that he had never heard 
about it before. He gave instructions to his people not to send that beggar away until he finished his 
recitation. But towards to the end, the beggar recited some lines from this prayer in which Tsongkhapa 
says78, ‘I understood this from the great flowers that bloom from Nagarjuna’s teaching.’ So Bodong 
thought, ‘Then it can only be Chandrakirti who wrote this.’ But the beggar continued chanting, ‘When I 
was shown the great moon shine of Chandrakirti’s teachings by my teacher, my mind began to find 
rest.’ At that point Bodong jumped up from his seat and ran downstairs three or four flights from his 
house in the monastery and said to the beggar, ‘Who wrote this?’ The beggar said, ‘This is by 
Tsongkhapa’. Bodong said, ‘I can’t believe it. Can you repeat that prayer again?’ The beggar did and 
Bodong said, ‘I made a great mistake. So lets pack up and go to Ganden monastery, see Tsongkhapa, 
give him my apologies and take teachings from him.’ He immediately packed up and went to Ganden, 
but by the time he reached there, Je Tsongkhapa had just died. Bodong then built a great stupa at Gan-
den, as an apology for writing these eighteen contradictions.  
 This is why the teachings of Tsongkhapa are regarded as ear-ornaments of the fortunate ones.  

Praise to the body 

drag pai pal gyi lham mer dze pai ku  

Your bodies are radiantly handsome with glory renowned. 

Your body is also great. It is the best body I can think of. I prostrate to you.  

This refers to the thirty-two major marks and eighty minor signs of the enlightened beings. That in-
cludes the ushnisha, a long tongue and so on.79 In general, the enlightened persons always have very 
pleasant looks. It makes people happy and comfortable with them. Particularly, in the case of Je 
Tsongkhapa. He is Manjushri, who is the father of all enlightened beings – gyal wai yab chen jam bel 
yang. Not only that. Je Tsongkhapa is handsome, because he has protected all the vows and commit-
ments he has taken, like the vinaya vows, bikshu vows, bodhisattva vows and tantric vows. When you 
protect your vows you are handsome. Therefore the bodies of the enlightened beings are handsome. 
This particular explanation comes from Gö Lotsawa.  

Prostration 
tong to dran pai don dan la chag tsal  
I prostrate to you whom to behold, hear or recall is worthwhile. 

I respect you, I honor you. You are the person worthwhile seeing, hearing and remembering, I 
bow to you. I offer my chag to you.  

 
78 And I studied numerous treatises / both Buddhist and non-Buddhist,  

But, still outside, my mind  / agonized in the trap of doubts.  
So I went to the night-lily garden / of the treatises of Nagarjuna  
Prophesied to elucidate correctly  / The method of your unexcelled vehicle,  
Free of extremes of being and nothingness 
And there I saw, by the kindness of the guru, / everything illumined by the garland of white light 
Of the eloquent explanation of the glorious Moon (Chandrakirti) 
Whose expanding orb of taintless wisdom  / courses unobstructed in the sky of the scripture, 
Dispelling the darkness of the extremist heart,  / eclipsing the constellations of false teachings; 
And then and there / my mind attained relief at last!  
 Praise of Buddha Sakyamuni for his teaching of relativity. in: Thurman, Life and teachings of Tsongkhapa, pg. 99-107 

79 See note 27 
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And I am seeking also, I do expect something from you [tsal]. I respect you and I expect some-
thing from you too. What do I expect? I praise you in a certain quality, so now I expect to have 
that quality passed on to me, given to me. I respect you because of your great qualities, I also 
expect you to give them to me.  

I need to tell you a little more about prostration. The word prostrate in English and the word chag-tsel 
in Tibetan are two different things. Chag is, ‘I respect you’. It is a gesture of respect. And the second 
word, tsel, is to seek. The [physical] gesture should also express the seeking. The Chinese system does 
have that: they have two knees down, touch their forehead down and open their two arms, as if collect-
ing80, by turning the upper side of the hands down and leave the hands empty, waiting for a little while. 
So, bowing, paying respect, and also asking ‘Give it, give it’. 
 So, you honor the person by expressing his qualities, the qualities of the mind, the speech and the 
body, and you also expect some quality being passed on to you. The word tsel in Tibetan means really 
‘Give, I am seeking, give it to me, come on, bring it’. It is not like the Chinese bowing down to the em-
peror; it is not like soldiers bow to the general they are afraid of. No!  
 In Sanskrit the word is namaste. That consists of nama and siddha. Nama means to give respect 
and the wish to be closer and under protection. When soldiers salute their commanders they express 
that they are under their control and protection. They also show their respect. Siddha is the desire to 
obtain qualities from the object of respect. So when somebody says to you tomorrow namaste you have 
to ask, ‘What do you want?’ (I am just joking.) 
 The word chak also expresses nature, the nature of existence. That is the nature of emptiness. If 
you put the tantric path in there, it gives you much more meaning than even the sutra path. Chakya is 
mudra. These are all related words. Mudras are those different hand signs. Then there is the Maha-
mudra. In this sense it comes to mean the understanding of bliss void, the blissful wisdom which un-
derstands the nature. That is actually the reality of Mahamudra: the blissful understanding of shunyata. 
Shunyata is the object. The mind which experiences that is the subject. When you put those together, 
that is Mahamudra. That is enlightenment. That is the meaning of chak and then through tsal you ex-
press ‘I want it’. You can see that prostration has so much meaning behind it. When you understand 
that you will see that prostration alone has the complete path within it. 
 
In addition to this, you can remember the outer, inner and secret qualities and bow or make the gesture 
of your body, mind and speech, to the vajra-mind, the vajra-speech and the vajra-body to seek the ex-
tra-ordinary qualities of the enlightened beings.  
 
Prostrations. There are many different ways of prostration. We do follow the Naropa system which has 
two ways of doing it. One is the long prostration where you lie down on the ground with your whole 
body. The other is the five-point prostration. Then for the monks, during the so jong, there is another 
way of doing the prostration. 
 People who would like to do the practice of [physical] prostration particularly for purification pur-
poses or for the combination of exercise and purification together, can do that at this point if they want 
to. It is an ancient exercise. It has a spiritual value and it is a good body exercise, both. How do you do 
it? For the usual way, Naropa’s short style of prostration, you fold your two hands and put your thumbs 
in. You don’t go empty-handed, so the two thumbs represent having a precious jewel in your hand. Then 
you bring the folded hands to your [crown, then to your] forehead. After that, bring the folded hands to 
your throat for paying respect to the speech. After that touch your heart for paying respect to the mind. 
Then touch the ground with the five points, i.e. two knees, two hands and forehead. By bringing the 
folded hands to your forehead, you show respect to your Supreme Field and you create a virtuous karma 
that aims for getting the result of an ushnisha, like Buddha has on his head. The ushnisha symbolizes the 
mind of a buddha. I don’t think that during Buddha’s lifetime it was literally like you see it on the picture. 
Of course, he had different qualities, also physically, but about all these major and minor marks, I’m not 

 
80 In the Tibetan prostration is just touching the head on the ground, which expresses respect (chag). In the Chinese prostration 

in addition one shows a hand gesture for receiving something, which expresses the seeking (tsel).  
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very sure. Over 2500 years they may have been exaggerated, especially in drawings and poems. The man-
tra for multiplication here is:  

OM NAMO MANJUSHRIYE, NAMO SUSHRIYE, NAMO UTTAMA SHRIYE SOHA81. 
OM, I pay homage to the Glorious Peaceful One [Buddha] the Glorious Noble One [Dharma] 
the Glorious Unsurpassed One [Sangha]. May the foundation be laid. 

If you have time you can do this ancient exercise as much as you can: three times, twenty-one times, 
hundred thousand, whatever you want to do. If you just want to pay respect with joined palms [touching 
your heart] and your head a little bit down, that is also okay .You can do whatever gesture.  
 
So, we do prostrations with our body, give praises through speech and remember the meaning of what 
we say by mouth, which is done by the becomes the prostration by mind. The physical level is also 
necessary. You cannot do everything just mentally, although that is the most important. You can’t just 
sit there and say, ‘I only want to do things mentally, I don’t want to move.’ That is not right. If you 
don’t have a little hardship and some sacrifices, there is no way that you can reduce the mental blocks. 
When we prostrate to Je Tsongkhapa, we express our wish to obtain his body, his speech and his mind. 
We are showing our respect as well as the desire that we want to be like that. 

3. Offering 
yi wong cho yon na tsog me tog dang  
dri zhim dug po nang sal dri chab sog 
ngo sham yi trul cho trin gya tso di 
so nam zhing chog kyo la cho par bül 
Pleasing water offerings, various flowers, 
Fragrant incense, light, and scented water, 
This ocean of such cloud-like offerings,  
both actually arranged and mentally created, 
I present to you, O Supreme Field of Merit. 

Why is offering necessary? Suppose you have a field from which you can get a very good crop. If you 
leave that field lie barren without sowing anything for a whole year, that would be considered to be 
wasteful. Similarly, when we have such a great field of merit, if we don’t make any offerings and just 
leave it alone, there can be no greater wasted opportunities than this.  
 The Supreme Field of Merit is considered to be the guru in the form of Tsongkhapa, Buddha 
Sakyamuni or any other enlightened being. This is because your root guru has come as a representative 
of the enlightened beings, to carry their messages, to pass on their experience to us. For ourselves, the 
guru is a greater supreme field of merit than anybody else.  
 The point of making offerings to the Supreme Field is that in this way we get the benefit of offer-
ing to all the enlightened ones. Especially people without money should not think that they have noth-
ing to offer. That is very important. Offerings must be made. If we don’t offer it is because our faith is 
not developed. Apart from that there is no shortage of things to offer. Shantideva said in his Bodhisatt-
vacharyavatara that you can offer all the good things of the world, whether they are owned by you or 
not.82 Even our Six Session Yoga says that too83. Whether you own it or not, you can give it all. But 

 
81 ‘It is taught that if you make three full prostrations, and recite each time this mantra, you obtain the merit of listening to, 

pondering and meditating on the three “baskets”; If you do this every day, there are infinite benefits. You will achieve the 
Path of Insight in this life, no diseases and harms will be able to enter you, and each of your prostrations will be multiplied a 
thousand fold.  Therefore you should do three or more full prostrations daily.’ (Gelong Thubten Chöpel’s Ganden Lha 
Gyema prayers) 

82 Shantideva, A Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life, Ch. 2, verse 2-5: 
Whatever flowers and fruits there are  / And whatever kinds of medicine,  
Whatever jewels exist in the world / And whatever clean refreshing waters; 
Likewise gem-encrusted mountains,  / Forest groves, quiet and joyful places, 
Heavenly trees bedecked with flowers  / And trees with fruit-laden branches; 
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don’t it physically, otherwise you will get into a fight! You can mentally pick up anything, beautiful 
flowers, the nicest music, the good scented waters from Paris, anything. It is interesting. Other texts 
don’t specifically say so, but the Bodhisattvacharyavatara says ‘by your power, may you accept it’. 
That has special meaning. If you give an ordinary bread to Buddha, he will get extraordinary taste from 
that, because enlightened persons have that quality. Everything sounds good to them, everything tastes 
good to them, everything feels good to them. We get ordinary taste, but enlightened beings get special 
taste.  
 
Story of Kunga Ö and food. In one particular year, the Buddha and his group were staying in a particu-
lar place and the benefactor had given third-class food to them. Kunga Ö then said to Buddha, ‘That is 
terrible. The food is bad and now you will have a problem eating that.’ But Buddha said, ‘No, I don’t 
have a problem.’ He took a little piece of food out of his mouth and gave it to Kunga Ö and said to him, 
‘Here, taste this.’ Kunga Ö ate it and it was like something he had never tasted before and it was very, 
very good. Buddha said, ‘It is the food that has a hundred different special tastes.’ So when you offer 
something to the enlightened beings, by their power they are able to take it as something extraordinary.  
 
Some advices on offering. Of course, those who do have something good to offer, should not offer infe-
rior things. If they do that, instead of building merit it will reduce it. However, for butter lamps it is 
okay to use rotten butter, because the purpose is just to make light with it, it is not meant for eating. But 
in food offerings, like during the tsoh, you should offer good quality food.  
 It is necessary to make the offering by yourself. You don’t let others do it for you. When you give 
the gifts yourself, you create much more merit than when you let somebody else do it. When Atisha 
became a bit old, his students thought it was a bit of a problem now for him to make the offerings, so 
they offered to do it for him. Atisha said, ‘Are you going to eat my food for me, too?’  
 Offering is absolutely necessary. Even people who obtain enlightenment early in the morning, will 
still make offerings to the guru and deity in the evening after that.  
 Small offerings are very important. We think, ‘I have made big offerings here and there, so why 
should I bother to offer a glass water now? Why should I bother to offer a stick of incense?’ But it does 
make a difference. If you keep on offering, it builds up tremendously. The Dalai Lama, when he was 
giving the Bodhisattvacharyavatara teachings last year, said, ‘You can make offerings even when you 
eat food.’ A lot of people do. It is just like saying a small prayer. But when it builds up, when it accu-
mulates, the merit from that is quite a lot. We do eat three times a day. If you make an offering every 
time, it is going to accumulate a lot.  
 Incense is also very good to offer. You should light the incense, because it is supposed to be an 
offering of its smell, but you can also light them mentally. The reason why they put two sticks in the 
rice is that two represent method and wisdom.  
 
The words in the Ganden Lha Gyema only concern the outer offerings. What does outer offering 
mean? Here, in the Ganden Lha Gyema, sutra path, it is talking about straightforward water for the 
hands and water for the feet, straightforward flowers, straightforward incense, light, scented water, food 
and music. The people who do not have initiations, simply offer that, nothing more. And the flowers 
need not be bought from someone or another or cut. That is one way of doing. Beyond that you can 
mentally generate tremendous offerings, the Samantabhadra style. The Samantabhadra style of offering 
is permitted; it is a non-tantric practice.  
 

 
Fragrances of the celestial realms,  / Incense, wishing trees and jewel trees, 
Uncultivated harvests, and all ornaments /   That are worthy to be offered;  
Lakes and pools adorned with lotuses,   / And the beautiful cry of wild geese, 
Everything unowned   / Within the limitless spheres of space; 
Creating these things in my mind I offer them  / To the supreme beings, the Buddhas, as well as their Children,  
O Compassionate Ones, think kindly of me  / And accept these offerings of mine. 

83 All the things I posses and what is not mine, / What is actually placed here and what I mentally create, 
I present you an ocean-like cloud of these various offerings: / Outer, inner and secret. 
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Samantabhadra. Samantabhadra is a great bodhisattva, considered the offering-bodhisattva. He multi-
plies everything. If you look at Samantabhadra you see he holds a jewel in his hands like Avalokitesh-
vara. The jewel multiplies. When Samantabhadra praises, he multiplies himself into a million. Each of 
the million figures has a million heads, each of the heads has a million mouths, each of the mouths has 
a million tongues, so it becomes a multi-million praise. Similarly a glass of water is multiplied into mil-
lions and millions of glasses of water. So, whenever you visualize you don’t have to be narrow, only 
having a few bowls here and there. A few bowls and one or two flowers are just the examples. In your 
pure thought you multiply that and fill up all the space; all space is filled up with offerings.  

Visualization on Sutrayana level 
Outer offering  

The offerings that I laid out here, the mandala and all the best available that I can pick up with my 
mind, what I actually laid out here and my mentally created offerings [in the Samantabhadra 
style], I offer to you with great respect. By your great compassion, please accept it.  

Practice offering  

Any virtue that I accumulated, any mantra that I said, any meditations I did, any Lamrim medi-
tations I did, any combination of analytical and concentrated meditation, anything with which I 
cut my non-virtues and anything with which I built my virtues, all of them I offer to you. My 
practice of generosity, my practice of morality, of all the six perfection practices, and the prac-
tice of the four immeasurables, the practice of refuge taking, the practice of guru devotion, all 
of them I offer to you. And also, whatever spiritual developments I have, I offer them. 

Offering all that, does not mean it is taken away and you don’t have it any more. When you offer it, 
you don’t lose it. It is not like giving money, that when you give it away it doesn’t belong to you any 
more. In this practice offering you are really showing your undertaking of practicing dharma and you 
make the figures of the merit field happy. That growth of happiness is the actual offering. That is why 
the practice offering is considered to be the best offering. 
 . 
It’s like Milarepa said, not when he was having the hard time with Marpa, but afterwards, when he wrote 
his songs. You know, all Marpa’s disciples were outstanding disciples. All of them came with hundred 
different mule loads of offering, gold, silver, etc to offer to Marpa at that big gathering of old Marpa’s. 
And Milarepa came there with nothing! He had a real practice offering. He said,  

I have nothing to give like wealth and all these funny little things. 
I have no things. I have nothing to offer, but I offer my practice.  
I repay your kindness by having a perfect practice. 

Visualization on Vajrayana level84

People who are having the Vajrayana practice, have to do different visualizations here. They do the 
four offerings connected with the four initiations. Remember, the offerings have been blessed before.85  

Outer offering   
The outer offering you do to Lama Tsongkhapa with at his heart-level Manjushri. 

Generate from your heart multiple offering deities. They carry hundreds of different waters, 
hundreds of different flowers, hundreds of different incenses, etc. Each one of them is making 

 
84  For the offerings on tantric level, the outer offering, the practice offering, the inner offering, the secret offering and the such-

ness offering see the verses 23-36 of Lama Chöpa together with its explanation in Gelek Rinpoche, Guru devotion, how to 
integrate the primordial mind; Dalai Lama, The union of bliss and emptiness, pg. 98-110, Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, Great 
treasury of merit, pg. 125-156.  

85 See page 36. 
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offerings to the Supreme Field of Merit and each one of these offerings is accepted. You think 
they take it very happily. By accepting it great bliss has been brought to the object to whom you 
offer. Having made the offerings you dissolve the deities back into your heart.  

Not only did I make offerings, but my offerings are very happily accepted. Not only has my offering 
been accepted, but with the acceptance it brought great bliss to the objects to whom I am making these 
offerings. Not only did it develop great bliss to their body, mind and speech, this great bliss has ac-
knowledged great wisdom and great compassion. So by acknowledging it, it becomes inseparable 
compassion and wisdom. 

Practice offering  
The best outer offering is the offering of your actual practice, the drupai chöpa. Everything, every little 
thing you put efforts in towards enlightenment, towards future development, towards getting out of sam-
sara, every virtuous activity you put effort in, is the offering of your practice.  

Whatever virtues I have accumulated by practicing the two stages of development86 or by 
learning, thinking and meditating and also the nature of virtue, all I manifest here in the form of 
offering material.  
The moralities that we have protected, serve as base, the beautiful environment. 
Our learning, getting information serves as tree.  
Then thinking, developing wisdom serves as branch and leaves. 
Then the proper understanding serves as flowers. 
And the development of the three principles of the path serves as the heart of the flower. Then 
the twenty-two bodhicittas are the fruit.87

Please accept it and bless it, so that it will never be exhausted.  
 
So, the development of the three principles within you is the real essence, the sweet pollen and nectar. 
And the fruit is the twenty-two bodhimind developments, like the bodhisattva mind of earth, the mind 
of gold, the mind of cloud etc.88 This is what really practice offering is, and that is the best offering! 

Inner offering  
There are the five meats and the five nectars etc. You say, 

[The inner offering is made to Manjushri at the heart of Lama Tsongkhapa.]  

Through the power of the three vajras, these offerings get transformed with the three characte-
ristics: they get purified, transform into nectar and become inexhaustible. That nectar I offer to 
you. Please accept it and may it bring great bliss within you. 

Secret offering  
Then you can also make secret offerings and suchness offerings. If you practice the taking of the four 
initiations you should also make the outer, inner, secret and suchness offerings. Those who have taken 
tantric initiations and done tantric studies will know what that means.  

The secret offering is made to Buddha Vajradhara at Manjushri’s heart.  

Generate from your heart the three types of vajra dakinis89 and dissolve them into the consort 
of buddha Vajradhara. By making this offering [you imagine that] great bliss develops in the 
object to whom you offer.  

 
86 Generation stage and completion stage. 
87 See Gelek Rinpoche, Guru devotion, how to integrate the primordial mind, Ch. IV, Outer offerings. In there this visualization 

is given as practice mandala offering. Needs a check with Rinpoche. 
88 For the listing see glossary.  
89 See Gelek Rinpoche, Guru devotion, how to integrate the primordial mind, Ch. IV,  Secret offerings; Dalai Lama, The union 

of bliss and emptiness, pg. 107. 
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Suchness offering  

All phenomena [Skt. dharmas] are empty like space, yet exist relatively like a rainbow exists. 
In reality there is no separation between body, mind and speech; the person is a combination. 
Simultaneously great bliss, which is the nature of buddhahood, grows. I offer it to you. Please 
accept it.  

The suchness offering is the offering of emptiness. That is very, very, very briefly. Those who have the 
idea, will understand it. For those who do not have the idea, I cannot go more in detail here.  

4. Purification 
dag gi tog me du na sag pa yi  
lu ngag yi kyi mi ge chi gyi dang 
kya par dom pa sum gyi mi tun chog 
wing na gyo pa drag po so sor shag 

Whatever non-virtues of body, speech and mind 
I have accumulated from beginningless time, 
And especially any transgressions of my three vows90, 
I confess over and again with fervent regret from my heart. 

Meditation 

When I look in myself, I find myself being tremendously rich, wealthier than the biggest bank. 
Rich in what? Rich in having a tremendous collection of non-virtuous actions, accumulated 
since the limitless beginning. I don’t even see where it started, I can’t see the beginning. Such a 
huge collection I have.  

Each one of these non-virtues is on itself good enough to give me trouble and pain for a long, 
long time; each one of them has power enough to give me a long time of suffering. When I 
look at myself I am sometimes wondering. I have done nothing but collecting bad karma. That 
much I can see.  

When I look at my present life, though I am supposed to be doing something, though I am sup-
posed to be accumulating good karma, good merit and all this, when I look carefully, I see I’m 
creating a tremendous amount of delusions and faults during the day as well as during the 
night. A tremendous amount.  

I also don’t have the power to totally purify it yet. Sometimes I know what was wrong, some-
times I did not even pay attention. Most of the time without realizing, my mind has been occu-
pied by non-dharma or non-virtuous thoughts and activities, in the disguise of samsaric pleas-
ures, in the disguise of samsaric society rules, in the disguise of something what needed to be 
done.  

Because of the intention I sort of instantly say, ‘What I did is the right thing’. Always I try to 
proof my point to be right. ‘He or she is not right, I am the one that is right’. It is the egoistic 
mind that influences my mind and refuses me to look in properly. It is the egoistic mind that 
continuously ignores my wisdom, that makes me not to see that I am doing the wrong thing. 
So, I created a tremendous amount of bad karma without knowing it.  

When I am passing my life in that manner, if suddenly something happens to me, if I die, then 
what happens? The little opportunity that I had to purify, is gone. It is terrible. The great life 
which I have joined, is wasted, I didn’t receive anything. 

When I go, I go alone. The money cannot help. The kids cannot help me. Social security will not 

 
90 1) pratimoksha vow [vow of individual liberation], 2) bodhicitta vow, 3) vajrayana vows. 
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be able to help me. If death happens to me tonight, or just now, then what shall I do?  

Most of our every day actions are non-virtuous. Please watch this very, very carefully. Review 
your day’s activities. What did I do this morning? The moment I opened my eyes what thought 
did I have? Was it virtuous or non-virtuous? What was my first action? The moment I went out, 
saw somebody, what was my mind’s reaction and what was my body reaction?  

If I die right this moment, what do I really have? Imagine for a minute. Practically no solid vir-
tues to carry and countless non-virtues are there. Suppose I fall into the lower realm, what can I 
do? Some of my friends have already gone down there, I have not fallen yet.  

If nothing happens to me today or tomorrow or this year, if by about this time next year I am 
still there, what can I do? Therefore I really press you: Protect me, get me off the hook, do 
something for me, help me!  

All the unhappiness we have in this life and in future lives, is the result of non-virtuous actions. All of 
us have taken so many vows, yet we never care to protect them. If we have taken the vinaya vows, we 
are getting thousands of downfalls every day. For broken bodhisattva- and tantric vows we are getting 
tremendous amounts of downfalls. If we do not regret and purify them, then when we die we will get 
bad results. You don’t need to commit a very bad non-virtuous action to create a rebirth in a hell or any 
other lower realm. Any small non-virtue can develop tremendously and will be hard to reverse. As an 
example, look at the seeds that you sow outside – they grow tremendously. If external things grow so 
much, the internal things can grow even more. Suppose you say to somebody, ‘You look like a mon-
key’, according to Buddha you take rebirth as a monkey for 500 times as a result.  
 Anyway, whatever we are saying or doing, without realizing we accumulate a tremendous amount 
of non-virtuous actions. Every non-virtuous action that we keep will grow and it will grow much more 
than we can really think of. You may think, ‘I have not committed a lot of non-virtuous actions. I did 
not kill anybody, I did not tell any terrible lies. I have not really cheated anybody, I have not stolen 
anybody’s property. I am not so bad.’ But that is not true. Pabongkapa used to say, ‘The non-virtues 
that we have, are much more than the wealth that the king has in his treasury.’  
 
Some people say, ‘Nowadays, the people who do good things, who are pure and devoted, seem to al-
ways get bad experiences. Those who are mean and bad seem to get a better life. Therefore there are 
not really good and bad actions in terms of giving you good and bad results.’ When Pabongka was 
asked about that he said,  

This is actually a sign of the result of virtues and non-virtues happening. The people who do 
good get worse. They may get more trouble than the others. The reason is that we all have a 
tremendous amount of non-virtuous actions from the limitless beginning. Through 
experiencing some bad results, it shows one is getting rid of them. That is a good sign.  

We are creating bad karma all the time, mostly without realizing. This is so important for us. With real-
izing we would not do it, we would at least hesitate, but unknowingly we do a lot. How can we stop 
this? To totally stop it, is difficult. However you can reduce a lot if you keep on reviewing it. Review-
ing will help you tremendously. If at the moment itself you’re doing something somebody tries to point 
out, ‘You’re doing wrong because of this this’, some people won’t take it, get disturbed, get irritated, 
may even get angry, because you don’t know your anger, you don’t know you’re wrong, you don’t 
want to know, you don’t want to hear about it. You have fear, hesitation, because of losing your face 
etc. and more and more you try to cover it up. This is most of the non-virtue we create. If in this condi-
tion, suddenly death comes, what are you going to do? Think about it! ‘Hey, it is time for you to go!’; if 
that really happens, what is your condition then? Your mind is not unknown to you. It is clearly known 
to you.  
 Look back [into your day] and if it is a sort of normal thing, say, ‘Fine, okay’. If it is an anger 
thing, it is bad. If it is an attachment or lust thing, also bad. At that time there was no way to recognize 
your fault, but when you think back after it has been done already, you will see it.  
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 One of the practices a great Kadampa geshe used to do here, was this. He had a huge bag of peb-
bles, white pebbles and black pebbles. And he used to review his actions in the evening. And when he 
started thinking, ‘Here I did something bad’ he put a black pebble down. And when he found somet-
hing good, he put a white pebble. He kept on calculating it every evening. And he found that the 
amount of black pebbles was always tremendously bigger than the amount of white ones. What was the 
reason? Nothing more then: we are what we are creating.  

The four powers 
The essence of purification is the application of the four powers. Please remember that, that is very im-
portant! Prostration is part of it, Vajrasattva is part of it.  
 
Power of Base. That is taking refuge and meditating on bodhicitta. Most non-virtuous actions are 
committed on the basis of a person. These are either enlightened or not enlightened. For the enlightened 
ones we take refuge, for the non-enlightened the power of base is meditating on bodhicitta. Both of 
them have been done in this practice already. 

Power of Regret. Ordinary regret will not do. You need strong regret. There is a very good example. 
Suppose you are one of four people that go together to eat in a restaurant. The food there happens to be 
poisoned. One of you is instantly dead, another is about to die, the third one is getting sick. You can’t 
feel anything wrong, but you have eaten the same food as them. Although you are not sick yet, you will 
feel very, very uneasy and you will start running around to every doctor you can see, eat any medicine 
you can. That much regret is also needed to purify our non-virtuous actions. Some people who have 
committed non-virtuous actions have already died and because of them have been reborn in hell. Some 
are in the process of dying. We are still living. Just like them we have also committed the same non-
virtues, so we have to do something.  

Power of the Promise not to repeat. In future, whatever may happen, we undertake not to repeat these 
actions. When you do really regret, this promise comes up automatically. The stronger the regret, the 
stronger the wish not to repeat it again. 

Power of Antidote Action. As anti-dote action there are several recommended actions: 
 Saying particular mantras for purification, such as the Vajrasattva mantra [see below]. 
 Purifying through a prostration with the name of the thirty-five Buddhas.91 
 Performing certain rituals to purify, like purification of the vows 
 Meditations on emptiness 
 Offering a mandala, building an image, saving a life, giving to the poor for this purpose, etc.  
 Also doing this practice is an anti-dote action. 

Broken vows. If you have broken vows of sutra they have to be corrected in their own way in the pres-
ence of the assembly of monks. If you have broken any bodhisattva vows, they have to be purified in 
the presence of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. If you have broken tantric vows you have to purify them 
in the presence of the mandala. 

In short, you have to generate both the bad works you did and the regret. The base, refuge taking and 
generating bodhimind, was already built and the anti-dote action is there [by doing this Ganden Lha 
Gyema so when you do this thinking and you regret, that is good enough to purify it. If you do purifica-
tion with those four powers there is no non-virtuous action that cannot be purified. If you are practicing 
the purification here, it is recommended to say this verse three times.  

Visualization on Sutrayana level 

Visualize on the crown of your head a white lotus, with a white moon-cushion and on that a 

 
91 See Kathleen McDonald, How to meditate, pg. 196-202. Also see Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, Mahayana purification pg. 15-

21 and for a commentary on this practice by Nagarjuna a/o, also page 25-77. 
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white buddha Vajrasattva92, dressed in beautiful clothes and wearing beautiful ornaments. Eve-
rything is of light nature. 

In the presence of Buddha Vajrasattva you have the moving thoughts, apply the four powers. 
You say, ‘I want to purify all non-virtuous actions that I have collected, those that I can re-
member and those that I can’t remember. All these have come through the doors of body, mind 
and speech, especially any transgressions of the vows that I have taken. I regret these individu-
ally from the bottom of my heart.’  

Say the Vajrasattva mantra: OM VAJRASATTVA HUM or OM VAJRASATTVA AH  (...x) 

From the body of Vajrasattva light comes and purifies you, in the following three ways: 

1. Powerful purification light comes from the body of Buddha Vajrasattva. The light comes as 
a waterfall. It pushes all negativities and obstacles downwards and out, from the lower parts 
of your body, even from your feet. And you become clear and clean like crystal. 

2. The light comes in through your crown and fills up your body, from the bottom upwards. 
Like a bottle of water that is filled, your body gets filled up with the light and all negativ-
ities and obstacles go out via the upper parts.  

3. You collect all the negativities and obstacles at the heart-level. Suddenly light comes from 
buddha Vajrasattva. The powerful light is like a sunshine in the morning, which waves away 
all the darkness of the night. Just the touch of the light from Lama Vajrasattva’s body, mind 
and speech waves away completely the darkness of negativities of our body, mind and speech.  

I also pray and resolve that I’ll be aware of the negative actions, always. May I be blessed to be 
able to do that.93 Now I am purified. I am pure. 

Each one of them has a different purpose, but let's not go into detail. Whichever one you do is okay. It 
is slightly a Vajrayana technique, but you can do it.  

At the end temporarily you have to think you have been purified. This is so important, the positive 
attitude of: 'I have been purified'. Don't you ever doubt also at that moment. Whether actually you are 
purified or not purified depends on how strong your regret is.  
 Of course, one purification will not be going to clear it. Though at every point you think you 
have cleared it, it is not going to be cleared. You have to do it repeatedly, as much as possible. 

Visualization on Vajrayana level94  

At the heart of lama Tsongkhapa you have the buddha Vajradhara. You transform the blue 
buddha Vajradhara into the white buddha Vajrasattva.  

From that Vajrasattva a duplicate Vajrasattva comes and sits on your and on all other sentient 
beings’ crown. Light and liquid radiates from there and purifies.  

OM VAJRASATTVA HUM (...x) 

You do the normal Vajrasattva practice [you know from the sadhanas]. If one wants to do a Vajrasattva 
sadhana, it can be done at this point.95 And you can say the hundred syllable mantra:  

OM VAJSASATTVA SAMAYA  
MANU PALAYA 
VAJRASATTVA DENOPA 
TISHTA DRIDO ME BHAWA  

O great courageous one whose holy mind is the lotus nature 
 of all buddhas, and who holds the samaya pledge, 
lead me along the path you took to enlightenment, 
to be closer to the vajra holy mind. 
Please, remain firm in me.  
Please, be pleased with me. 

 
92 For a picture, see page 82. 
93 Literature: Kathleen McDonald, How to meditate, pg. 178-186. 
94 Literature: Lama Yeshe, The Tantric Path of Purification; .Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, Mahayana purification pg. 79ff. 
95 For a sadhana on Heruka Vajrasattva, see Lama Yeshe, The Tantric Path of Purification, pg. 217-227 
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SUTO KAYO ME BHAWA  
SUPO KAYO ME BHAWA  
ANU RAKTO ME BHAWA  
SARWA SIDDHI ME PRAYATCHA  
SARWA KARMA SUTSA ME 
TSITAM SHRIYAM KURU HUNG 
HA HA HA HA HO 
BHAGAWAN 
SARWA TATHAGATA 
VAJRAMA ME MUCHA 
VAJRABHAWA  
MAHA SAMAYA SATTVA  
AH HUNG PHAT. 

May I be in the nature of the highly developed great bliss. 
Please, be loving towards me. 
Please, grant me all the actual attainments. 
Please, grant me all the virtuous actions. 
Please, grant me your glorious qualities. 
[Hung is the seed syllable of vajra mind.  
Ha ha ha ha ho |symbolizes the 5 transcendent wisdoms,  
the 4 immeasurables, the 4 empowerments, the 4 joys, the 4 kayas] 
O blessed one, who has destroyed every obscuration,  
attained all realizations and passed beyond suffering,  
all those who have gone in the space of emptiness ‘just as it is’, 
 do not abandon me. 
Grant me realization of the lotus nature. 
O great courageous one holding the pledge, the samaya-vow, 
make me one with you. 

The Vajrasattva way of purifying with light and liquid has three ways of meditating it.  
1. From up downwards. [Tib. marn de] Light and liquid start coming from Vajrasattva’s body. 

Endless light and liquid comes, reaches to your crown and starts pushing all the non-
virtuous actions away, in the form of darkness or dirt, or in the form of blood, push or in 
whatever unclean style you can think of. The light and liquid start pushing that down, push-
ing it down and then you see that from the upper part the white purity becomes stronger and 
stronger. It pushes everything unclean out, not only from inside but also from the outside. It 
pushes the non-virtues out from the back, from the front, from the sides, inside, outside. Fi-
nally it gets out of your field completely. And you yourself become of pure light and pure 
nectar nature.  

2. From down upwards. [Tib. yarn de] This is like filling a bottle with water which addition-
ally gives you an overflow. All your non-virtuous are like dust and when the light and liq-
uid of Vajrasattva comes through your crown and fills up your body from the bottom up-
wards, all your non-virtuous actions start overflowing from your crown, from the nose, 
from the mouth, from the ears. It continuous flows till it totally has cleansed everything 
away, till you are cleared completely.  

3. Clearing at the heart level. [Tib. pung de]. All your non-virtues are accumulated in a sort of 
ball of dark shadow at your heart level. And suddenly light and liquid rises from Lama Va-
jrasattva’s body and reaches at your heart-level and the moment it reaches there all the 
darkness totally disappears. It’s like when in a room there is a big darkness that you can al-
most catch, but the moment the light is turned on all the darkness is totally gone, the light 
occupies the space.  

At the end, of that, the Buddha-master Vajrasattva, [Tib. Lama Dorje Sempa], dissolves into you 
and into everybody’s body. And body, mind and speech of Vajrasattva and body, mind and speech 
of the individual person become inseparable. And you think: I have been purified. 

5. Rejoice 
nyig mai du dir mang to drub la tson 
cho gya pang pa dal jor don yo je 
gon po kyo kyi lab chen dza pa la 
dag chag sam pa tag pa yi rang ngo 

From the depths of our hearts we rejoice, O Protectors,  
In the great waves of your deeds,  
You who strove to learn and practice in this degenerate age 
And who made your fully endowed life worthwhile  
by abandoning the eight worldly feelings. 
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Rejoicing. Rejoice, rejoice! Rejoicing is the activity of bodhisattvas. It is Mahayana practice. Bodhisatt-
vas don’t get jealous if somebody else is doing something good. We do. That is not good. If we get jeal-
ous of somebody’s good actions, we get non-virtue. If we rejoice, we get benefits.  
 If you rejoice somebody else’s activity and that person is a higher spiritual person than you are, 
you get half of that person’s benefit. If you rejoice in the activities of somebody lower than you, you 
gain the double benefit. If somebody equals you, you get equal benefit. That means, if you rejoice in an 
activity of a bodhisattva of the first bhumi, you will probably get much more benefit than you yourself 
doing things like prostrations, offerings etc. for a thousand years.96 So rejoicing gives great benefit. 
Tsongkhapa himself refers to it and has emphasized it, saying, 

One of the effortless ways without any investment to get a good profit,  
the effortless way to build tremendous luck, is the rejoice.  

You can also rejoice in all five different stages [or paths] of Buddha himself and all other buddhas, bo-
dhisattvas and Buddha’s disciples. [You also rejoice in your own good deeds.]  
 If you keep on rejoicing, you develop a tremendous amount of merit. When you read the biogra-
phies of the great teachers, they don’t just tell us about different things that they have done. They say, 
‘He did this so well, I pray that I may be able to do the same thing.’ That sort of attitude you have to 
develop. Also rejoicing in the activities of your own spiritual master, other spiritual masters, and the 
lineage masters, is best to complete here. You not only rejoice in their activities, but also you pray that ‘I 
may be able to do this’. 
 
Story of Buddha and the tigress. If you look into the Jataka-stories, you find that Buddha himself gave 
without hesitation his complete body to feed a tigress97. As the tigress was too weak to eat, he first cut 
his wrist and led the tigress to leek his blood and finally, when the tigress had built up a little more 
strength, he let her eat the body. When we would have to do that just now, it would be impossible, be-
yond question. However, we cannot leave it out and just think it is beyond questioning. We should re-
joice and pray that though now we are not capable of doing it, we may however be able to do it some 
time. And we pray ‘May I be able to do this’. 

The activities of Je Tsongkhapa 98  
In particular you are supposed to rejoice here the activities of the great Tsongkhapa, his knowledge and 
activities and the help he has given for the benefit of others. I would like to repeat what I said before. 
This practice is based on lama Tsongkhapa and we will talk a lot about Tsongkhapa’s great qualities, 
That doesn’t mean that others don’t have it!  
 
Degenerate age. In this verse you have the word ‘degenerated age’. In the degenerated age learning 
also has become difficult. Practice and meditation follow on learning and if you do not know what you 
have to do, then you can’t do anything.  
 In this degenerated age people try to learn and practice, but as it is very difficult to take the whole 
thing, they start picking up one single little branch. However, a single branch can never give ultimate 
results. For the ultimate result you do need a complete practice.  
 
Learning, thinking and meditation. Tsongkhapa’s major emphasis is: learning, thinking and meditation 
should not be separated, should not be separated. The problem is that people have the intention of sepa-
rating it. Some say, ‘This is for learning only’. And then you, learn and build up knowledge and noth-
ing else, and you get a scholarly type of thing. Some say, ‘‘Knowledge is not so important. Concentrate 

 
96 One little activity if a first-bhumi bodhisattva creates a tremendous amount of positive potential, because he is so highly de-

veloped and the activity is done for countless sentient beings. If I rejoice in that and get half of the benefit of that action, it 
will still be much more than the positive potential I can create by my limited activities.  

97 This refers to a famous legend relating the self-sacrifice of the prince Mahasattva, a former incarnation of the Buddha. In this 
story the prince offers his body to a tigress. It is to be found in various places. 

98 For a biography of Tsongkhapa see R. Thurman, Life and teachings of Tsongkhapa. 
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sit, just stay there and meditate, meditate for years, don’t shake.’ Tsongkhapa’s main point is that these 
three: learning, thinking, meditation cannot be separated. The moment they get separated, it becomes a 
branch practice.  
 Even in Buddhist practice you can develop a single branch: e.g. talking only the positive part and 
ignoring the negative part, or the development of samadhi, or developing the four mindfulnesses only, 
or even one out of the four. However, in order to have a complete means there are thirty-seven paths99 
that have to be covered by an individual. That includes the four mindfulnesses, the eightfold path etc. 
That means: you have to have the learning, you have to have the thinking and you have to have the 
meditation. Combined.  
 Tsongkhapa has said that learning is like having eyes. Without eyes you cannot see the road, you 
cannot go, you have to depend on a guide. Similarly, if you don’t have the learning, your thinking and 
your meditation will have no guide, so there is nothing to do and you’re stuck. Therefore it is so impor-
tant A sutra says,  

Learning is like a light to clear the darkness.  
It is the best wealth you can have, because thieves cannot take it away.  
It is your best friend; that won’t let you down, that always helps you.  
It is the best weapon you have to destroy your ignorance. Etc. 

There are a lot of examples. It is so important! But when someone says, ‘Yes, learning and teaching are 
important and no other things are important’, that is also not right. Tsongkhapa gives the example of 
Buddha’s cousin Devadatta, who was very learned, who had a tremendous quality of picking up and 
knew everything Buddha had said. If you are a great learned one and you have no practice, it will be 
totally dry knowledge and that will be useless. You can be great on giving lectures, but when your own 
mind has not been affected, your talk can never affect others. Atisha has said,  

Unless and until you have softened your mind, until you have developed your mind,  
you will never be able to soften other people’s mind, nor help other people getting developed, 
because you have not done it. 

Then there are some teachers who say, ‘You need to meditate, but you don’t have to learn much.’ But 
that is wrong. It is really wrong. Sakya Pandita said,  

Some say that if you meditate you don’t need to learn. This is said by stupid people.  
If you meditate without having learnt it will create nothing but animal states.  

Sakya Pandita further said,  
If you try to meditate without prior learning  
it is like armless people trying to do rock climbing.  

Even before you start learning and studying you have to know what to learn and what not to learn. One 
of the earlier masters, Kedrub Gedun Tendzin Tsondru said,  

If you want to study something it should be the essence of the teachings of the Buddha and the 
disciples of the Buddha.  
It should not be somebody’s self made-up lies.  
It should also be accepted by the earlier teachers like Nagarjuna, Asanga and so on.  
It should not just be the great unwritten teaching passed from father to the son, with the warm 
breath of the dakinis on it and so on. (i.e. it have to be perfectly accepted teachings).  
It should also be experienced by the great siddhas, the great Indian and Tibetan teachers.  
It should not be somebody’s delusions.  
Above all, it should be a great path that leads to enlightenment  
and not to some wrong place like hell.  

 
99 Also called the Thirty-seven wings to enlightenment. For a short overview see: Gelek Rinpoche, Lam Rim Teachings, Ap-

pendices and Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, An Anthology of Well-spoken advice, pg. 300-301. Teachings on it: Gelek Rin-
poche, The Wings of change, a set of 11 tapes, Tuesday night teachings 1983, not [yet] transcribed. 
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What did Je Tsongkhapa himself do? He first learnt everything very detailedly. He studied like some-
body who has drunk salty water and never gets satisfied drinking. Then he thought about it and finally 
he meditated on it and got development.. He kept the perfect teachings of the great masters like Nagar-
juna and Asanga as witness for his study. That is why Tsongkhapa has found the presentation of the 
perfect view. 
 Tsongkhapa’s viewpoint is the real true presentation of Nagarjuna’s true viewpoint. The reason is 
this. He was not satisfied with all the explanations given before. He kept on digging, digging, years and 
years and finally he found this: you cannot look into the emptiness, you have to look at existence and 
then you find the emptiness. That is really how it is.  
 Not only that. His studying was not limited. He studied Prajnaparamita, the Central Path [Skt. 
madhyamika], i.e. the viewpoint of emptiness, the rules of discipline [Skt. vinaya], Metaphysics [Skt. 
abidharma], logic [Skt. pramana], and the four different tantras. He had a tremendous amount of 
knowledge. And that very knowledge he had built, he has practiced. Each one of the informations he 
applied and put them into practice to develop himself, rather than presenting himself as a scholar or a 
great teacher.  
 
Lamrim and Nagrim. Je Tsongkhapa combined the essences of his practices. He gave nothing new. It 
was there since long before, but he made a combination to provide an easy way to proceed. He did so 
by means of the Lamrim practice and in the Nagrim practice. Lamrim is the preliminary sutra path, the 
necessary points and steps that one has to take, which Tsongkhapa has put in the right order. The neces-
sary tantra practice points he combined in the Nagrim. These two major practices of sutra and tantra 
came out of his own practice and development. 
 It was nothing new. Atisha had done the same thing, but in between Atisha and Tsongkhapa it had 
gone down100, it got sort of lost a little bit. If you look into the teachings of the Kadampa lamas, it has 
the whole Lamrim teaching. And in addition to that, you find that most of the different Kagyüs have as 
their founder Gampopa, 101 a student of the Kadampa geshes, and his work, Jewel Ornament of Libera-
tion102, it is nothing but Lamrim. That gives the clear picture of the Lamrim being traditionally prac-
ticed in Tibet already in 1100 and before. Nowadays, a lot of people say the Lamrim is the Gelugpa’s 
work. It is not. It is traditional. There is no difference between the Lamrim and the Jewel Ornament of 
Liberation. If you read it yourself you’ll know it. That is the clear sign that Tsongkhapa did not create 
something new; it was Atisha’s work he built on.  
 So, the Lamrim, dealing with the sutra path, and the Nagrim, dealing with the Vajrayana path, are 
the two outstanding works that Tsongkhapa has presented and left to his disciples, based on his own 
experience. We rejoice in that. That is a great help. It makes things easy for us to practice. We don’t 
have to go and search where to go and what step to follow next. This is already worked out. So, we 
really have to rejoice these extra-ordinary activities Tsongkhapa has carried out.  
 
Je Tsongkhapa’s efforts. Then the most important thing I have to mention here is this. Tsongkhapa did 
a tremendous amount of study, but after each study he meditated. He meditated on everything, prac-
ticed it, and finally on whatever he had learned he drew the correct conclusion and each of them he de-
veloped. The essence of learning got transformed into spiritual development. That is why Tsongkhapa 
has been able to make a tremendous contribution of help to a great number of people. This is one of the 
best biographies you can have. We should rejoice in it. 
 And of course, even after getting quite a good development Tsongkhapa had to do a lot of very 
hard, very strict retreats, with his disciples. They lived in the mountains and there was nothing to eat. 
One of the disciples lived on eating juniper-berries. They went to that extent, being totally involved in 
thinking and meditating.  
 

 
100 Atisha lived c.982-c.1054. He arrived in Tibet 1042. His disciples were the Kadampa geshes: the first one being Dromtönpa 

[1005-10674] Tsongkhapa lived from 1357 to1419. 
101 Also known as Takpo Lhaje, the physician from Takpo; 1079-1153 
102 Under the same title translated into English by Herbert Guenther. 
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Tsongkhapa and Manjushri. Tsongkhapa had a number of spiritual teachers, but when he came at the 
emptiness viewpoint, it became very hard to get correct answers. He was not satisfied [with the answers 
he got] and started digging more and more. Finally lama Umapa was the person who was interpreting 
between his questions and the answers from Manjushri. Finally Manjushri needed to talk directly to 
Tsongkhapa, because lama Umapa almost became like a postman. The questions he picked up from 
Tsongkhapa, he couldn’t understand much of, he passed them on to Manjushri who gave answers 
which he could not understand much of either and he passed those back onto Tsongkhapa. After some 
time Manjushri said, ‘This cannot be done’. That is the reason why Tsongkhapa had to go into re-
treat.103  
 Finally Tsongkhapa had a tremendous amount of buddhas and bodhisattvas appearing directly 
face to face, giving him teachings and talks, including Manjushri. Tsongkhapa was not convinced when 
he first saw Manjushri. He was refusing to acknowledge that Manjushri appeared to him. No matter 
how many times Manjushri was telling ‘I am the real one’, he would not accept. Finally Manjushri 
asked lama Umapa to send a messenger on horseback all the way from East Tibet to tell Tsongkhapa, 
‘That is the real Manjushri, don’t worry about it’. Then finally Tsongkhapa accepted that Manjushri 
was appearing to him as the true Manjushri and when he confirmed that, he started to learn of lot from 
him and [worked under] his guidance. 
  The root text of the Three Principles of the Path was what Manjushri taught. Tsongkhapa wrote 
down Manjushri’s words. Later, when Tsongkhapa wrote a bigger Lamrim, Manjushri made a joke to 
him, saying, ‘Hey, you think my Three Principles is not enough, so you started to make a big volume, 
isn’t that right?’ And Tsongkhapa said, ‘No, I have kept that Three Principles of yours as lifebone, I 
added up to it the necessary points and Atisha’s system; that is what I made’. Manjushri said, ‘I am just 
joking, it is very good’. In a Lamrim prayer, it says ‘By the compassion of Manjushri’, which is a clear 
indication that Manjushri has given that. 
 
The Kadam manifested book. Manjushri has a lot of things: body- speech- and mind activities. Manju-
shri also appears in the form of books and mantra. The Migtsema is considered to be Manjushri appear-
ing in the form of a mantra. There is a particular book too, that is considered one of the speech activi-
ties of Manjushri: the mysterious book of the Kadam tradition Kadam trül pei leg bam or Ganden trül 
pei leg bam 104. Ganden is the main monastery of Tsongkhapa. The name ‘Gelugpa’ came from that 
originally. Ga changed into Ge for gewa.  
 This ‘book’ has almost all the answers and every information that you need. Every guidance what-
ever is needed for individual people is available in there. However, unfortunately you can’t see it. It is 
called ‘manifested book’. Manjushri manifested himself in the form of a book and it was given to 
Tsongkhapa. And after Tsongkhapa it was passed on to the great many teachers holding this lineage. It 
kept on passing from one to another continuously. And I believe it is not a book like we have here and 
of which you can say, ‘Here you are’. It is a ‘book’ that will appear suddenly to somebody and then that 
somebody can read it and others cannot witness that. This has been continuously going on from one 
great master to another. Mostly this book got from a teacher to one disciple. It was commonly believed 
at the turn of the century that this book was with the great Pabongka, at whose time some very impor-
tant events happened.  
 Pabongka Rinpoche. At the time of Pabongka I believe the Kadam trül pei leg bam was not with 
the teacher from whom Pabongka had studied, his great Lamrim master from Southern Tibet, called 
Dagpo Lama Jampal Lhündrup Gyatso, but the book was then with Sekong Dorje Chang. It was sup-
posed to go to Pabongka, but Pabongka never took teachings of Sekong Dorje Chang.  
 Sekong Dorje Chang was great and famous at that time. He gave teachings everywhere and people 
followed him. He was a very, very humble person, though he was a great master, known by everybody. 
They say he used to wear a sort of torn white cloth like ordinary village farmers. He had two donkeys, 
packed with all his needs and he himself went behind the donkeys all the time. Pabongka never took 
teachings from him. The reason was not that he was humble. Somehow at some place something had 

 
103  On this story also see page 86.  
104 bKa’gdams sprul pa’i glegs bam. It is not physical in a material sense, it happens totally in the spirit. 
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happened and Sekong Dorje Chang didn’t approve of certain actions done by Pabo lama Rinpoche. He 
made a big comment and scolded his activity in one of the public teachings. Since then Pabongka de-
cided not to attend Sekong Dorje Chang’s teaching. But, the next person who was to have the Kadam 
trül pei leg bam was Pabongka, no doubt about it. So, since he didn’t take teachings from Sekong 
Dorje Chang a lot of unwritten teachings that had been passed on were supposed to get lost, because the 
transition couldn’t take place.  
 Just before Sekong Dorje Chang died Pabongka had a dream. The dream was as follows. Some 
teachings were given by Sekong Dorje Chang, a lot of people were going there and Pabongka also went 
in. When he was near the door he said, ‘Why am I going here? I am not supposed to go, I am not taking 
teachings from Sekong Dorje Chang, because he scolded me. My master is Dagpo Lama Rinpoche, I 
am not going in there.’ But somebody said, ‘No, no, no, you are going to get blessings, you’re not go-
ing there for teachings. All these people are going to get blessings.’ And he saw a big queue of people 
going in. So Pabongka went in and Sekong Dorje Chang was sitting on a big throne giving blessings to 
people, one after the other. When Pabongka was reaching him he picked his bell and his vajra and gave 
it to Pabongka. This is the way the transition is supposed to be done. Pabongka dreamt that and only 
through the dream stage the transition was done. After Sekong Dorje Chang passed away the Kadam 
trül pei leg bam has appeared at Pabongka’s  
 Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche. After Pabongka had died, this book has definitely appeared to one of 
my later masters, Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche. There is no question. Everybody was convinced of that. I 
am sure also. I have been fortunate enough to see Kyabje Rinpoche very often. Every time I would go 
to see him I was thinking that I knew the subject that I was supposed to know quite well. However, 
every time Kyabje Rinpoche was bound to ask some question I had no idea about at all. It always went 
like that. I was always wrong, Kyabje Rinpoche was always right 
 One day we started talking about some protector called Tsimera. It is actually a very strongly or-
thodox Nyingma protector. That happens to be my father’s personal protector. So I have a personal link 
with that protector. There are some rituals for invoking this protector written by different lamas here 
and there. Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche told me one day, ‘You have to say his prayers a little bit, you can’t 
sort of leave him alone, pay attention to him’.  
  Now this is really funny; just a couple of days before Gomo Rinpoche had come to see me and 
had given me the Tsimera prayers written by his own hand. At that time I was not taking any teachings 
from Gomo Rinpoche. He gave me that and since I was not taking any teachings he just explained it. I 
looked it through and as I have quite a good memory I picked it up straightway and had that ritual 
memorized. It was the ritual by Nyari Kenchen, a very staunch, orthodox Nyingma lama. There should 
have been no reason for whatsoever why Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche would have to read that text. 
 So when Trijang Rinpoche told me, ‘You need that’, I was thinking, ‘Well, today is my turn.’ I 
was slightly showing off and started reciting that ritual aloud. They are very rare and strange words. 
Kyabje Rinpoche sat quietly for a while with his eyes looking into space and then he started saying the 
ritual too, even faster than I. So I lost there too. 
 I have no doubt he was reading from the Ganden nying gyü trül pei leg bam. This book appears 
whenever needed for that individual person. When he was looking up into space, that made me think 
that he was reading from that book. When this nying gyü trül pei leg bam appears, even blind people 
can read it. That is why the first Panchen Lama, who was blind, could read volumes after volumes of 
texts for the purpose of giving oral transmissions. He was reading from the nying gyü trül pei leg bam. 
So Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche was indicating to me that he was also reading from that book. I took it that 
way.  
 So this book appears to various individual persons. Normally we say that the Ganden Tripa is the 
head of the Gelugpa school. But the ganden nying gyü trül pei leg bam does not necessarily appear to 
all the Ganden Tripas. It appears to certain individuals who may be the actual Tsongkhapa’s absolute 
truth holders.  
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What I am saying is: not only Tsongkhapa had direct teachings from Manjushri and total spiritual de-
velopment, but he even had the mysterious book, called Kadam manifestation book, passed on to him 
by Manjushri. So, we really have to rejoice his activities.  
 
Reaching enlightenment. Not only these extra-ordinary activities that are difficult for us to say, he 
gained, but even in the ordinary known level Tsongkhapa has developed such a high standard that he 
almost attained buddhahood within his lifetime. Almost within his lifetime. He did not. In extra-
ordinary form yes, but in ordinary form he did not. In ordinary form he only reached that stage almost. 
The reason is this. Before Tsongkhapa came into Tibet the monks celibacy rules had become very poor 
in Tibet. Sort of almost no attention was paid to the monks celibacy. It was almost ignored in Tibet, be-
cause a very strong Vajrayana practice was going on and every big lama was married. Tsongkhapa’s 
lifelong efforts have been to build up [and rebuild] the celibacy restrictions, the vinaya activities and the 
monastery rules. He had emphasized that so much during his lifetime!  
 At about the time that the monastic discipline was quite well rebuilt, he told Kedrub Je, one of his 
two outstanding disciples, ‘I have collected all the different energies in my central channel and now I 
have to collect the pervasive energy’. The moment Tsongkhapa said that, Kedrub Je got up straight 
away, put a scarf down and started prostrating to Tsongkhapa, ‘Now, please, don’t get married, please 
don’t take a consort, otherwise the lifelong efforts that you have spent putting up the rules of the mon-
asteries, something you really strongly built up, totally becomes shaky. Please don’t!’ Kedrub Je kept 
on prostrating to Tsongkhapa, kept on begging for it. Then Tsongkhapa accepted Kedrub Je’s request 
and he has used the death stage [to get enlightened]. That is how Tsongkhapa even in the common, or-
dinary, level showed that his stage of development went up very close to, only one step left from, total 
enlightenment. These things are to be rejoiced. 
 
The eight worldly dharmas. The most important thing of Tsongkhapa’s activities you have to rejoice is 
this: every action of Tsongkhapa has no fault of black, white and mixed worldly dharmas. 

Leave aside the eight black worldly dharmas and eight mixed dharmas 
He is even unstained by the eight white dharmas. 
He made the complete teaching of buddha pure, like refined gold, 
with hundreds of quotations and reasonings. 
At your biography, Je Tsongkhapa, I rejoice! 

Every [virtuous] activity of we do is bound to have an eight-worldly-dharma effect. The moment you 
have that effect, our virtues are not necessarily pure. In general, worldly dharmas are habitual patterns 
that until you become a buddha cannot be completely cleared. The thickness and the power of these 
feelings differ, because of the motivation, because of the self-interest and because of not seeing the 
truth. Tsongkhapa’s virtues however are totally pure, have not even a smell of any of the eight worldly 
dharmas; even the white ones are not involved. That we should rejoice. You get a tremendous amount of 
benefit of it: half the virtue of it. So, that is a great thing to do. 
 Black eight worldly dharmas. If we do any Dharma practice for the benefit of just this life it is a 
black worldly dharma. We are influenced by attachment to worldly benefits, especially material bene-
fit, the good name, etc. There are eight of them mentioned in the Lamrim. When you have gained the 
determination to be free the black worldly dharmas get cleared. 
 Mixed worldly dharmas are influenced by self-interest. If your Dharma-actions are [not done out 
of worldly concern but] influenced by selfish thoughts they are mixed worldly dharmas. When you 
have developed the bodhimind, the mixed eight worldly dharmas [get] cleared.  
 White eight worldly dharmas. If your Dharma-actions are [altruistic yet] done without understand-
ing of shunyata, these are white worldly dharmas. The white eight worldly dharmas are influenced by 
ignorance. Once you have seen the emptiness till you achieve buddhahood it will be white eight 
worldly dharmas. When you have seen emptiness then the white eight worldly dharmas [start to] get 
cleared.  
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 With any Dharma practice you should try to be free of all these three kinds, but at least of the 
black ones. This verse tells us that Je Tsongkhapa has not done any actions that are influenced by [any 
of the] the worldly dharmas and that is what we rejoice in.  

6. Request to give teachings 
je tsun la ma dam pa kye nam kyi 
cho ku ka la kyen tzei trin trig na 
ji tar tsam pai dul jai dzin ma la  
zab gya cho kyi char pa wab tu söl 

You the great Masters, may your sky of Dharmakaya 
Develop the clouds of love and compassion;  
And shower the profound and vast teachings, 
As suitable, on the ground of your disciples. 

In order to receive teachings you always have to make a request to give the teachings.  
What are teachings? One is where the words come through and another is where the spiritual develop-
ment comes through within the words. When you request teachings you have to request both. The sec-
ond type of teaching is most important. That is the spiritual development. Spiritual development cannot 
be transferred from one person to another. Therefore it is necessary to give the teachings. The words, the 
sound, needs to come through. It is also necessary to request this. If you don’t request, nobody is going 
to say, ‘I am going to teach, you listen’. Even Buddha, though he attained his enlightenment for the 
benefit of the sentient beings, he did not give teachings until he was asked. He sat quiet for a long time 
and even said,  

I found a tremendous amount of the nectar of understanding.  
If I talk about it, nobody will understand.  
Therefore I choose to remain silent in the forest. 

But then, he was requested to give teachings and he did give them.  
 
Ordinary meaning. The example here is this. The mind of Tsongkhapa, which is the dharmakaya, is 
like the sky. His knowledge, compassion etc is like a cloud. Our mind, the student’s mind, is like the 
ground. The deep and profound word-teachings rain down like from a cloud. Through that, the under-
standing and development may grow in the field of our mind. That is the ordinary way of understand-
ing. 
 
Extraordinary meaning. The knowledge or understanding is shunyata. Compassion is the happiness or 
blissfulness. Actually, in Sanskrit the word compassion is ka ru na. That means ‘stop happiness’. It 
means to stop ordinary happiness and create extraordinary happiness. That was explained by the great 
Siddha Saraha. The understanding of emptiness has to be the essence of the compassion. This is very 
important. To [get] the essence of compassion, understanding of emptiness is necessary. So, when you 
are requesting profound and vast teachings, vast refers to karuna, based on emptiness. That is the total 
path, actually. Contaminated bliss stops, uncontaminated permanent bliss develops. That is the real es-
sence. Such teachings are requested.  
 
Profound and vast teachings. In sutra, all the method part of the teachings such as determination to be 
free, compassion, bodhicitta, etc, are the broad or vast teachings. Wisdom or shunyata, is the deep or 
profound teaching. 
 In tantra there is various meanings of this according to the four classes of tantra. In the lower tan-
tras there is the division into yogas with sign and without sign. Here the broad or vast is yoga with 
signs, i.e. the mandala, the chakras of the deity etc. and deep or profound is yoga without sign, i.e. em-
ptiness. In the maha anu yoga tantra the development stage teachings are the broad teachings and the 
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completion stage teachings are the deep teachings. Then on the highest development stage profound 
means the clear light and vast means the illusion body. 
 So, ‘vast and profound’ has the sutra meaning, the lower- tantra meaning, the maha-anu-yoga-
tantra meaning and the final-spiritual-level meaning. That is the dharma shower requested. We request 
to give all these different teachings. At that time in the practice we should visualize that we give a great 
golden Dharma wheel to Je Tsongkhapa. He accepts happily and agrees to give the teachings.  
 
Visualization on Sutrayana level 

You visualize at that time that you are offering a golden dharma chakra, a golden wheel. And 
you make requests.  

Visualization on Vajrayana level  
 The Vajrayana practitioners have additional requests to make. 

The empty purity of the dharmakaya is like the space, compassionate and of blissful empty na-
ture. The bliss-void is build up as the space and inseparable from the bliss-void is the cloud. From 
that bliss-void nature I request to be given the four initiations, which fall like a rain shower.  

And also I request profound and vast teachings. May the teachings which make the vast and the 
profound grow and develop within me, be given. For that purpose, I offer a golden wheel. 

There are two kinds of dharma : the information-knowledge part and the spiritual- or development part. 
The true dharma is the spiritual development within the individual person. Even as object of refuge that 
is the real dharma. In order to develop that real dharma, the information dharma is needed. If you don’t 
have the information dharma, you don’t know how to develop those things within you. Just sitting 
alone will not bring it. You do need information too. When you are making requests, you are not only 
requesting the spiritual development within you to be given, but also the cause of the spiritual deve-
lopment, which is the teaching. That is what is requested.  

Extra verse  
In the normal system of the seven limbs, the request to remain comes after this. 105 If you want, you can 
put that here again, but it is not necessary. It is customary to add up one verse here,  

Though your vajra body knows neither birth nor death, 
Please stay here to help me, 
Manifesting the ultimate union, 
Without entering nirvana until samsara's end. 
                                                         Lama Chöpa, verse 35 

Your body has come out of the pure dharmakaya, which has no rising and no setting [like the 
sun], but in the view of our ordinary person’s perception, may your ordinary rough body re-
main for ever and ever.  

7. Dedication 
dag gi a we sag pai ge wa di 
tan dang dro wa kun la gang pan dang 
kya par je tsuin lo zang drag pa yi 
tan pai wing po ring du sal je shog  

I dedicate whatever virtues I have ever collected 
For the sake of the teaching and of all sentient beings, 
And in particular for the essential teachings 
Of Venerable Lozang Dragpa to shine forever. 

 
105 In the Ganden Lha Gyema the request to stay is placed as the first verse. See page 53 
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All our virtues and all virtues that whatever great enlightened beings like Manjushri, Samanta-
bhadra so and forth have dedicated, I dedicate.  

May I not be separated from this great teaching for life after life. May I be able to understand 
all the great and secret parts of all your teachings. May I be able to complete all the practices 
and obtain enlightenment soon. May these teachings which are the source of happiness for all 
beings remain for a long time to come.’ 

Prayer and dedication. This is very tricky. It are two things with very little difference. What is the dif-
ference? If you have something to give, if you say, ‘By the virtuous actions that I have carried out, may 
this or that happen’, then it is dedication. If you have nothing to give and simply say, ‘I may have a 
long life, the teachings may remain forever’ etc, that is simply praying.  
   
Importance of dedication. Dedication is necessary so that your virtues cannot be destroyed by anger. 
Through the four antidote powers of base, regret, antidote action and promise not to commit again we 
can destroy the negative actions. Similarly, anger can destroy our virtuous actions. In order to protect 
them we dedicate our virtues. 
 You create karma and karma is definite. You sit here, you work hard, you have a lot of things to 
do, you are tired and even then you put all your efforts in and force yourself to be in here. All these are 
dharma activities. If you dedicate them, they are earmarked and remain for that purpose, because karma 
is definite. If you do not dedicate them, they can be wasted by a little wrong feeling, a little wrong an-
ger which can develop for no reason, such as the thought, ‘It is useless, it is a waste of time’. Any 
wrong feeling can develop anywhere and can destroy that way the virtues that you accumulated. So, in 
order to save that, dedication is requested. Dedication should be part of every practice you do.  
 If you dedicate your virtue it becomes an advantage. Because our virtue is like a drop while what-
ever virtue they have, is like an ocean. If you put a spoon full of milk into a glass of water, then until the 
whole glass of water is finished, the milk is also not finished. Similarly, if we dedicate our little virtuous 
action, which is like a small tea spoon full into the tremendous amount of virtues of the Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas, then until their virtues are finished, our virtues will also not be finished.’  
 
The example of the travelers. The example was some flour mixed up by two travelers. Two travelers 
were traveling together and they were carrying flour to eat. The poor chap had a little amount of black-
pea flour with powdered skin, and the other one had a lot of white barley flour. So the poor one was 
thinking what to do. He got a witty idea. He said, ‘We are traveling together, we stop together, we eat 
together, you are carrying your food and I’m carrying mine, why have two separate loads, let us mix it 
together and then I carry it, how about that?’ The other one liked that, said, ‘Would you do that?’ He 
said, ‘Yah, that is okay, that is fine, let us mix.’ So they mixed it and he carried it. And they traveled 
and the days went by, they kept on eating their food and then their food-supply became less. In Tibet 
there was no motel nor restaurant at that time, so you had to carry your own supplies. It became less and 
less, so the other man thought: Hey, it must be the time that his is almost finished. So he said, ‘We have 
been eating all the time, don’t you think yours is finished now?’ He said, ‘Yes, I think so too, but we can 
look.’ So they opened the bag and he said, ‘No, no, mine is not finished, here are black spots, and there, 
and there, the black is everywhere.’ Till the full bag of the barley flour were to be finished the black pea 
powder was not going to finish.  
 Similarly, if we carry our drop of water and put it in the ocean, till the ocean is finished our drop is 
not going to finish. Therefore it is recommended to add it to the virtues of and for the aims that earlier 
great enlightened beings have recommended.  
 
Some people may say, ‘If I dedicate all my virtues for that, what about my immediate needs?’ About 
them you don’t have to worry. When you go to enlightenment, all the facilities in between will be pro-
vided. That is how it happens.  
 It is recommended to dedicate your efforts for the benefit of all sentient beings, also for obtaining 
enlightenment, also for a long life of the teachings and particularly here you dedicate it for a long life of 
Buddhism in general and particularly of the teachings of the great Tsongkhapa. 
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With this we have completed the seven-limbed prayer. It is beneficial to do this every day. Although 
you may only spend a few minutes, the merit is so great. The result will really work out. You cannot 
have a better practice than this.  
 
 

Optional: Mandala-offering and making the three requests 
Mandala-offering at Sutrayana level 
If you want to offer an offering of the universe, you should offer it here106. The recommended mandala 
here is not the normal long one [of 37 heaps] but the mandala of twenty-three heaps, which is [more or 
less] the same as the normal long one. 

The mountain and four continents a million times over,  
All precious royal emblems and possessions, 
Perfectly delightful environments and beings, 
And a grand treasury of divine and human enjoyments,  
Refuge protector, treasure of compassion, 
Perfect field for growing good fortune, 
With a mind of devotion I offer to you. 
Lama Chöpa verse 25 

How to do the 23 heap mandala-offering. You may have seen the mandalas where you put r
middle and fill it up. When you offer a mandala, you may have a piece of metal, but it is suppo
the great base of the whole universe. First you clean that plate, not with a piece of cloth, but w
own forearm. You do it outward three times and then inward three times. Every time you do i
you should be visualizing and it represents that you are removing attachment and anger an
Three times inward means that you are collecting the blessings of body, mind and speech. You
do three times this way, three times that way and that whole thing three times. It depends on h
time you have. Je Tsongkhapa himself did not even have a piece of metal as a mandala base
had a little slate of stone. He rubbed that with his forearm until he had rubbed off the flesh
forearms itself.  
 First you clean and then put a little bit of rice on the plate – that is for Mt. Meru, the cen
universe (1), and then you put the rim on the plate. That represents the outer circle of the 
Then you designate the east. It can be in front of you or opposite to you. It depends. It doesn
on where the sun rises. You can make your own east. Into the east you put a bit of rice or a
jewellery. That represents the eastern portion of the universe (2). Then you do the same in 
directions, south, west and north (3-5). These are the four portions of the universe. Each of t
get two little sub-portions which will be the subcontinents.107 (6-13). So there are four main 
eight sub-portions. Inside the east you have the elephant, in the south is the benefactor, in the
horse, in the north you have the queen.(14-17) In the south-east you have the general, in the so
there is the wheel, in the north-west you have the precious jewel and in the north-east you
great vase. (18-21). In the inner east again you have the sun and in the inner west you have 
(22-23). This will be the 23-heap mandala. Usually one does the 37 heap mandala, but in Ga
Gyema one traditionally does the 23-heap mandala. In between the continents and sub-contine
is supposed to be water.  
 

 

                                                       
106.On mandala-offering, see Gelek Rinpoche, Guru devotion; how to integrate the primordial awakening mind; 

Geshe Namgyal Wangchen, Awakening the mind of enlightenment, pg. 65-68;  Geshe Lobsang Tharchin, A com
Guru yoga and the offering of the mandala, 63-83. Lama Zopa, De Mandala offerande. 

107 In each one of the cardinal directions is one continent and that has two subcontinents, one at each side. 
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If this is inconvenient to you, the short one [of 7 heaps] can be done here. (In Kalachakra the universe 
is a whole, round lump, here it is flat. The teachings were given to suit the people’s minds and the pur-
pose is to get some kind of benefit by making the biggest offering you can think of. ) 

sa zhi pö kyi juk shing me tok tram 
ri rap ling zhi nyi de gyen pa di 
sang gye zhing du mik te pül wa yi 
dro kün nam dak zhing la chö par chok 

By directing to the Fields of Buddhas this offering of a mandala, 
Built on a Base resplendent with flowers, saffron water and incense, 
Adorned with Mount Meru and the four Continents,  
as well as with the Sun and the Moon, 
May all sentient beings be led to these Fields. 
IDAM GURU RATNA MANDALAKAM NIRYATAYAMI 
I send forth this jeweled mandala to you precious guru 

The mandala offering is not the hand-gesture that you do. The hand-gesture is not the importance of the 
mandala offering, this mudra is only representing it. If you really want to do a mandala offering, you 
have to have a flat base on which you pour the mandalas properly. 
 And if you do the mudra, you don’t do it empty-handed. You can put a mala across your hands. 
That is the common practice, not part of the teaching but common practice. Then you offer the man-
dala. In your visualization you say:  

I offer my and other’s body, mind, speech and wealth, on top of it all the virtuous actions of 
past, present and future in the shape of the mandala.  

All, without any hesitation, without any attachment, without any second thinking, I offer it to my 
Guru, Yidam, Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. Please accept it by your great compassion.  

Mandala offering continued at Vajrayana level 
Offering of the body as inner mandala 

Our beautiful spread-put skin serves as the perfect golden base.  
Our blood [spraying as a fountain] prevents the dust from rising.  
Our flesh and bones are made into beautiful garlands of flowers.  
Our arms and legs will be the four continents.  
Our fingers and toes108 become the subcontinents.  
Our stomach is transformed into Mount Meru.  
Our head is the beautiful palace of the samsaric gods [on top of Mount Meru] 
Our eyes will be the sun and moon.  
Our heart becomes a precious jewel.  
The rest of the body, all our inner organs serve as and represent  
all the best that is available for gods and men, samsaric and non-samsaric.  
We offer all that to the Supreme Field of Merit.  

It is not necessary at this moment to practice this, however I told you what it is.  

Practice mandala offering 
This is another inner mandala offering. Remember, the outer offering has two water offerings, then 
flowers, incense, light, food and scented water and sound. Here it is as follows: 

Your morality will become the water offerings.  
Your studies will be the flowers.  

 
108 Or: upper and lower legs and upper arms and forearms. 
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Your understanding will be the incense.  
Your development of the three principal paths will be the light offering.  
Offering a tree is the twenty-two minds of a bodhisattva.109  

This offering is even more important than visualizing the body made into a mandala offering. At this 
point I don’t want to talk about the secret and the suchness [mandala] offering.  

There is no harm to mention at this place for the future that there are so many things you can do. For ex-
ample you can take the four initiations here. Especially you can do practices for the development of wis-
dom and for the development of the complete path and collect blessings. I cannot present everything. 
Don’t think I have told you everything about the Ganden Lha Gyema. As I have told you, unless you 
have obtained the initiations, certain portions cannot be discussed. That is why you find a lot of different 
versions of the Ganden Lha Gyema. Some are short, some are longer, some even much longer.  

Optional:  Three important requests 
Now, after offering the mandala you make the three important requests:  

Guru, Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, I bow to you, I pay respect, I take refuge to you, please 
bless my mind.  

I and all mother sentient beings, may we be able to stop all our all non-virtuous activities and 
thoughts, including not paying proper respect to you, the guru. From not properly paying res-
pect here up to the subtle dualistic view over there, whatever wrong thoughts, views, actions 
are in between these two, may we be blessed that they be stopped immediately.  

I and all sentient beings, may we be able to develop from the beginning to the ultimate all the 
virtuous activities and thoughts. From a proper guru-yoga practice here up to ultimate enlighten-
ment over there, whatever proper thing is there, may it please be blessed to develop immediately.  

May all disturbances, all outer, inner and secret obstacles, be cleared and purified. May they be 
dissolved without rising, and if risen may they please dissolve like a sand-ball in the water.  

Why this ‘from here to there’ is said here? Because the root of development is guru devotion and at the 
end of Lamrim is the proper presentation of the emptiness. The first request is to stop the wrong. The 
second request is to develop the right. The third request is to dissolve all obstacles like a sand-ball. You 
can make this request three times, four times, seven times, eight times, hundred times, whatever you 
do. And then you make the conclusion of the mandala: IDAM GURU RATNA MANDALAKAM NIRYA-
TAYAMI. Some have some don’t have the OM; that doesn’t matter.  

If you want to build up 100 000 mandala offerings, you do at this place. In that case you don’t have to 
do all the twenty-three things a hundred thousand times. You do the long one once and then just the 
short one-verse mandala offering starting with Sazhi pökyi. 

When you clear the mandala you can empty it towards you or towards the person to whom the mandala 
is offered. So if you pour it away from you, it is for the person you offer it to. So, if it is a mandala-
offering for requesting something, then the mandala is dismissed away from you. If you want to collect 
blessings you collect the rice, etc, towards you. In that case the east is right in front of you. If it is for the 
purpose of offering, the east is away from you. That is how you choose the east.  

Questions and answers 
Audience: [inaudible]  
Rinpoche: The Vajrayana points were clearly mentioned yesterday, like: you cannot generate yourself 
in the deity’s form, so the blessing has to be different. As to the object of refuge having the three be-
ings, it doesn’t matter. It is Vajrayana-oriented practice, but those who have not obtained the initiations, 

 
109 This needs a check with Rinpoche. Also see note 87. 
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can have that. But, at the time of the offerings, the persons who do not have full initiation in Vajrayana, 
cannot use the inner, secret and suchness offerings, no! They can only do the outer offerings as I 
pointed out yesterday. 

Audience: Is Tushita and Shambala the same?  
Rinpoche: No. Let us not talk about it. Shambala is not considered a pure land; it is a land within the 
universe. The word Shambala was picked up by some westerners who were not really sure of what they 
were talking about. They turned it into Shangri-La and that got known by the people. They do that very 
often, not knowing what they are really saying. 

Audience: [inaudible] 
Rinpoche: Emptiness, the nature of phenomena is such that you don’t have to go one by one. If you are 
observing the emptiness of this apple here, when you really see the emptiness, the nature of phenomena 
of this apple..... When you eat the apple and the apple is gone, that is not emptiness, that is nothingness 
of the apple, that is not emptiness of the apple. When you really see the emptiness of the apple without 
losing the apple, then you can see the emptiness of the microphone without losing the microphone, then 
you see everything together. It is said,  

When you see the emptiness of one single thing, article or person, then you see it of other things. 

I mean, it takes one more step, but still, it sees through, okay? Otherwise, if I make this a blanket state-
ment they will say, ‘What about these two kinds of emptiness, the emptiness of the person and the emp-
tiness of the articles, there are two divisions and blah blah.....’ There is a technical philosophical answer, 
but I am not talking that. So, in general it is okay. 
 
 



 

Vajrasattva 



 

 

Buddha Vajradhara 



 

V 
PRAYING AND REQUESTING 

1. Explanation of the Migtsema 
The Migtsema has been composed in Tibetan, so it is recommended to say it in Tibetan. It is connected 
with sound. The original Sanskrit mantras are kept in Sanskrit also in the Tibetan texts. They are not 
translated. There are different Migtsema’s. There is a nine-round Migtsema, a six-round Migtsema, a 
five-round Migtsema and a four-round Migtsema: nine lines of saying, six lines of saying etc. The usual 
one we say and sing is the five-line one.  

The five lines Migtsema110

  
MIG-ME TZE-WE TER-CHEN CHEN-RE-ZIG 
DRI-ME KYEN-PE WANG-PO JAM-PEL-YANG 
DÜ-PUNG MA-LÜ JOM-DZE SANG-WE-DAG 
GANG-CHEN KE-PE TZUG-GYEN TSONG KHA-PA 
LO-ZANG DRAG-PE ZHAB-LA SÖL-WA DEB 

You are Avalokiteshvara, great treasure of compassion not aimed at true existence.  
And Manjushri, master of flawless wisdom.  
As well as Vajrapani, destroyer of hordes of demons without exception. 
O Tsongkhapa, crown jewel of the sages of the land of Snows,  
Lozang Dragpa, I make requests at your feet.111

This one comes from the Segyu tradition. It has five deities: Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara, Vajrapani, 
Tsongkhapa, and Lozang Dragpa, too. The last two are counted separately here.  
 Migme tzewe terchen Chenrezig. Migme is talking about emptiness. It means object-less, somet-
hing you cannot objectify, you cannot point at, you cannot hold. And object-less refers to the compas-
sion. Can you see the link? Compassion is karuna; karuna is stopped joy, meaning: the contaminated 
joy is stopped and uncontaminated bliss, which is void, is developed. So there is inseparability of emp-
tiness and compassion. Though Chenrezig is Avalokiteshvara, who is compassion, we are talking about 
[emptiness and compassion combined]. 

                                                       
110 For the explanation of the mantra as well as for ways of contemplating and visualizing, also see: Gelek Rinpoche, Lam Rim 

Teachings, chapter 6. 
111 Translation Lex Hixon in his Mother of the Buddhas, pg. 259:  

You are Divine Avalokiteshvara, infinite treasure of compassion, not touched by any sense of self-existence.  
You are Divine Manjushri, master of flawless, mirror-like wisdom. 
You are Divine Vajrapani, diamond transformer of all negative energy. 
All-holy Guru-Lama Tsongkhapa, crown jewel of the sages of the Land of Snow, 
All-kind Lobsang Dragpa, Ever-expanding Mind of  Goodness, 
We place our spiritual aspirations and those of all mother beings at your lotus feet. 
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 Drime kyenpe wangpo Jampelyang. The same thing. Drime is faultless. The contaminated faults 
are all stopped and the faultless uncontaminated bliss-void is developed. That is the wisdom, which has 
the nature of compassion, again. That is Manjushri, Jampeljang. 
 Düpung malü jomdze Sangwedag. The power of the evils refers to the inner evils. Inner evil is con-
taminated activities. By destructing the contaminated activities uncontaminated things develop within 
you and that is inseparable bliss and void. This is in the form of Vajrapani, Sangwedag. 
 Gangchen kepe tzuggyen Tsongkhapa. The crown jewel. The king of England has the best jewelry 
on the crown, the very heavy diamond which the Indians claim is taken away from the Taj Mahal. So, 
the crown jewel is the most important jewel and here it means: ‘You are the topmost important master of 
Tibet.’ There are a lot of reasons why Tsongkhapa is called ‘crown jewel’. I think a little bit over over-
statement is also there. It may not yet be the right time to mention everything, but briefly I tell you one 
thing of why Tsongkhapa is called ‘crown jewel of the masters of Tibet’.112  
 
Je Tsongkhapa and the true viewpoint of emptiness.113 Je Rinpoche114 himself had a tremendous amount 
of difficulty in finding a perfect viewpoint on emptiness. Up to Je Rinpoche many of the Tibetan earlier 
scholars accepted emptiness in a way that was a dissatisfaction to Tsongkhapa. So Je Rinpoche went 
round everywhere to find the true viewpoint on what really Buddha meant with emptiness. He spent 
tremendous amounts of time, and consulted tremendous amounts of teachers from all existing traditions. 
Still he could not get any satisfactory explanation from anybody.  
 Finally he came in contact with lama Umapa, who happened to be following the Sakya tradition 
and he asked questions to lama Umapa. Umapa gave some answers that made a little sense to 
Tsongkhapa. And so Je Rinpoche went on asking questions, more and more. Finally he found lama 
Umapa had direct contact with Manjushri who had direct contact with Manjushri in the vision-form. So 
after some time lama Umapa picked up questions from Je Rinpoche and said ‘Alright, I keep your ques-
tions and let you know tomorrow. Then overnight lama Umapa put the questions to Manjushri and gave 
the answer to Je Rinpoche the next day. That went on for a while. And after some time lama Umapa 
didn’t even know what the question is, what the answer is, was sort of just delivering the questions and 
answers from here to there and back. That is why Manjushri said: ‘Je Rinpoche has to go into retreat, 
leave all his followers and go to retreat by himself’. First lama Umapa asked Manjushri for how long Je 
Rinpoche would have to go and Manjushri replied: ‘Who knows? It could be years, it could be the whole 
rest of his life’. Then everybody including lama Umapa started begging Manjushri: ‘Please don’t let him 
go, because he has these thousands of followers, following him wherever he goes, so what will happen 
to that? Please don’t, because of all these followers’.  
 He had thousands of followers going wherever he went. Je Rinpoche had a very funny style. He 
moved around everywhere in a very simple way, with a few people, putting up their tent and sitting 
there, sort of gipsy-like. So the followers had the same style. They had their tents and things and every-
body was on the move, on transit, nobody was settled anywhere. Thousands of them went here, went 
there. And sometimes they didn’t get the news where Je Rinpoche was going. When Je Rinpoche with a 
group left in some place and they got to hear it, they left and followed. But by the time the last group 
was reaching, Tsongkhapa had already started moving somewhere else. That sort of things happened. So 
lama Umapa kept on begging Manjushri: ‘Don’t let him go, especially not alone, that is not right.’ Fi-
nally Manjushri came on very heavy on lama Umapa and said: ‘Do you think you do know better than I 
do?’ Then lama Umapa had to keep quiet. Manjushri said: ‘Okay then, he will not go alone, he will go 
with a few students which I will pick out, not he or you’. So Je Rinpoche went with eight disciples, 
known as the eight pure disciples. So through the kindness of lama Umapa Je Rinpoche got a better un-
derstanding on emptiness.  
 
This Migtsema praise actually Je Rinpoche wrote himself. The last two lines were: Gang-chen ke-pe 
tzug-gyen Rendawa, Shu-ne Lo-drö shab-la söl-wa deb. Lama Umapa [i.e. the Sakya lama Rendawa] 

 
112 Also see page 70. 
113 For the activities of Je Tsongkhapa’s and his contact with Manjushri, also see page 70 and 73. 
114 A epithet for Tsongkhapa.  
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turned them around, saying: ‘Look, this praise doesn’t suit me, I’ll cut that out and change it’. He 
changed the name and then gave the praise back to Je Rinpoche.  
 That is where ‘crown jewel of the Tibetan sages’ comes from. Je Rinpoche chose to call lama Uma-
pa the top of the teachers of Tibet at that time, because through him he could make some more sense of 
this emptiness. When lama Umapa gave the praise back to Tsongkhapa, then it got slightly a different 
meaning. Later on the scholars added up meanings and made a big thing out of it., They went too extreme 
on saying that none of the other earlier scholars in Tibet were clear, but it was Tsongkhapa ‘who made the 
light shine...’ that sort of thing. That might have been a little exaggerated.  
 
Lozang Dragpe zhabla sölwadeb. Lozang Dragpa is Tsongkhapa’s monastic name. Lo is mind, mind 
indicating the wisdom. The wisdom here refers not only to knowing the emptiness, but to the all-
knowing of a buddha. Remember, in the word buddha, sang-gye, you have sang and gye115. Similarly 
here Lo represents the wisdom of all-knowing. Zang means good. The ‘good’ here doesn’t mean good 
wisdom, but means ‘well-behaved, well-disciplined’. So the quality in the name of Lozang is the wis-
dom of knowing and being well-disciplined. Normally there are three qualities mentioned of a buddha: 
knowing, compassion and capability or: well-learned, compassionate and well-disciplined. The name 
Lozang probably carries all these three. Dragpa means: having great fame. This is a coincident. When 
Tsongkhapa received the name Lozang Dragpa, nobody thought of that, but the name has become really 
corresponding to the qualities of the person. Some carry the name ‘Sanggye’ but that does not necessari-
ly mean that person is a buddha. Here it really corresponds. Je Rinpoche became famous because of hav-
ing the good qualities of knowledge, compassion and discipline, all three possessed together by one in-
dividual. The internal quality of this extra-ordinary person has become well-famed throughout.  
 Zhabla is feet, yes, but it doesn’t literally mean the feet. If someone is high-ranked you don’t say 
‘To so and so’ but you say ‘To the feet of so and so.’ It is the ancient cultural way of paying respect.116 
Even in a letter, instead of writing ‘Dear so and so’, we write ‘To the feet of so and so’ or: ‘To the pre-
cious golden ear of so and so’. Sölwa is paying respect and making a request, Deb is apply. So, ‘I pay 
respect to you. I apply my request to you.’ Not only you are praying to Tsongkhapa, but to Tsongkhapa 
who is inseparable from Avalokiteshvara, who is inseparable from Manjushri, who is inseparable from 
Vajrapani, who is inseparable from Buddha, who is inseparable from your root-master, who is insepa-
rable from the lineage masters, who is inseparable from all the enlightened beings. All in one! So it is, 
‘You, I seek your blessings’. Blessing means: ‘I should be, I want to be like you!’  

The four lines Migtsema 

 
MIG-ME TZE-WE TER-CHEN CHEN-RE-ZIG 
DRI-ME KYEN-PE WANG-PO JAM-PEL-YANG 
GANG-CHEN KE-PE TZUG-GYEN TSONG KHA-PA 
LO-ZANG DRAG-PE ZHAB-LA SÖL-WA DEB. 

You are Avalokiteshvara, great treasure of compassion not aimed at true existence.  
And Manjushri, master of flawless wisdom.  
O Tsongkhapa, crown jewel of the sages of the land of Snows,  
Lozang Dragpa, I make requests at your feet. 

It’s like the five line Migtsema, but you skip the Vajrapani line. The reason is, mentioning Avaloki-
teshvara and Manjushri is good enough to know Vajrapani is also there. As I mentioned before: if one is 
the manifestation of one enlightened being, the others are there.  

                                                       
115 Sang means to have overcome all faults and obscurations; gye means having attained all qualities.  
116 Like in Christianity there are rituals of washing and kissing the feet, too. 
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[I also like to introduce here] Lama Lozang Tubwang Dorje Chang. [Lama refers to the root guru]. 
Lozang is the name of Tsongkhapa; at the heart level of lama Tsongkhapa is the Buddha [Tib. Tub-
wang]. At the heart level of the Buddha is buddha Vajradhara [Tib. Dorje Chang]. That combination is 
known as Lama Lozang Tubwang Dorje Chang. It is not a bad idea for you people who have the maha 
anu yoga initiation, to read His Holiness book Bliss and Emptiness.117 Read the chapter on the Visuali-
zation of the Merit Field. Get an idea about Lama Lozang Tubwang Dorje Chang and of every point of 
the body. 
 
Migme tzewe terchen Chenrezig. Avalokiteshvara is the embodiment of all the buddhas and at this 
moment Lama Lozang Tubwang Dorje Chang is inseparable from the nature of the compassion of all 
enlightened beings, so you praise Lama Lozang Tubwang Dorje Chang from the point of being com-
passionate. Not only as one who possesses compassion, but as one who is inseparable of the nature of 
compassion of all enlightened beings.  
 Drime kyenpe wangpo Jampelyang. Similarly the wisdom: profound and great wisdom. Look at it 
not only as wisdom of one subject; look at it as very, very deep wisdom, great wisdom, very quick, 
very swift. All the ultimate wisdoms, all different qualities, whether you count them as three or as 
seven, all the great wisdoms of the enlightened beings are in the form of Manjushri and this my Lama 
Lozang Tubwang Dorje Chang. It is Manjushri in the form of a human being, therefore it is the em-
bodiment of all enlightened beings. Not only that. All the wisdoms of the enlightened beings are some-
how collected in the physical form and have taken rebirth as a human being. That is how you praise.  
 Gangchen kepe tzuggyen Tsongkhapa, Lozang Dragpe zhabla sölwadeb. You do not name Vajra-
pani here. Indirectly this is saying that Tsongkhapa is one of the best Tibetan scholars and saints. In 
another sense it is referring to Vajrapani, the embodiment of the power of all the enlightened beings. 
Another name for Vajrapani is Sangwe dagpo. Sangwe is holder, dagpo is secret. Vajrapani is known 
as ‘holder of the secret teachings’, which refers to tantra. That is also why Vajrapani has the vajra in 
hand. As Vajrapani is the holder of all the secret teachings, Tsongkhapa is also the holder of all the se-
cret teachings of Manjushri. Therefore it is not necessary to mention the name of Vajrapani openly. It is 
understood indirectly. That is why in the three great Tibetan monasteries, in the big assembly hall, they 
don’t chant the Migtsema with five lines, but with just four, leaving the du pung ma lü.. line out. Alto-
gether these deities are one person, Lozang Drakpa. I bow to his feet.  
 Zhabla is the feet. The feet is the lowest part of the body. We touch with the highest part of our 
body, the crown or the top of our forehead, the lowest part of Lama Tsongkhapa and we make strong 
requests. Sölwa is a word of seeking: ‘I will change. It is my wish, I make the request according to my 
wish. My non-virtuous actions, the obstacles that I have accumulated from the limitless beginning, I 
request to be cleared and be made completely pure. Deb. The moment you say the word deb either you 
have OM AH HUM on the body of Tsongkhapa or you have Manjushri at the heart level of Tsongkhapa. 
By saying the whole thing Manjushri got happy. Manjushri has a sword in the hand… …118  

The six lines Migtsema 
The six round Migtsema is also system of the Segyu. It has six deities: buddha Sakyamuni, buddha Va-
jradhara, Vajrapani, Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri and Lozang Dragpa [i.e. Tsongkhapa].  

 
NGÖ-DRUP KÜN-JUNG THUB-WANG DOR-JE CHANG 
MIG-ME TZE-WE TER-CHEN CHEN-RE-ZIG 
DRI-ME KYEN-PE WANG-PO JAM-PEL-YANG 
DÜ-PUNG MA-LÜ JOM-DZE SANG-WE-DAG 

                                                       
117 Also see: Gelek Rinpoche, Guru devotion; how to integrate the primordial mind and Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, Great treasury 

of merit. 
118 Tape was switched off on Rinpoche’s request. 
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GANG-CHEN KE-PE TZUG-GYEN TSONG KHA-PA 
LO-ZANG DRAG-PE ZHAB-LA SÖL-WA DEB 

The sources of all siddhi’s is buddha Sakyamuni and buddha Vajradhara.  
You are Avalokiteshvara, great treasure of compassion not aimed at true existence.  
And Manjushri, master of flawless wisdom.  
As well as Vajrapani, destroyer of hordes of demons without exception. 
O Tsongkhapa, crown jewel of the sages of the land of Snows,  
Lozang Dragpa, I make requests at your feet.  

Ngödrup Künjung Thubwang Dorje Chang. Ngödrup means siddhi, Kun means all, jung means source. 
Thubwang is Buddha; Dorje Chang is Vajradhara. So, where do we get all the siddhi’s from? From 
Buddha, from Vajradhara, the Vajrayana buddha.  

KE-PA LUNG-GI YÖN-TEN KÜN DEN-PA 
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB. 

Learned one, who has gained all the qualities of the teachings. 
Bless me that I may also be like you! 

Kepa lunggi yönten kün denpa. Kepa lungi yönten means the quality of the information part of the 
teachings of the Buddha. The information, knowledge and quality of the buddhas teachings the learning 
part of Buddhism internalized by the person – not the scriptures itself – is called lungi denpa. Kün is all, 
denpa is found or gained. So it means: You are the one who found all these qualities of the learning 
part of the Buddhism. 
 Kyerang tabur dakkyang jingyilob. Kyerang means you; tabur means like; dak means me, kyang 
is also me, jinggyilob is literally as well as usually translated as ‘blessed’. However in English blessed 
may have a slightly different meaning from what is meant here. It is more: ‘Make me become like you. 
So the two lines mean: ‘Learned one, who has found all the qualities of the teachings, bless me to be-
come like you!’119

DRUK-PA TOK-PAI YÖN-TEN KUN DEN-PA  
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB.  

Accomplished one, who has gained the spiritual development. 
Bless me that I also may be like you! 

Drukpa means siddhi, i.e. accomplishments or realizations; tokpai yönten is the inner quality; kun denpa 
means: you have all that.  
 In Tibetan we distinguish lunggi denpa and tokpai denpa. Lunggi denpa are the teachings continu-
ously going on. Tokpai denpa is the spiritual development within you. Any spiritual development. If you 
practice Christianity or any other religion and you have some spiritual development, that is having 
‘Buddhism’ within you. If you have a perfect path, perfect teachings – though it may not necessarily be 
perfect up to enlightenment – up to any level, whatever development you might have, is tokpai denpa, 
inner dharma. You might not even know the name of Buddha, not have read one word of him, it doesn’t 
matter, it is Buddhist development, because it helps the individual in his or her spiritual development. 
That is all Buddhism really demands, that is what they are trying to make grow within the individual. 
Any result is Buddhist denpa.120  

RIG-SUM NGO WO SANG SUM DORJE KU  
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB.  

You are the indestructible embodiment of all three. 
Bless me that I also may be like you! 

 
119 Then again you start with Nngö-drup Kün-jung Thub-wang Dor-je Chang. Mig-me… and at the end you  add the Drug-pai 

tok-pai etc. The third round is followed by Rig-sum ngo-wo etc. 
120 This paragraph is from The Three Principles of the Path taught in Dharamsala 1983. 
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This is much more complicated. Rig is cast. Rigsum means three different casts among the buddhas: the 
cast of the wisdom, the cast of compassionate one, the cast of power. So those are the Manjushri cast, 
Avalokiteshvara cast and Vajrapani cast. Actually it is not cast, but quality what Manjushri specialized 
in. Dorje ku means vajra body, i.e. indestructible body, the indestructible embodiment. Sang-sum needs 
a lot of Vajrayana explanation. I won’t go into that here. 
 
The nine-line Migtsema – Vajrayana level 
In the Lama Chöpa you use the nine round system, the Ensa nying gyü system, which goes:  

NGÖ-DRUB KÜN-JUNG THUB-WANG DOR-JE CHANG 
MIG-ME TZE-WE TER-CHEN CHEN-RE-ZIG 
DRI-ME KYEN-PE WANG-PO JAM-PEL-YANG 
DÜ-PUNG MA-LÜ JOM-DZE SANG-WE-DAG 
GANG-CHEN KE-PE TZUG-GYEN LO-ZANG-DRAG 
KYAB-SUM KÜN-DÜ LA-MA SANG-GYE-LA 
GO-SUM GÜ-PE GO-NE SÖL-WA-DEB 
RANG-ZEN MIN-CHING DRÖL-WAR JIN-GYI-LOB 
CHOK-DANG TÜN-MONG NGÖ-DRUB TSA-DU-SÖL 
You are Vajradhara, source of all realizations, lord of sages;  
Avalokiteshvara, great treasure of compassion not aimed at true existence, 
And Manjushri, master of flawless wisdom, 
As well as Vajrapani, destroyer of hordes of demons without exception.  
Lozang Dragpa, crown jewel of the sages of the land of snows:  
To you, guru-buddha, comprising the three objects of refuge,  
I bow to you, I make requests, showing respect with my three doors.  
Please grant your blessings to ripen and liberate myself and others;  
Please bestow the supreme and common realizations. 

The nine-lines Migtsema121 has six deities involved: buddha Sakyamuni, buddha Vajradhara, Avaloki-
teshvara, Manjushri, Vajrapani, Tsongkhapa [mentioned by his ordination name: Lozang Dragpa]. This 
may be slightly difficult for Westerner. Anyway, I have to tell you here. It is the system of Ensapa [and 
is used in the practice of the Lama Chöpa]. The praise says,  

The sources of all siddhi’s is buddha Sakyamuni and buddha Vajradhara, Avalokiteshvara, 
great treasure… etc. O, crown jewel of the sages of the land of Snows, Lozang Dragpa, I bow 
down to you, you are in reality all three refuge objects, You are lama and buddha. I bow to you 
with all my three doors, pay respect to you. May on me and other sentient beings spiritual de-
velopment ripen and may we obtain all the siddhihoods. 

This nine-line Migtsema has a special significance of body, mind and speech. Think carefully; there are 
three figures: Tsongkhapa and the two disciples. With their body, mind and speech respectively it 
makes nine. There are nine different meditations. Then you can take the nine with the four initiations. 
These are the normal initiations of highest yoga tantra: the vase initiation, the secret initiation, the wis-
dom initiation and the word initiation. So here you have nine round of initiations also.  

Optional: Invitation  

Pal dan tza wai la ma rin po che 
Dag gi chi wor pa mai teng zhug la  
Ka drin chen poi go na je zung te  
Ku sun tug kyi ngo drub tzal du sol 
O glorious and precious root Guru,  

                                                       
121 See Gelek Rinpoche, Guru devotion, ,ch. 5 and Lama Thupten Zopa Rinpoche, Ganden Lha Gyema, pg. 19.   

Comment: Voor de uitleg van de Migtsema? of 
einde  vorige hoofdstuk?? 

Soeters
Voor de uitleg van de Migtsema? of einde  vorige hoofdstuk??
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Come take your lotus- and moon seat placed here on my head. 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Bestow on me please the powerful attainments of your body speech and mind. 
I request my spiritual guidance to remain on my crown and give me the strength and the power 
to carry out all the works that I would like to do.  
My Supreme Field of Merit now comes and sits on my crown, on lotus, sun and moon, facing 
the way I face. From there he’ll give me the blessings of body, mind and speech.  

2. Praying and requesting  
That has three ways of doing: 
I. Taking the four initiations in the form of blessings - Vajrayana level 
II. Taking blessings on the special extra-ordinary activity of collecting wisdom - Vajrayana level 
III. Taking blessings on the whole path - Sutrayana level 

I. TAKING THE FOUR INITIATIONS IN THE FORM OF BLESSINGS  -  Vajrayana level 
This practice of the four initiations you cannot do until after full Vajrayana initiations.  

a. Visualization on tantra level  
At the crown of Tsongkhapa you generate the outer, inner and secret Manjushri.  
At the throat of Tsongkhapa you generate the outer, inner and secret Avalokiteshvara.  
At the heart-level of Tsongkhapa you have the outer, inner and secret Vajrapani. 

At the center of the crown-chakra of Tsongkhapa on a lotus and moon seat is the outer Manju-
shri, orange-colored, youthful. He is holding a sword in the right hand and on top of a lotus 
flower to his left rests a book. With his left hand he holds the root of that lotus flower to his 
heart level. It is the Manjushri we usually see.  
At the heart level of that outer Manjushri you put the inner Manjushri. He is saffron-colored, 
and has two hands. He is with consort, the famous Sarasvati.122 His two hands go around the 
consort and are holding sword and text.  
In his heart level again is the secret Manjushri. He is red colored, with two hands holding vajra 
and bell. He also has a consort, the red Sarasvati, holding a skullcup and chopper. He is wear-
ing bone ornaments and is sitting in vajra style. 
All these are one inside the other at the head level of Tsongkhapa. The same you have to visu-
alize for the two disciples. If you can’t get that very clear, it does not matter at this moment. Do 
whatever you can. 

At the throat level of Tsongkhapa and the two disciples is Avalokiteshvara. The outer Avalo-
kiteshvara123 is white, has four hands, like the usual Avalokiteshvara we see.  
At his heart-level you have the inner Avalokiteshvara; that is Avalokiteshvara Vajradharma. 
He is white, the right hand holding vajra and [the left bell], sitting in vajra style. The right hand 
is in the vajra-threatening mudra. 
At his heart-level is the secret Avalokiteshvara, the Gyelwa Gyamtsho, which is quite familiar 
to westerns. Gyelwa Gyamtsho is white-with-red colored, has one face and two hands124. He is 
peaceful, yet slightly wrathful. He has three eyes. His right hand is holding a pearl mala, the 

 
122 For a picture of Sarasvati, goddess of  speech, poetry and music, see page 115. Also see R. Thurman, Wisdom and Compas-

sion; the Sacred Art of Tibet, pg. 15; G.W. Essen, Die Götter des Himalaya, Vol. II pg. 57 and 145, H. Schumann. Bud-
dhistische Bilderwelt, pg. 163.  

123 For a picture, see page 115. 
124 Rinpoche remarks here: ‘This Gyalwa Gyamtsho is slightly different from the other Gyalwa Gyamtsho of which an initia-

tion has been given in California.’ 
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left a flower. Gyalwa Gyamtsho has a consort too. Her name is Sangwa Yeshe. She is red col-
ored, has three eyes, wrathful yet peaceful. Her right hand holds a golden damaru, the left a 
skull cup filled with blood, offering it to the deity itself. She is completely naked, with loose 
hair. Her right leg is slightly out, her left leg slightly in. Both are decorated with tremendous 
amounts of jewellery. 

At the heart level of Tsongkhapa you have the outer Vajrapani125, blue, the usual one.  
At his heart level is the inner Vajrapani, Vajrapani-five-garuda126 [Tib. Tung pu Chung na] 
with five ‘snakes’ [Tib. chungs], which in reality are the five buddha families. He is wrathful, 
with one face, two hands and three eyes. The right hand is holding a vajra up to the sky, the left 
is like this….He has a lot of jewel and snake ornaments. He is standing. At his head, throat, 
heart, navel and secret part levels there are five-colored ‘snakes – garudas. His five right hands 
are holding dharma-chakra, lotus, vajra, jewel, sword. His left hands are holding garudas the 
same color as him. They have iron beaks. 
The secret Vajrapani at Tsongkhapa’s heart is Mahachakra Vajrapani, [Tib. Korlo Chenpo127], 
one of Tsongkhapa’s important deities. His is dark-blue in color, has three faces. All these faces 
are uttering a tremendous amount of HUM HUM and A LA LA sounds, etc. He has six hands. He 
is holding a huge snake. He has a blue consort. She has two arms and one of the arms is holding 
the snake at the waist. The snake’s head is in the mouth and the tail is under the feet.  

If you can’t see it clearly right now just think that at his head chakra Tsongkhapa has outer, inner and 
secret Manjushri, at his throat is outer, inner and secret Avalokiteshvara, at his heart level he has outer, 
inner and secret Vajrapani. That should be the base on which you are saying your mantras. 
 Vajrapani has nowadays become very important. Particularly now we have all the funny bad ill-
nesses around, Vajrapani is very important and powerful. A recent Tibetan calendar has the Vajrapani 
picture even with the mantra written there and there is some text which says something like:  

It is during this period, the period in which there are a lot of incurable or difficult to cure 
diseases, like cancer and aids, that Vajrapani practice is very very important.       

I think it is very difficult for us to get a proper idea about this visualization just now, but you’ll gradu-
ally get it. Right now you may not be able to figure out the whole in detail, but you surely can think that 
Manjushri has an outer, inner and secret Manjushri: three. And Avalokiteshvara has an outer, inner and 
secret Avalokiteshvara: three. And Vajrapani has an outer, inner and secret Vajrapani: three also. So, 
that is not a big deal. You think they are there and later on you develop and then you see it. Until then, 
well, you can think clearly, say: ‘It is there’. That is good enough. 

You do the same with the two disciples, Gyeltsab Je and Kedrub Je:  
Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara and Vajrapani at crown-, throat- and heart-level respectively.  
With that visualization then you practice.  

Concentration on the outer, inner and secret Manjushri is called outer practice, concentration on the 
outer, inner and secret Avalokiteshvara is called inner practice and concentration on the outer, inner and 
secret Vajrapani at the heart is called the secret practice of Tsongkhapa. 
 So the first, the body, mind and speech practice, each one of those has outer, inner and secret prac-
tice. Each one of them has the ‘exemplary’, pointing out knowledge ‘as it is’ and ‘inseparable’ levels. 
So it is three, three, three. This will become clearer later.  
 
Alternative way of visualizing. You can also choose to do it in the following way. The choice is entirely 
up to you, whatever is easier for you. In that case: 

Je Tsongkhapa has the outer Manjushri at the center of the crown, the inner Manjushri at the 

 
125 For a picture see page 117. 
126 Vajragaruda, G.W. Essen, Die Götter des Himalaya, Vol. I, pg. 163, nr. 101. 
127  G.W. Essen, Die Götter des Himalaya, Vol. I, pg.159, nr. 97, Vol. II pg. 137, nr. 295.  
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throat and the secret Manjushri at the center of the heart-chakra. 

Gyeltsab Je has the outer Avalokiteshvara at the center of the crown-chakra, the inner Avalo-
kiteshvara at the center of the throat- and the secret Avalokiteshvara at the center of the heart-
chakra. 

Kedrub Je has the outer Vajrapani at the crown-chakra, the inner Vajrapani at the throat-chakra 
and the secret Vajrapani at the heart-chakra. 

b. Receiving the initiations by means of the three prayers:  
outer: exemplar; inner: as it is; secret: inseparability from the deity. 

[NGÖ-DRUP KÜN-JUNG THUB-WANG DOR-JE CHANG]128  
MIG-ME TZE-WE TER-CHEN CHEN-RE-ZIG 
DRI-ME KYEN-PE WANG-PO JAM-PEL-YANG 
DÜ-PUNG MA-LÜ JOM-DZE SANG-WE-DAG 
GANG-CHEN KE-PE TZUG-GYEN TSONG KHA-PA 
LO-ZANG DRAG-PE ZHAB-LA SÖL-WA DEB. 

First round: The outer prayer: example  
This goes to Manjushri. 

Here you focus on the crown of Je Tsongkhapa and his disciples and on the outer, inner and 
secret Manjushri.  

You are an example. Among the buddhas, bodhisattvas, all enlightened beings of the ten direc-
tions, there is no one who is more compassionate than Avalokiteshvara, there is no one who 
has more wisdom, intellect, than Manjushri, there is no one who is more powerful than Vajra-
pani. There is no one who is equivalent to you in wisdom, possessing all the knowledge. There 
is no one who is equivalent to you in compassion. There is no one who is equivalent to you in 
power. You are the top of the great masters in Tibet!  

May I be blessed to become a learned person like you. May I be blessed to be like you! 

MIG-ME… …  

[KE PA LUNG GI YÖN TEN KÜN DEN PA 
KYE RANG TA BUR DAK KYANG JIN GYI LOB] 

Learned person who has got all this knowledge of the teachings, may I become like you! 

When making that prayer, from Guru Tsongkhapa and his two disciples’ head chakras, that is 
from the outer, inner and secret Manjushri at these places, white light and liquid comes. A 
tremendous amount of white light and liquid comes and reaches to you and all the sentient be-
ings surrounding you, goes into your forehead or crown, fills up your body and purifies all the 
non-virtuous actions through the body. All the black color gets pushed down by the white. It 
goes completely out from your body and you become white and pure, like crystal glass. You 
obtain the vase initiation, empowering you to practice the generation- or creation stage prac-
tice, and thus it lays the seed to be developed into result, nirmanakaya. 

MIGME... While continuously saying the mantra, the secret Manjushri comes out and dissolves 
into you [at your crown] and you are blessed. 

MIGME... the inner Manjushri comes and dissolves into you, again you obtain blessings. 

MIGME... and the outer Manjushri comes and dissolves into you.  

 
128 The six-lines additions are between [ ] because you can use either the five- six-  or even the nine-lines Migtsema.  
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That is the first round. It completes the first initiation, the outer exemplar prayer, and seeking the 
knowledge of learning. 

Second round: The inner-development prayer: ‘as it is’.  
I call it inner knowledge or inner development ‘as it is’. This goes to Avalokiteshvara, Chenrezig. 

Here we are concentrating on the throat chakra of Tsongkhapa and the two disciples and on 
the outer, inner and secret Avalokiteshvara.  

Avalokiteshvara has a tremendous compassion; there is no one better than Avalokiteshvara for 
compassion. Manjushri has tremendous wisdom, you cannot find anybody better and higher 
than Manjushri in wisdom. And Vajrapani has a tremendous power, you cannot find anyone, 
there is no one higher and better than Vajrapani as far as power is concerned. All this, whatever 
they have, knowledge, compassion, power, all this is with you, the great Tsongkhapa. May I be 
blessed to be like you.  

Not only are you like Vajrapani, Avalokiteshvara and Manjushri, but you do have the qualities 
of Vajrapani, you have the qualities of Manjushri, you have the qualities of Avalokiteshvara. 
Make me like you, boy!  

As to the great spiritual development that you have, make me like you!  

MIGME…… 

[DRU PA TOK PAI YÖN TEN KÜN DEN PA 
KYE RANG TA BUR DAK KYANG JIN GYI LOB] 

You, Je Tsongkhapa, are not only like them, you also have that wisdom, compassion and 
power. ‘Why don’t you make me like you?!’  

When continuously reciting the mantra, from the throat of lama Tsongkhapa and his disciples, 
from Avalokiteshvara’s body, a tremendous amount of red light and liquid comes, reaches 
into mine and all mother sentient beings’ throat, purifying all non-virtues committed through 
speech and we obtain the secret initiation that empowers us to practice the illusory body and 
its activities and plants the seed of the result sambogakaya. Keep on reciting the mantra for a 
while. 

MIGME… At the end the first one to dissolve is the secret Avalokiteshvara, Gyalwa Gyamtsho. 
He dissolves into me, into my throat, and I am blessed. 

MIGME... Now the inner Avalokiteshvara, Avalokiteshvara-Vajradharma, dissolves into you 
and you obtain blessings 

MIGME… The outer Avalokiteshvara-four arms dissolves into you.  

This completes the second initiation, the inner prayer ‘as it is’ and seeking spiritual development. 

Third round: The secret prayer: inseparability from the deity itself.  
This goes to Vajrapani. 

You focus on the heart of Je Tsongkhapa and the two disciples and on the outer, inner and se-
cret Vajrapani.  

Among the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions there is no one like Vajrapani, there 
is no one like Avalokiteshvara, no one like Manjushri. Vajrapani itself, in the human form, is 
you, Manjushri in a human form is you, Avalokiteshvara in a human form is you.  

Not only you are like them, you have their qualities. Not only you have their qualities, but you 
are Avalokiteshvara, you are Vajrapani, you are Manjushri. There is no separation between 
you and Manjushri, there is no separation between you and Avalokiteshvara, there is no separa-
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tion between you and Vajrapani. You are the all-in-all, the three different casts of buddhas: the 
buddhas of the wisdom-cast, the buddhas of the compassion-cast, the buddhas of the power-
cast. You are all three, three in all, like the ice-cream ‘three in all’. (laughs). May I be blessed 
to be like you.  

May I not only be like you, may I be made equal to you. I mean, may I be made all three of 
them together. May I become a Vajrapani, may I become an Avalokiteshvara, may I become a 
Manjushri. There should not be a separation between me and Avalokiteshvara, between me 
and Manjushri, between me and Vajrapani. May I be blessed to be one with all of these and 
you together. May I become you, may be blessed to be like you.  

MIGME …  

[RIG SUM NGO WO SANG SUM DOR JE KU 
KYE RANG TA BUR DAK KYANG JIN GYI LOB] 

You are all three together. So why don’t you make me like you?’  

Blue light and liquid from the heart of Vajrapani, reaches my heart. 

I and all mother sentient beings that I am leading, purify in their heart all the non-virtues and 
particularly the non-virtues committed through the mind and we obtain the wisdom-initiation. 
It empowers us to practice the clear light and mahamudra and lays the seeds to develop the 
dharmakaya. 

MIGME… The secret Vajrapani dissolves into our heart. 

MIGME…The inner Vajrapani, the Vajrapani five wrathful guards dissolves into us. 

MIGME… The outer Vajrapani dissolves into us and blesses us. 

MIGME…. May the qualities and spiritual developments of the root- and lineage masters in 
general and of lama Tsongkhapa and his disciples in particular, the dharma development of 
knowledge and the dharma development of spiritual development, and all great qualities be ob-
tained. May this it grow within me and within all mother sentient beings quickly and effort-
lessly.  

This third round completes the third initiation, the secret prayer of inseparability from the deity, and 
seeking inseparability. That is what you should say and this is what you should focus on while continu-
ously saying the Migtsema. This is an important thing; you do that.  
Fourth round 

Keep on concentrating and praying strongly MIGME...  

At the end from the body of Tsongkhapa and the two disciples five-colored light and nec-
tar129 comes to me and all mother sentient beings together. Pray strongly, okay?  

From the five points of the bodies of Je Tsongkhapa and the two disciples five-colored light and 
nectar comes. The lights are like tube-lights and the nectar comes in via the tube-lights -which 
are joined in T-shape- reach to me and all mother sentient beings, to our five points of the 
body. 

By dissolving in there it fills up the body of me and all mother sentient beings and purifies all 
the non-virtues committed by the body, mind and speech and their imprints and we obtain the 
word initiation [or fourth initiation], empowering us to practice the ultimate enlightenment 
stage and laying the seeds of the ultimate buddhahood within us and making us fortunate to 
be able to become a buddha itself. 

Finally, from Tsongkhapa and the two disciples, from their body, a duplicate body comes and 

 
129 White, yellow, red, blue, green. 
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dissolves into ourselves. Our body, mind and speech become inseparable from Tsongkhapa’s 
and the two-disciples’ body, mind and speech and we have obtained the indestructible, insepa-
rable oneness. And we have obtained all the blessings of Tsongkhapa’s body, mind and speech, 
it has become inseparable from our body, mind and speech. 

Fifth round 

MIGME.... 

You visualize that from each of the objects, Tsongkhapa and the two disciples, another dupli-
cate body comes out and dissolves within your body. Visualize that your body, speech and 
mind is now inseparable from the body, speech and mind of Guru Tsongkhapa.  

This covers the body as the treasure of jewellery, the speech as the radiation of the sun and the mind as 
the treasure of secrets. I am not going to explain that in detail. Those with good understanding will pick 
it up, the others will gradually pick it up. 
 
You don’t have to practice this all the time. Normally you can pray and say the Migtsema as much as 
possible which is also very good.  
 
[Preferably you use here the nine or the six lines Migtsema]. If you can’t do the longer ones, the five 
round Migtsema will do. It is what we usually say and you can concentrate on this But, please, pay at-
tention to the sound also! [Rinpoche recites slowly]. 
 
 
 

Concentrated meditation - Sutrayana level 
Now you can really hold the visualization of Guru Tsongkhapa. In actual reality, Lama Tsongkhapa is 
your root guru and all the enlightened persons manifesting in one form as Tsongkhapa. Whether you 
visualize three or a single person, in reality the love-co
ened beings in the physical form, is the person in front 
any question, without losing focus, with a very strong s
 Sometimes when you are focusing that like this, 
Sometimes it fades away and you can’t hold it. When y
then it is recommended to look at Lama Lozang Tub
jushri and concentrate on that. And when you begin 
Tsongkhapa projection back etc. You switch between
mately you turn back to Lama Tsongkhapa’s shape
Migtsema: Lo zang Drag pei zhab la söl wa deb you s
against his feet, saying ‘I would like to purify all the no
That is contained in söl. Then the last word deb is exp
against his feet, saying, ‘All of us want to be purified!’ 
 
Changing of the focus. The changing of the focus
Tsongkhapa and from the maroon Tsongkhapa to the o
You don’t say: ‘Oh I had this long enough here, now
starts fading away then you switch, back and forth. Ma
focus is one of the important techniques of developing 
concentrating on one you’re going to change everywhe
 You change the focus from the orange Manjushri 
white Avalokiteshvara to the maroon Tsongkhapa, from
even from the green Tara to the maroon Tsongkhapa, f
Things like that you can do.  

 

mpassion, wisdom and capability of all enlight-
of me. Focus on that without any doubt, without 
ingle-pointed mind.  
you lose the physical form you have produced. 
ou lose the concentration on that physical form, 

wang Dorje Chang as the orange colored Man-
to lose Manjushri, then again project the usual 
 the two, you can change the face. Then, ulti-
 and when you come to the last line of the 
hould visualize that you are banging your head 
n-virtues I have committed from the beginning.’ 
ressing the desire to get it. You bang your head 

, from the orange Manjushri to the maroon 
range Manjushri, is a very important technique. 
 I should switch over there’ Not that. When it 
ybe I should say it here. Maybe. [Changing the] 
concentrated meditation. It looks bad, instead of 
re. It is not. In reality it is absolutely good.  
to the maroon Tsongkhapa, sometimes from the 
 the blue Vajrapani to the maroon Tsongkhapa, 
rom the white Tara to the maroon Tsongkhapa. 
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 And in accord with the color of the deity you can also change the whole environment, white, yel-
low, red and green, blue and liver-color. Manjushri’s color is like clouds where the sunset falls on, be-
tween red en yellow, very clean and clear. He looks like a sixteen-years-old youth. Manjushri chose to 
remain sweet sixteen, so he is youthful, he doesn’t become older than that. His hair is a little bit of dark 
bluish, cobalt-blue.  
 The changing of focus with the colors of the deity and the environment etc. will have a strong ef-
fect on the individual. In the west you do color-therapy. Right? Trungpa Rinpoche introduced that cer-
tain rooms should be painted in yellow and red and green and blue and he put individuals in that room 
for a couple of days. He did that. And a lot of people went wild saying ‘This is not Tibetan tradition’ 
and blah blah blah. Even some Tibetan scholars went to the extent of condemning it, but in actual real-
ity it is there. It is based on this.  
 Normally whenever you read about concentration-meditation techniques, it is only about: concen-
trate, concentrate and avoid the wandering mind and avoid the sinking mind. In the secret teachings 
these things come up, the changing of the focus and changing, even the space around. It helps a lot to 
some individuals to suit in their emotional feelings etc. Especially in the Tsongkhapa tradition, if you 
look very carefully, you find a lot of secret teachings and each one of these secret teachings are not titled 
as secret, are somehow mixed everywhere. One has to know where to pick them up. Purposely they 
mixed the secret teachings everywhere. Out of eighteen volumes you find them somewhere up, some-
where down, not in an organized way. It is purposely totally disorganized. 

Concentrated meditation - continued at Vajrayana level 
After having done this concentrated meditation practice, then after deb you get the three letters of OM 
AH HUNG from Je Tsongkhapa coming and dissolving to you.  
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

II COLLECTING BLESSINGS BY MEANS OF THE SPECIAL, EXTRA-ORDINARY ACTIVITY 
OF COLLECTING WISDOMS - Vajrayana level 

This is a very special thing. It is to increase your intellect. Increase of the wisdom-knowledge. During 
Tsongkhapa’s lifetime there were a tremendous amount of activities that you could do through the 
Migtsema, but unfortunately we have really lost a lot and all these are no more available now. But we 
have a few still left. There are still three volumes on the Migtsema. One of the most important and bene-
ficial activities for us to obtain ultimate buddhahood, is the increase of wisdom. Our problem is lack of 
wisdom, so collection of wisdom, increase of wisdom, is very important. 
 There are seven wisdoms here: the great or vast wisdom; the clear wisdom; the quick wisdom; the 
deeper wisdom; the wisdom of teaching, speaking or expression; the wisdom of debating; the wisdom 
of composing, writing.  
 
Visualization -meditation for collecting the seven wisdoms 

Visualize in the heart of lama Tsongkhapa a small Manjushri, orange-colored, youthful. 
Sweet sixteen. Got that? At the heart of Manjushri you visualize a blue 
letter HUM marked on top by a double M – the MAM.  

Then you have to make a request: 

tho sam gom pe she rab pal du sol 
che tso tsom be lo dro gya su sol 
chog tang tun mo ngo drub tzal du sol 
nyur du ke ra ta pu ching gyi lob 
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May the wisdom which follows learning, thinking and meditation, increase; 
And may the wisdom of teaching, debate and composing increase. 
May I achieve ordinary and extra-ordinary accomplishments. 
Bless me to quickly become like you. 

Please, increase the wisdom of learning, thinking and mediation, please increase the wisdom of 
presentation, debating and composing. And give ordinary and extra-ordinary attainments. 
Please bless me to quickly become like you. 

The second request is: 

de chen lhen kyi ye she char du sol 
ngun tsin trul pete ma tzai du sol 
sem nyi tet tsom ta wa che du sol 
nyur du ke ra ta pu ching gyi lob 

May the simultaneously born great bliss shine immediately 
And the delusion shadow of inherent existence be cleared. 
Cut the net of doubts of the true nature of mind. 
Bless me to quickly become like you. 

Please, develop the simultaneously grown wisdom of bliss, the great bliss. Please, clear the 
wrong conception of true holding, i.e. perceiving inherent existence; clear the dualistic view 
Please cut the net of the doubts of mind. I may be blessed to be like you as quickly as possible.  

I think everybody should these verses every time after saying the Migtsema. That is what you should 
do: say it and think about it carefully.  
 
Now you collect the wisdom through the body. Every time the first round is washing the impurities.. 
[Tib. madakpa truba]. If you want you can use the verses [once]: 

By the force of having fervently requested in this way 
Hollow rays of white light are emitted from the hearts 
Of the venerable father and his two sons, the ends of which 
Combine into one and enter the crown of my head. 

By the white nectar, the color of milk,  
That comes through the pathway of the tube of white light 
I am cleansed of all sickness, disturbance, non-virtues,  
  obstacles and their instincts, without exception. 
And my body becomes as pure and clear as crystal. 

1. Increase of wisdom collection  
Purification. As I have made a strong outer, inner and secret prayer, from the heart of 
Tsongkhapa and the two disciples white light and white nectar comes.  

Each of the figures starts sending a tube-light out, two from the sides and one from the front 
are joined and -like the universal cross underneath the car- the fourth reaches to you, to your 
crown.  

Then through the tubes of light a tremendous amount of milk-white nectar comes. It purifies 
all our non-virtues, washes them all out. The nectar falls and washes everything, clearing in-
side, outside, everywhere. And then my body has become pure, clear, and clean like a body of 
light: 

MIGME.... 
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With this you have the full first meditation round: light coming in, washing and clearing everything, 
like I talked to you before130. Now the impure has been washed away and your body has become some-
how like clear glass. Now the next part. 

Collecting the wisdom. Again the nectar comes from Tsongkhapa’s heart, from Manjushri’s 
heart, the same like before. This time orange-colored nectar, [coming through] orange-colored 
light, fills up your body completely. The nectar comes like sprayed from a fountain. Each one 
of the sprayed dots is in the form of Manjushri’s body. Manjushri in the form of nectar. Each 
drop of nectar in the form of a Manjushri dissolves into your body.  

The nectar-light also radiates out from the merit field and reaches all the ten directions. And all 
the wisdom of all buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions, all their knowledges, are col-
lected by this light, are collected in the form of Manjushri bodies and again dissolve into you. 
And your body is completely filled up with wisdom and you have developed the great strong 
wisdom to be able to understand everything.  

Obtaining the spiritual attainment [Tib. ngö drup]. The ultimate wisdom, the highest wisdom, 
has been developed and the blessings of Manjushri and of the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the 
ten directions have been obtained.131

That is what you should do: say, think and obtain. Okay? We really need great wisdom, wisdom which 
will be able to understand the true teachings of the Buddha, which will be able to understand the true 
nature. The teachings of the Buddha are such a thing; if you just read them you won’t get it, the words 
do not really mean what they say. To be able to know, you have to look very critically and then you 
find what the real truth is. That is meant when is said: ‘In the teachings of the Buddha you have direct 
and indirect meanings.’ What you really need is the wisdom to find the ultimate meaning. That is what 
you need the wisdom for. After the visualization and praying you have to think you have obtained it. 
MIGME.. 
 
2. Clarity wisdom. This is done through the speech. Similarly again. 

Like before first white nectar comes and all our non-virtues in general and particularly the ob-
stacles to clarity are purified and the body becomes totally pure and clear. 

Then again orange-colored nectar comes out, which in reality is the clarity wisdom of all 
buddhas and bodhisattvas and Tsongkhapa and Manjushri, in the form of orange nectar. A tre-
mendous amount comes and fills up our body completely. 

All these nectar dots are in the form of OM A RA PA TSA NA, coming from the various parts of 
their body. The tube-light coming from their heart is the passage that is used. 

From the body of Tsongkhapa and Manjushri and all of them tremendous light goes out and 
each one of these light-dots reaches to all buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions – keep 
on saying the mantra – and through them the clarity wisdom is collected back in the form of 
the mantra and dissolves into your body.  

Now you have obtained the blessings and the clarity-wisdom. MIGME.. 

OM A RA PA TSA NA DHI is Manjushri’s mantra. DHI is the seed syllable. What does clarity wisdom 
mean? Not mixing up different meanings, not mixing up different levels and being able to understand 
things clearly, as they are. You have to think you have obtained that. 
 
3. Quick wisdom. This is done through the seed-syllable. 

First white nectar comes and purifies all our non-virtues in general and the obstacles to quick-

 
130 See nr. 4 of the Seven-limb prayer: purification. 
131 Also see Geshe Lobsang Tharchin, A Commentary on Guru yoga and Offering of the Mandala, pg. 43-45.  
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ness in particular and our body becomes totally pure and clear. 

Again orange-colored nectar comes from the heart of Tsongkhapa and the heart of Manjushri 
and fills up your body. All the nectars here are in the form of the seed-syllable DHI.  

Also light and nectar radiates from the bodies of the protector and collects all the blessings of 
the buddhas and bodhisattvas in general and in particular their very quick, swift or speedy wis-
dom. All the light and liquid from the ten-direction-buddhas and from the bodies of 
Tsongkhapa, Manjushri and the two disciples comes to you in the form of a letter DHI and fills 
up your body. 

You receive the swift wisdom that enables you to understand important spiritual points that you 
were unable to understand before. It is also clearing wrong understanding and cutting doubts. 
That wisdom, which instantly enables you to develop all this, is obtained. MIGME.. 

The idea is: whenever you need it you get it, like a finger-snap. Not ‘Oh, I would I knew, I don’t re-
member..’; this is what you don’t want. Getting it at the time you need it, that is what the speedy or swift 
wisdom is about. 
 
4. Deep wisdom. That you collect through the hand-implements. 

Light and white liquid comes from the body of Tsongkhapa, Manjushri and the disciples, puri-
fying all obstacles in general and the obstacles to deep wisdom in particular. Especially, what 
you really need to purify here, is the shallow wisdom, wisdom that is not deep enough. Any ob-
stacle to gaining deep wisdom is cleared out of your body completely. 

Orange light radiates and collects all the deeper understanding wisdom of all buddhas and bo-
dhisattvas. All deep wisdom is collected in the form of book and sword, comes to us and dis-
solves into our body. 

And what do you gain? You gain wisdom which really goes deep. With that deep meanings 
can be understood quickly. Migme.. 

5. Wisdom of expression. That is the presentation, teaching, expressing. As difficult as it is to under-
stand, that much difficult it is to express. So you need great wisdom to be able to express it. This is 
done through the book. 

Again, white light and liquid comes and everything is purified. All non-virtues, all obstacles in 
general and more particularly ignorance, especially obstacles to proper presentation, to reach 
the people, are purified. 

Orange-colored light comes like before. It radiates to the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten 
directions and collects in the book form the understanding as well as the capability of presenta-
tion of all enlightened beings. That dissolves into our body and we obtain the wisdom which 
will be able to understand the meaning and the words, the direct meaning of the words and the 
deeper meaning of the words. And by understanding ourselves we’ll also, similarly, have the 
capability to present it. That has been obtained. MIGME..  

6. Wisdom of debate. Here we have some important points. For a proper debate you need a lot of 
things. This wisdom is done through a wheel of swords, a sword-wheel. One sword is standing and the 
six other swords are around it and make a wheel.  

White light and liquid comes from the body of Tsongkhapa, Manjushri and the others and pu-
rifies all non-virtues and all obstacles in general and in particular the obstacles to properly pre-
sent the debate. The ignorance of presenting the proper points, is cleared. 

Then all orange-colored nectars are in the form of wheels of swords. They radiate and collect 
of all buddhas and bodhisattvas the power that will be able to cut through the wrong presenta-
tion of other people. It is in the form of the wheel of swords, turning counterclockwise. That is 
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actually cutting the wrong presentation out.  

When it reaches to your body you don’t have the wheel running. It just touches your body and 
dissolves; it becomes part of your body. And you have obtained the great power to be able to 
debate: to present the proper truth and cut any wrong presentation. 

Always you have to think the wheel turning counterclockwise. You think that all the great capabilities 
of the wisdom of debate of all enlightened beings are in that form and all dissolves into your body and 
you become very capable of debating. Also you have to keep in mind that when the wheel comes, the 
wheel is not cutting the individual person or his viewpoints, but cutting his ignorance. That is what you 
have to visualize. There are some other techniques at this point too, but I won’t mention them here. 
 
7. Wisdom of composition. That is the power to be able to write. 

Similarly like before white light and liquid comes, purifies all the obstacles in general and in 
particular the ignorance, the obstacles to proper composing, to properly writing down the 
sound and the meaning. A composition should also be sweet and pleasant. Somebody who 
reads it should be able to think on it. It should attack their mind, yet it should be sweet and 
short and presenting the whole properly.  

All these capabilities are visualized in the wheel- as well as the book-form. Light and liquid, 
orange-colored, comes and dissolves into your body. And also the light goes out, the capabili-
ties for proper presentation in writing form of all buddhas and bodhisattvas are collected in the 
book- and the wheel form and dissolve into your body. 

And you have obtained the power, the blessings of being able to write sweet, clear, nice, short 
words which present all deeper meaning, which make intelligent people happy and make them 
look at it. 

The writing-power needed is that when some intelligent people look at it, it should make them happy 
and yet you put your points across. And it should not be long, it should be short.  
 
These are the seven different levels of wisdom that can be collected and be obtained. At the end think 
strongly that you have obtained it. And when you do this nectar- and light visualization it is very impor-
tant to keep in mind that the nectar and the light represent also bliss and void. Don’t forget that. 

 
 

OTHER VISUALISATIONS ONE CAN DO   
1. Outer, inner and secret prayer – Sutrayana level 
You can use these three different ways of contemplating white reciting the six lines Migtsema.132 First 
there is the outer practice, putting Avalokiteshvara, Manj shri etc. as examples and saying: ‘You are like 
that, so please, make me like that, too.’ With the next two 

Outer practice: example  
NGÖ-DRUP………………………..SÖL-WA DEB 

KE-PA LUNG-GI YÖN-TEN KÜN DEN-PA 
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB. 
Buddha Sakyamuni as well as buddha Vajradha
Je Rinpoche, you are the sources of all the accom

 

                                                       
132 The practice can also be done with the four- and the five- lines Mi

KEPA LUNGI etc. 
u

you go deeper and deeper in it. 

ra, Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara, Vajrapani and 
plishments.  

gtsema. In that case you leave out the additional lines, like  
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You, Tsongkhapa, are inseparably one with buddha Sakyamuni, you are inseparably one with 
Dorje Chang, etc. Among the buddhas en bodhisattvas of the ten directions there is nobody 
better than Avalokiteshvara as far as compassion is concerned. Among the buddhas and bodhi-
sattvas there is nobody who is better than Manjushri as far as the wisdom goes. And as far as 
the capability or power goes, no one is better than Vajrapani. As far as the sources of siddh-
ihood no one is better than buddha Sakyamuni and buddha Vajradhara, the tantric part of the 
buddha. And among the available masters of Tibet, you Tsongkhapa are the crown jewel, there 
is nobody comparable with you.  
 
I pay respect to you and seek your qualities, particularly the learning qualities, knowing all the 
teachings of the Buddha. May your body, your speech and your mind enter in my body, my 
speech and my mind and I may be made like you, Lama. Make me like you! 

Inner practice: as it is 
NGÖ-DRUP………………………..SÖL-WA DEB 

DRUK-PA TOK-PAI YÖN-TEN KUN DEN-PA  
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB.  
Not only you are comparable with Avalokiteshvara, but you have all the qualities of Avalo-
kiteshvara etc. You have them. The quality Avalokiteshvara has, you have, the quality Manju-
shri has, you have, the quality Vajrapani has, you have. Bless me and make me like you.  

Secret practice: inseparability from the deities 
NGÖ-DRUP………………………..SÖL-WA DEB 
RIG-SUM NGO WO SANG SUM DORJE KU  
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB.  
Not only you are like Manjushri, not only you have the qualities of Manjushri] but you are 
Manjushri, you are Avalokiteshvara, you are Vajrapani.  

In reality your nature is the nature of Manjushri, the nature of Avalokiteshvara, the nature of Va-
jrapani, combined together, which has come to me in a physical form, dorje ku, vajra body.  

Your nature is Manjushri, your nature is Avalokiteshvara, your nature is Vajrapani. The big se-
cret quality of your body is love-compassion, the secret quality of your speech is wisdom, the 
secret quality of your mind is capability, power.  

Your body is of power/capability nature, your mind is of love-compassion nature, your speech 
is of wisdom nature.  

You are Avalokiteshvara, you are Manjushri, you are Vajrapani. You are the one. So, boy, 
you better make me like you, as good as you can!  

This third one is inseparability from the great deities. Actually we use here the figure of Tsongkhapa, but 
he is inseparable from Manjushri, inseparable from Vajrapani, inseparable from Avalokiteshvara. If you 
are saying the Migtsema 21 times, you devote the first seven to outer exemplary, the next seven to inner 
equivalence and the last seven to inseparability. 

2. Purification practice with three ways of visualizing  - Sutrayana level  

While saying the Migtsema, help and blessing comes in the form of light and liquid either 
from the body of Tsongkhapa on my crown, or from the Supreme Field of Merit in front of 
me. Three tubes of light come out, join in a T-bone and come as one stream of light to my 
crown. All this light and nectar comes from my crown to my body and purifies me. Like to 
me, the same thing happens to all other sentient beings around me simultaneously.  

1. Light and nectar are going through my body, washing it from the top pushing completely 
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down and washing away from my body all unwanted energy, all negative karma, everything is 
going completely away from my body and I get purified. I become a pure being. 

2 Powerful light and liquid comes in like filling a bottle, a dirty bottle. The powerful light and 
liquid comes in via the crown, lands on the lower part of the body, and all my unwanted ener-
gies are lifted up and get out of my nose, ears, mouth, or whatever, completely, are washed out 
and it overflows so that it won’t get stuck at the outside of the body. And I become pure.  

3. All my unwanted energies, especially the ignorant ones, are collected like darkness at my 
heart-level. The moment the light comes from the body of the Supreme Field of Merit, just by 
the touch of the light inside me, all the darkness disappears, like when in a dark room you turn 
on the light. The darkness is gone, disappears in that manner.  

3. Purifying the five delusions, obtaining the five wisdoms  -  Sutrayana level 

When you purify you receive five-colored nectars purifying the five delusions. When you ob-
tain blessings you obtain the five wisdoms, the five Dhyani-buddhas wisdom.  
 

4. Practice of  the four activities  –  Sutrayana level 

1  Purification  
While I make the request white light and liquid comes, strong tremendous powerful light and 
the light is followed by and filled up with the liquid. And it is so strong as though a whole 
ocean is falling on my head.  

I am leading all sentient beings here and my Supreme Field of Merit throws light and liquid in 
a tremendous amount on me and all other sentient beings.  

It fills up our body completely, washes away all our non-virtuous works, all unwanted karmas, 
sicknesses, diseases, all unwanted things.  

Very powerful nectar and light combined comes from my crown and goes down through the 
eyes, nose, throat, chest as well as through the back. Not only inside but also outside, it washes 
my body completely. To the tip of the toes all the unwanted non-virtues, bad karmas, miseries 
and all this. With this we say seven Migtsema. 

MIG-ME…...  

As I have been visualizing all non-virtuous things, cause and result both, have been totally 
washed away, from our body and mind both.  
My body is filled up with light and liquid and I have become pure, clean and clear.  

2. Increasing life-energy 
I make a continuous request to my Supreme Field of Merit to rebuild and build my life,  
energy and strength and spiritual prosperity, all, while saying the Migtsema again 7 times. 

You visualize the same light and liquid, nectar, but this time in a yellow color.  
Yellow is the essence of the earth and the color of the gold, therefore it represents the strength, 
energy and essence of the elements.  

The yellow light and nectar fills up my body from the toes to the crown, completely.  
I receive light, energy, strength, and prosperity.  
And I and all mother sentient beings are not only be pure but full of strength and all this.  

MIG-ME ……  

    3. Increasing wisdom-power and capability 
Not only it rebuilds our strength, energy and longevity, but it builds our wisdom: 
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the wisdom of clarity, of depth, and of quickness.  

Visualize red-colored light and red nectar coming to you and filling up your body. 

MIG-ME.......  

The wisdom of clarity clears off the ignorance; 
the quick wisdom overpowers the forgetfulness; 
the depth wisdom will make us to understand things deeper.  
All three qualities of wisdom have been developed.  

4. Wrathful activities  
Not only we developed this wisdom-power, longevity, prosperity, strength and energy,  
 we also develop power as well as the wrathful activities and other activities,  
to be able to utilize them if needed.  

Visualize dark-blue light and nectar coming to you and filling up your body. 

MIG-ME … … 

I have received the four powers.  

5. Purification and longevity practice  –  Vajrayana level 

The moment you say Migme tsewe terchen Chenrezig, you have to think: All the enlightened 
beings’ compassion is Avalokiteshvara, Avalokiteshvara is the embodiment of all the en-
lightened compassionate beings. And my root guru lama Tsongkhapa here itself is inseparable 
from Avalokiteshvara. He himself is the real compassion of all the buddhas.  

Similarly Drime kyenpe wangpo Jampelyang. Manjushri is the embodiment of all the buddhas 
and my supreme field of merit here is the real wisdom of all the enlightened beings. Like that.  

Sölwa means: I am requesting. All my non-virtuous actions that I have accumulated during the 
limitless time of being, in particular any actions of killing, which shorten life, please, clear it. 
May I be purified from that in particular. 

Deb. This is important. At the end, the moment the word deb comes, at the heart of 
Tsongkhapa, where you have this Manjushri, Manjushri’s sword goes like this: the handle of 
the sword touches your crown and the sharp point of the sword goes from the crown through 
your body.  

The moment the sword touches, down to the toes your body completely gets filled up by that 
energy. It is an orange-yellow energy-nectar mixture. The energy, light and nectar, completely 
fills up your body and all the non-virtuous that shorten your life are completely washed out in 
form of black liquid, as though you have washed some factory working clothes or got rid of 
some big city sewage.  

All non-virtues, all bad karma and anything you don’t want, problems, curable or incurable ill-
ness, everything goes out of your body, from the eyes, from the ears, from the nose, from the 
toes and fingertips, from everywhere. In the form of blood, pus, scorpions133 dark liquid, what-
ever. It is tremendous. It comes as though a huge sewage system has burst out, brrr!  

This dark liquid goes down and out of your body until it goes down under the earth, seven lay-
ers down. Underneath that, there is the Lord of Yama, hungry, looking up towards you. He is 
in the shape of a red buffalo. At least his face is like that. He is sort of jumping up, coming up-
wards with lust of our life. While he is coming up, this dirty liquid pours down straightway in 
that mouth ‘Haaa!’ He receives all these dirty, non-virtuous actions into his mouth. They fill 

 
133 In Tibetan a scorpion is called digpa, which is also the word for non-virtues. That is why a scorpion represents non-virtues. 

Rinpoche says. ‘It is psychological for Tibetans, it may not make any sense to the Westerners’.  
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him up completely and his stomach is totally full. He can’t take any more and you are com-
pletely purified. Now the Lord of Yama is fully satisfied with what he has got, he turns round 
and goes straight down, without looking back. And under you these seven layers of earth have 
not even cracked, which is a good omen [for death not to catch you]. 134  

You should also visualize that seven layers under your seat there appears a crossed vajra, pre-
venting the Lord of Yama from coming back up.  

This is actually one of the most effective meditations for longevity as well as to get out of your body 
what you don’t need. 
 
Advice. You don’t have to do all these techniques every day. Just do the Migtsema five lines as daily 
practice. I am giving these techniques, because they are there. So, if you want to, you can use them. It is 
not necessary to do them, i.e. they are not a necessary part of the practice, but they are there. You don’t 
have to do e.g. all seven wisdoms all the time. When you say a 100,000 Migtsemas and when you are 
getting bored of thinking, there are all kind of different things you can do with this. Whatever and 
whenever you want to, you can do any of them.  

 
Benefits of reciting the Migtsema.135 There are many more techniques with this guru yoga and the 
Migtsema, such as memory development etc. If you say the Migtsema one hundred times a day, it helps 
prevent getting a stroke and brain damage etc. For people who are having trouble to get asleep is also 
helpful. Also people with nightmares it can help. This practice gives you very much benefit, temporary 
as well as permanent benefit. There are countless activities on this and gradually you can learn more. 

The practice ranges from very simple to very high, with high tantric practices involved in it. When 
the majority of you have Vajrayana initiations there is much more to learn on this, so we hope we’ll be 
able to do it later. Within this practice you can do the whole Yamantaka-practice; within this you can 
do the whole Guhyasamaja; within this you can do every practice. Actually, your total practice should 
be done within this Ganden Lha Gyema. If you do so, then the guru yoga becomes really the backbone 
of your spiritual practice. It is very easy to do and that way your sadhanas will be even shorter. How to 
do all this, is there; you have to learn the techniques, ‘from mouth’. It is said,  

These things you can learn gradually and you are making your spiritual master happy.  
 
Through the Migtsema you can also help other people. You can gradually learn all that and practice. It 
will take time and practice to be effective. 
 
You can also do a transference-of-consciousness practice, in Tibetan phowa. There are many different 
ways. Some you can do with a practice of one day, some take several days to practice. Some are called 
pho wa je sun ma, where you even get a hole at the crown of your head. When people practice that, 
some of them lose their consciousness for a while. If you make a mistake you can permanently go. 
Those practices can also be done here, before the completion of the practice.  

6. Inserting other mantras - Sutrayana level 

Mantra of the Heart sutra 
Then we can say the mantra of emptiness, the mantra of the true reality, the true nature of exis-
tence, which protects you from disturbing obstacles. 

TAYATHA GATE GATE PARAGATE PARASAMGATE BODHI SOHA. 

 
134  If the Lord of Death is satisfied he won’t try  to take your life. It can even be sealed with a crossed vajra. Geshe Lobsang 

Tharchin, A commentary on Guru yoga and the offering of the mandala, pg. 44. 
135 For the benefits of the Ganden Lha Gyema combined with the Migtsema also see page 18. 
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Mantra of Buddha Sakyamuni  
You are not only by yourself alone, but surrounded by all mother sentient beings.  
Your Supreme Field of Merit is inseparable from Buddha Sakyamuni who has been the great-
est buddha for us in this eon, because buddha Sakyamuni is the one who has been showing us 
all these different paths.  
Your Supreme Field of Merit is in the form of Buddha Sakyamuni now.  
We say the Buddha’s mantra here by making the request,  
‘I would like to become a buddha like you, not for my sake, but in order to help all other sen-
tient beings. For that I will say this mantra and meditate. ‘ 

By making this request Buddha multiplies and each sentient being has a buddha sitting on their 
crown. And light and liquid in nectar form carries out purification, rebuilding of the energy etc. 
of all sentient beings including myself. Say the mantra 21 times. 

TAYATHA OM MUNI MUNI MAHA MUNI YE SOHA. 

Mantra of Avalokiteshvara 

Your Supreme Field of Merit is also inseparable from [and we visualize him as] the buddha of 
love and compassion Avalokiteshvara. We make a strong request to Avalokiteshvara to de-
velop love, compassion and the extra-ordinary altruistic mind within me and all mother sen-
tient beings.  

OM MANI PADME HUM 

Tara 

Mantra of Tara  

Your Supreme Field of Merit is also inseparable from [and we 
visualize her as] Tara, the love and compassion of the buddhas in 
female form. She who has the proper method and the love to take 
us away from the circle of existence, samsara. She who protects us 
from all fears. We make a strong request to Tara to protect us, espe-
cially the fears of our delusions, like attachment, hatred and so on. 

OM TARE TUTTARE TURE SOHA 
 
 

III. COLLECTING BLESSINGS ON THE WHOLE PATH  -  Sutrayana level 
That we do on the Yön.tan zhi.gyur.ma [The foundation of all perfections, the petition to the L
Gurus for instant realization of the stages on the spiritual path.]136 Here the whole path is don
here to buddhahood. Lamrim, that is what it is. You have it here written in a short form, but in
while you are meditating you review all these points. So, you are meditating and praying strongl

Following a kind master, foundation of all perfections, 
Is the very root and basis of the path. 
Empower me to see this clearly 
And to make every effort to follow well. 

The root of all development is the guru devotional practice and I may be able to deve
properly. May I please be blessed to be able to develop this as quickly as possible. 

 

                                                       
136 You can also choose any other text overview of Lamrim, like Je Tsongkhapa’s The Three Principles of the P

Tsongkhapa’s Song of the Stages [his shortest Lamrim, lam rim du don] or Reviewing the Stages of the Path from 
Chöpa, [or even Yeshe Tsöndrü, The Essential Nectar, or Atisha’s Lamp on the Path] 
 

ineage 
e, from 
 reality 

y: 

lop that 

ath, or Je 
the Lama 
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Precious human life, gained but once, 
Has great potential but is easily lost. 
Empower me to remember this constantly 
And to think day and night of taking its essence. 

At the first word ‘precious life, precious body’ I think about the importance of the life itself 
and that it is difficult to find. On that I think cause-wise, example-wise and nature- or number-
wise137. Please, bless me to be able to develop the proper realization on the important points of 
life and its ‘difficult to find’.  

I must remember that death is quick to strike, 
For spirit quivers in flesh like a bubble in water 
And after death one's good and evil deeds 
Trail after one like the shadow trails the body. 

Though this life has been obtained, it is impermanent, it is definite to get lost and there is no 
certainty about when it will be lost. And at the time of death nothing can help me but my spiri-
tual activities and all good karmas I accumulated. May I be blessed to be able to gain realiza-
tions on the understanding of impermanence as soon as possible. May I realize that death can 
come any moment and may I be blessed that I do not waste my life, particularly that I do not 
get involved in the activities for benefits in this life. May I be able to fulfill that, do useful and 
meaningful activities within this valuable life. May I be blessed to be able to do so.  

Understanding that this most certainly is true, 
May I discard every level of wrong 
And generate an infinite mass of goodness. 
Empower me to be thus continually aware. 

In the case of death I’ll see the lower realms. The lower realms are full of pain. The physical 
pains are so strong, so severe, that they overpower the mental problems, of which these realms 
are not free either. And in the higher realms the mental pains are showing off quite clear, be-
cause the physical pain is less. After death the black and white karmas will follow me, like 
body and body-aura. May I be able to gain a proper realization of that, realizing the karma will 
follow me whenever I die, follow like my shadow follows the body. May I be blessed to realize 
that. May I also be able to accumulate all the good virtuous work and give up all the non-
virtues as much and as quick as possible.  

Sensual gluttony is a gate to suffering 
And is not worthy of a lucid mind. 
Empower me to realize the shortcomings of samsara 
And to give birth to the great wish for blissful freedom. 

And empower me that with mindfulness and alertness 
Born from thoughts ultimately pure, 
I may live in accord with the holy Dharma, 
The way leading to personal liberation. 

Even if I’ll be able to take refuge to Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, though I may be able to ob-
tain a better life once, as long as I am not out of samsara I’ll suffer of samsara, I’ll suffer tre-
mendous amounts of pains that cover everything and I’ll repeat it again and again. Samsara is 
such a thing, whatever I do, however I use it, there is no satisfaction. Samsaric pleasure is 
pleasure that will not satisfy people, that will not satisfy me at all and it is the door to all suffer-
ings. Samsara is also unreliable for pleasure, Samsaric pleasure is without reliability, it changes 
and I suffer the suffering of change. Therefore, all samsaric pleasures and things we consider 

 
137 Pabongka Rinpoche, Liberation in the palm of your hand, pg. 16-325. Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, Joyful path of good fortune, 

pg. 134-139. 
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good, are in the nature of pain. May I be able to realize that, gain realizations, see the faults of 
samsaric pleasures and see the quality of liberation. May I be blessed to seek total liberation, 
totally. 

Just as I myself have fallen into samsara's waters, 
So have all other sentient beings. 
Empower me to see this and really to practice 
Bodhimind, that carries the weight of freeing them. 

As I see myself fallen into the samsaric pains and I look at others, I see the others are all in the 
same condition. Therefore, these other persons that I am looking at, all sentient beings, are not 
something that doesn’t concern me. Each one of them has been one time or another my best 
friend, my nearest and dearest, and above all each one of them has been my mother. Only be-
cause of the time and my limited outlook I am unable to recognize them. Every time they have 
been my mother they have been helping me, the protected me, saved me and guided me, 
helped me like any kind of mother does. Each one of them has been my mother and every time 
my whole survival has been totally dependent on their kindness. I am really indebted to their 
kindness and I have to help them.  

But ordinary small help, help of food for their hunger, clothes and shelter and medicines for 
illness, though they need that, is not really the important thing they need. What they want is a 
pleasant and joyful life, what they have is pain, misery, problems and sufferings. And when I 
look at them carefully, I see that what they are doing is not creating the cause for happiness, 
but the cause for pain, misery and suffering. Now today, by chance, I have at least the oppor-
tunity to be able to know what is right and what is wrong, what is virtue and what is non-virtue, 
what brings pleasure and what brings sufferings. So I cannot sit idle here and not be bothered, I 
cannot sit here like this. I must go and help them, help them to gain what they want, which is: 
permanent pleasure, permanent happiness, permanent joy. Joy, peace and harmony they need. 
And it is my duty to help them, bring them towards that. And I commit myself to do that. May 
I be blessed to be able to do this. 

But I have no power just now to be able to help, to lead all sentient beings out. I don’t even 
have the power to help myself or a single human being, a single being. The power lies at the 
buddhahood. Buddha means powerful, effortless; all things can be done at buddha-level. 
Therefore it is necessary for me to seek enlightenment, buddhahood. I need to seek that. I seek 
buddhahood, not only for my benefit, but for the benefit of all mother sentient beings. May I be 
blessed to develop the great Mahayana-mind of the bodhisattva. 

Yet without habituation in the three moralities, 
Thought-training accomplishes no enlightenment. 
Empower me to know this deeply, and intensely to train 
In the various ways of the great bodhisattvas. 

And empower me to pacify distorted mental wanderings 
And to decipher the ultimate meaning of life. 
That I may give birth within my mindstream 
To the path combining concentration and wisdom. 

Generating the bodhimind alone is only a commitment, that doesn’t help, that alone doesn’t 
help, I need to act, I need to develop action. The recommended actions of the bodhisattvas are 
the six perfections. So I seek the blessings to be able to complete all six perfections. The per-
fection of generosity, the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of 
enthusiasm, the perfection of concentration and the perfection of wisdom may be developed 
within me. I seek your blessings to help me to be able to develop this as soon as possible. 

One who trains in these common mahayana practices 
Becomes a vessel worthy of the supreme vehicle, vajrayana. 
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Empower me that I may quickly and easily 
Arrive at that portal of fortunate beings. 

Developing the concentration power and wisdom by practicing the ten bhumis and five paths 
on the sutra-path alone, will take eons. It will take eons to develop that way. Therefore, now at 
this stage may I be able to obtain initiation into the Vajrayana, the greatest, quickest path, the 
Vajrayana path. May I be able to obtain the four perfect initiations into the perfect mandala of a 
perfect enlightened deity. That is also something which I with my connections may be able to 
be initiated in. May I be blessed for that. 

The foundation of what then produces the two powers, 
Is the guarding of the pledges and commitments of tantric initiation. 
Bless me so that I may have uncontrived knowledge of this 
And guard my discipline as I do my very life. 

Initiation in Vajrayana alone may not be able to complete the work. However, may I be able to 
practice and develop the seven purities, the Vajrayana qualities. Not only that. May I be able to 
develop the generation stage, with the practice of the three kayas as part of the practice. May I 
be able to gain stability of the rough and subtle generation stage.  

And bless me so that I may gain realization of the main practices 
Of the two stages of vajrayana, essence of the tantric path; 
And, by sitting relentlessly in four daily sessions of yoga, 
Actualize just what the sages have taught. 

And then may I also be able – in the four daily sessions of yoga – to practice the completion 
stage. And may I be able to ultimately develop the clear light and the illusory body and the 
combination of illusory body and clear light. May I be able to obtain perfect buddhahood 
within this lifetime, within the short life that I have left.  

Empower me that the masters who have unfolded the sublime path within me, 
And the spiritual friends who have inspired me, may live long; 
And that the myriads of inner and outer interferences 
Be completely and utterly calmed forever. 

In all future lives may I never be parted 
From the perfect lamas or the pure ways of Dharma. 
May I gain every experience of the paths and stages 
And quickly attain the stage of Vajradhara. 

And that buddha [I will become] will be totally committed to serving all other sentient beings. 
May I be able to carry out all my activities to help all others. I seek your blessings to complete 
that. 

I think we roughly have covered the whole path. So, if you take notice and concentrate on it in this 
way, these words cover almost all the stages, both sutra and tantra. 
 



 

Prajnaparamita 



 

VI  
DISSOLVING THE MERIT FIELD 

We have not finished yet. The Supreme Field of Merit is still there. We were praising and obtaining the 
blessings, but the final point is you are not going to leave your Supreme Field there. You have to dis-
solve it into you, then you’ll be able to go out.  

Visualization on Sutra level 

Think that the great Tsongkhapa with the two disciples, who is your supreme field of merit, 
who is in reality inseparable from all buddhas and bodhisattvas, has accepted your request very 
happily. Also you develop your perfect clarity, happiness and looking up. And Tsongkhapa 
[with the two disciples] is happy towards you. With whatever you are doing they are really 
happy, because for the first time you are doing something in the right direction. So they are 
happy, looking at you and you are happy, looking at them.  

I am so grateful to you, you are happy with me, I like to dissolve myself into you, you like to 
dissolve yourself into me and I am jumping up and my Supreme Field of Merit is nearly jump-
ing down……  

While making a very strong request to Lama Lozang Tubwang Dorje Chang or Lama 
Tsongkhapa, the two disciples of Tsongkhapa dissolve into the right and left shoulder of 
Tsongkhapa. Similarly the two thrones right and left dissolve into the throne of Tsongkhapa. 
Then I make the request:  

pal dan tza wai la ma rin po che 
dag gi wing kar pa mai teng zhug la 
ka drin chen poi go na je zung te 
ku sung tug kyi ngo drub tzal du söl 

O glorious and precious root Guru, come take your  
Lotus and Moon seat at my heart 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Bestow on me please the powerful attainments of your body speech and mind. 

The three persons have become one person, the three thrones have become one throne. My Su-
preme Field of Merit shrinks, becomes very small, of light nature, and with throne and every-
thing comes sitting on my crown, facing the same way as I face. Still the little white cloud re-
mains connected to Tushita. 

The central channel, though normally up to the forehead, I think here is open at the crown, like 
the mouth of a trumpet.  

If possible you can visualize the three main nadis within your body. The central one, avadhuti, 
is in the middle, slightly backward, in front of your spine. It has the color of fresh bamboo, 
green. [Right and left are two thinner ones]. 
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Then the throne with the lotus seat enters the central channel, passes through my crown chakra, 
goes through the central channel, passes through the throat chakra, and reaches at the heart 
chakra. My heart opens like an eight-petalled lotus. The throne with the lotus seat lands in here, 
dissolves into the eight-petalled heart lotus and becomes inseparable, i.e. takes the shape of a 
lotus at my heart. 

The second time you say: 

pal dan tza wai la ma rin po che 
dag gi wing kar pa mai teng zhug la  
ka drin chen poi go na je zung te  
cho dang tun mon ngo drub tzal du sol 

O glorious and precious root Guru, come take your  
Lotus and Moon seat at my heart 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Help me to achieve ordinary and extraordinary accomplishments. 

Great root guru, please take your seat at my heart level. And give me the ordinary and extra-
ordinary siddhihood. The sun- and moon-cushions land in the heart. 

Visualization continued on Vajrayana level  
The red-colored sun-disc comes down to your heart level.  

In your heart is what we call the basis of the consciousness, the combination of the red and the 
white seed ‘drops’, known as the indestructible drop [Tib. mi ge mi shi pe tigle], which does 
not open till you die. (These are very important things to know). That drop is the combination 
of the seeds [or genes] that we obtained from the parents and in which our consciousness or 
soul has entered: the white seed, half the size of a pea, normally referred to as what we ob-
tained from the father, and the red drop, obtained from the mother.  

When the sun-disc comes down it dissolves into the red drop which we have obtained from the 
mother. It then radiates red light and you think it takes the shape of the sun disc again. 

Then also the moon disc comes down. It is crystal-like, cool by nature, in the nature of liquid. 
It comes down through the central channel and dissolves into the seed you obtained from the 
father, the white one. That then becomes light by nature and transforms into a moon disc again.  

Visualization on Sutrayana level  

pal dan tza wai la ma rin po che 
dag gi wing kar pa mai teng zhug la  
ka drin chen poi go na je zung te 
jang chub wing poi bar du tan par zhug 

O glorious and precious root Guru, come take your 
Lotus and Moon seat placed at my heart. 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Remain steadfast until I achieve Buddhahood. 

 My precious root guru, please take the seat at my heart-level. Remain there with great compas-
sion till I obtain enlightenment.  

[Tsongkhapa comes down to your heart and you become inseparable with the guru.] 

Visualization continued on Vajrayana level  
Now another mystery. Tsongkhapa comes down through the central channel. As the sun and 
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the moon were mixed with the red and white drops, similarly Tsongkhapa also has to be mixed 
with something. He is mixed with the combination of what we call your subtle air and subtle 
consciousness. That is called lung-sems; sems is consciousness and lung is air. The moment 
Lama Tsongkhapa dissolves into that, the subtle air and the subtle consciousness melt into 
light, become of light nature.  

At that time you have to materialize something. In order to materialize something, you need, 
from the karmic point of view an original cause and you need conditions. Your subtle air - I 
can’t say the subtle air of your body because that goes with you [while your body will decay] - 
becomes the original cause; the lama’s body becomes the condition. The original cause and the 
condition ripen, so it materializes. What materializes is: your body inseparable with the Lama’s 
body, which is in the form of the illusion-body. 

Visualization continued for both levels 
At about that time the lotus-petals of the heart start closing.  

Your heart is sealed by the Migtsema mantra, by the hundred-syllable mantra of Vajrasattva, as 
well as by the Sanskrit vowels and consonants138, and also by the mantra of emptiness139. 

And there is light in the form of a blue five-spoked vajra. That light is in reality the wisdom 
light of the great master. When the petals are closed half of the vajra is down, half is standing 
on top. The vajra is heavy, which is important not to have depressions. 

Till the time of death, till the body and mind separate, it is not going to open.  

A white little cloud continuously runs from your crown and touches Tushita, where it remains 
connected to the heart of buddha Maitreya. This is a great omen to be able in future to take re-
birth straightaway in the Tushita Pure land.  
 

Aftermath. Then, if you help somebody or do anything, you should think, ‘It is not me who is doing 
this, but the root guru Tsongkhapa at my heart level.’ If somebody pays respect to you and gives you 
things you think, ‘I am not receiving all of those, but the guru at my heart level is.’ If you do this it is 
more effective, you get less problems, your work is getting done much easier and so on.  
 That is also how you don’t lose your good karma. People pay respect to you and that can be ex-
pensive to you, so in this way you don’t lose your good karma.  

Questions and answers 
Audience: I thought the red and white seed were separated until you die.  
Rinpoche: There is two, there is another red seed below the navel and another white seed here at the 
crown. This will come later at the completion-stage, zog rim, teachings.  
 
Audience: You said the Lama’s body is in the form of the illusion body. Is it sambogakaya?  
Rinpoche: No! It is gyu lu, called illusion-body, but gyu lu alone is not sambogakaya! This is a misun-
derstanding with a lot of people. They think the moment it becomes illusion-body it becomes sam-
bogakaya. No way. No way. You have to make five or maybe six more turns before it becomes sam-
bogakaya. 
 You may not even name this illusion-body. Well, it is a sort of... It is taking a new physical form, 
which is your physical form inseparable from the Lama’s physical form, white in nature and having a 
reddish color. That is the body part. My mind, inseparable from the mind of the lama, is of blissful na-
ture and clear-light nature. And that is not the ultimate clear light. It may be called so, but it in reality is 

 
138 Sanskrit vowels: OM A AH I IH U UH RI RIH LI LIH E EH O OH AM A SVAHA. Sanskrit consonants: OM KA K’A GA GHA NGA  CHA 

CH’A JA JHA NYA / TA T’A DA DHA NA  TA T’A DA DHA NA  / PA P’A BA BHA MA  YA RA LA VA /  SHA SHA SA HA KSHA SVAHA. 
139  Mantra of emptiness: OM YE DHARMA HETUN TRABHAWA /  HETUN TEKAN TATHAGATO EWAM DENTA / TEKAN TSA YO NIRO-

DHA. EWAM WADI  / MAHA-SHRAMANAYE SVAHA.  
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the cause for the clear light. It may be named dharmakaya, but it is not the dharmakaya of the three--
kaya. It is sort of close to the nature of dharmakaya.  
 When you name it like that, naturally you link it up with dharmakaya; when you name [the other 
one] illusion body, gyu lu, normally you link it up with sambogakaya, but these are the causes for 
those, the complete causes. It is not meant as of result-oriented nature. Not at all!  
 Similarly the dbyings; that is dhatu. What does dhatu mean? Sphere. The sphere of the subtle air is 
the cause and the speech or sound, [Tib. sung] of the lama is the condition and then the rebirth you 
have, is: your speech inseparable from the lama’s speech. That becomes vajra speech, your sound be-
comes vajra-sound. 
 So the Lama’s body, speech and mind and our body, speech and mind become inseparable. And 
that combination of body and mind, the inseparable body and mind that you point the finger on now, is 
introduced as the result illusion-body with the clear-light mind... Maybe that much is enough.  
 This is a very special technique, called ‘rising the illusion-body within ourselves’. It is almost one 
of the highest teachings of zog rim, the completion stage, so I should not talk too much here. The essen-
ce of it is regarding your body, speech and mind inseparable from the lama’s body, mind and speech 
and have the feeling, the recognition, the usage and the functioning inseparable from the Lama’s body, 
mind and speech. And the Lama is inseparable from the deity, the deity is inseparable from Buddha. It 
is Lama, Buddha, Yidam inseparable, and those who are Vajrayana practitioners, see yourself also as 
inseparable from that. This should be enough.  

Conclusion 
There is much more, much, much more; this is just the beginning of touching that. Within this practice 
you can do vajra-recitations, and clear light, and also the illusion-body, all of them. I keep on telling 
you, the Ganden Lha Gyema practice is not as simple as we look at it, the more you go the more you 
can pick up, like going deeper and deeper into the water. Actually it has complete practice in it, much 
more is almost not needed, if one knows how to do it.  
 There are so many things. But I am not able to say them here, because first of all my knowledge is 
limited and also there are some limitations to speaking here. If I have done so, I seek the forgiveness 
from the guru and deity and teachers. 
 
With this we have completed the teaching on the Ganden Lha Gyema. If you do it with a good heart 
and practice daily, then no matter what happens, it will be very effective. It does not necessarily have to 
take a long time. It does not have to take many hours, but if you do five or ten minutes every day, it will 
be very useful. Especially, wherever you go and whatever you do, there is no better practice than the 
seven-limbed prayer. Keep that in mind and do whatever you can do. 
 
But, teaching is teaching, you heard the words, you have learned, you have gained the knowledge. 
Knowledge alone will not be able to do anything. You have to think abut it. When you think about it 
you gain some understanding. This understanding you apply when you say the Migtsema. At that time 
you apply it with your mind and you meditate, you concentrate and see what you get. If you don’t do 
that you get nothing. If you do that you get something. 
 
Retreat. The most important thing now is to practice. I am really happy most of you are doing the 
Migtsema retreat. When you go up to the 100,000 Migtsemas you have time to think and to practice. In 
a Migtsema-retreat, on the way to the 100,000, I do not recommend to do the visualization practices all 
the time. About the first hundred [or a few hundred] you spend on different things and then most of the 
time you devote to Lamrim, the stage by stage practice. And at the end of the hundred thousand you all 
should be different persons. That is all. All the best to you. 
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Dedication 
Do kindly offer a mandala and say a Lamrim dedication prayer or something together.140

 
Whatever virtuous actions we have built up with this practice will be dedicated to the longevity of the 
great teachers, those who are living. For the teachers that have passed away we dedicate that their 
wishes may be fulfilled and they may have a great reincarnation, as good as the last one. We dedicate 
also for the longevity of the teaching itself and we ourselves, through the practice of the guru yoga of 
Lama Tsongkhapa will be able to achieve at least something before it gets too late. We dedicate to this 
and to the ultimate enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient beings.  

I dedicate whatever virtues I have ever collected 
For the sake of the teachings and of all sentient beings, 
And in particular for the essential teachings 
Of Venerable Lozang Dragpa to shine forever. 

Thank you. 
 
 

 

          
140 The
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VII  
RETREAT INSTRUCTIONS 

The Ganden Lha Gyema is the backbone of one’s practice, especially in Vajrayana, where devotion to 
the guru is a conditio sine qua non. Therefore it’s is advised to do the preparation [Tib. ngondro] of get-
ting closer to the guru by accumulating 100,000 Migtsema’s within the practice of Ganden Lha Gyema.  
 
Benefits.  This is the first preliminary step [to Vajrayana] actually. It has a lot of benefits.  
1. It is very good for purification; if you think you have done something wrong, this is how you can 

purify.  
2. If you think of accumulating merit, this is how you can do it.  
3. And if you want to be a little more solid, grounded, this, too, is what you do.  
4. After those 100,000 we’ll show you the quick ways for transforming the consciousness. 
 
Conditions.  If you do the ngondro of 100,000 Migtsema’s you’ll do that all by yourself and we call 
that a retreat. If you do that, there are some conditions.  
1. The first 10,000 should be done on one cushion. That means, you have to do it in one place and 

during that time you cannot remove your cushion.  
2. It is very good to the first 10,000 in a strict-time retreat, preferably with a number of people to-

gether, because after that you will have more freedom to move. If you do a strict-time retreat every 
morning you get up whether you like it or not. That helps you. 

3. Between to 10,000 and 100,000, you do at least 100 Migtsema’s a day, within the practice of the 
Ganden Lha Gyema. Some day you will be able to do 1000, some day only 100, but, less than 100 
is not counted. 100 is one mala round.141 If you do a hundred a day, it’s take you about three 
years142. 

4. You don’t miss a single day. Make sure that you don’t miss it. 
5. When it’s finished it is not necessary to have a fire-puja143. If you want to you can do it.  
 
In Tibet we do the 100,000 together but in the West that is not possible. So the rule is: 10,000 together, 
after that you do whatever you can.  
 
How to do the retreat. How to do a strict-time retreat for accumulating the first 10,000. 
1. At the beginning of the day you start with three prostrations, reciting the prostration mantra144 to-

gether. You start each session with the Ganden Lha Gyema up to the mantra. You close each ses-
sion with the dissolving practice145.  

                                                       
141 A mala may have 108 or 111 beads, but the extra beads above the hundred are for the mistakes you make in between, not 

paying attention all the time etc. 
142 Of course, you can do more strict-time retreats in between, if you want to speed up. 
143 Vajrayana retreats require a fire-puja to finish. 
144 See page 61. 
145 At the in-between sessions of the day you may omit all preliminary (refuge, 4 immeasurables) and optional (mandala-

offering, invitation on the crown, ‘may the wisdom…’) verses. 
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2. You do three or four sessions a day, depending on time, health and everything.  
3. Such a retreat will take about 5 days146. Some people may be slow, some go very fast, but that is 

individual. Don’t sing the Migtsema, because then you never get ready. 
4. When you do a session, don’t look at your watch. You can’t do one-hour sessions; that is too short. 

If you can’t sit 3 hours, you sit 2 hours, 1½ hour, but don’t sit one hour only; that is too short.  
5. During this sessions you cannot talk to each other, and you cannot stand up. You can stretch your 

legs and put them back, that is okay. Be aware there are other persons, too. It is very important not 
to disturb the others.  

6. Don’t meditate on a chair. Sit down on a cushion on the floor. You sit crossed-legged; after some 
time you may stretch out and sit stretched legs. You can have a back or lean to the wall. If it’s is 
physically totally impossible to sit on the cushion [or meditation-stool] and you have to use a chair, 
then put it at the back.  

7. Do not fall asleep. If you have fallen asleep you go 15 beads back. If you have a real cough, also 15 
beads back. If you pass gas, sneeze or blow your nose you go 10 beads back, for a small little 
cough you go 5 beads back. These are the rules. 

8. If a person suddenly has to leave the room, he/she has to give a hint. Then everybody stops, the 
person concludes his/her session by dissolving, and goes while the others wait. After the person has 
come back he/she has to start a new session.  

9. Visualizing is more important than saying words. The words do not have to correspond with the 
visualization. The visualization can go by its own, the words can go by their own. After some time 
you get used to it; the mouth will automatically make the words and do it faster, too. 

10. You do not say the mantra’s aloud, yet while saying the mantra you move your mouth or your lips. 
Do not think you can say the mantra by keeping your mouth shut and thinking the mantra only. 
You cannot. 

11. You do not have a visualization by each mantra. The words go my mouth, the visualization goes by 
mind. Body, mind and speech do it together. 

12. If you can hold the visualization it’s good. Losing the visualization is normal. Sometimes you may 
forget for a while, maybe even one mala round, then you realize you forget and you come back. It’s 
not good, but it happens. And if you can’t think at all, you just say the words. Don’t think the other 
visualize for you. 

13. You need not do the visualization practices all the time. About the first hundreds you may spend on 
the different visualizations and then devote your time to Lamrim.  

14. At the end of the day you do three prostrations again [no mantra]. 
 
 
 
 

 
146 To meet the needs of our busy lives, Rinpoche agreed to spread out the 10,000 retreat over two weekends close together.  
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OUTLINES OF THE GANDEN LHA GYEMA PRACTICE  
as a help during the retreat 

 
I. PRELIMINARIES 

1.  Clean the place  

2. Create the alter and lay out offerings 

3. Create a seat and position the body 

4. Motivation: correct your thoughts 
 1. Transforms non-virtues 
 2. Transforms neutral actions 

3. Transforms virtues into proper virtues 

5.   Take refuge 

a. Generate the Field of Refuge  

The root Guru in the form of Sakyamuni Buddha surrounded by Lineage Masters, Buddhas, 
Bodhisattvas, Yidams and all objects of refuge; in front of them, Dharma in the form of books. 

 Generate the desire to escape from samsara. 

b.  Take external refuge: 

I and all other sentient beings, until attaining enlightenment go for refuge to Guru, Buddha, 
Dharma, and Sangha (3x) 

Five colored lights radiate, dissolve and purify non-virtues. 

c.  Take result-oriented refuge, and generate the bodhimind, and carrying out the bodhisattva ac-
tivities as a result-oriented practice 

I take refuge to Buddha Dharma and Sangha until I obtain enlightenment. By practicing gen-
erosity and the other perfections, may I be able to obtain enlightenment for the sake of all 
sentient beings. 

A duplicate Buddha is emanated and absorbed: I become a buddha, and   emanate light 
purifying all lands and transforming inhabitants into buddhas. 

d.  Cultivate the Four Immeasurables:  a) Equanimity b) Love c) Compassion d) Joy 

e.  Generate the special altruistic mind  

“ ... to become a Guru-deity blissful body-mind, quickly, quickly!” 

f.  Recollect the Field of Refuge between the eyebrows. 

6. Bless and multiply the offerings. 
 

II ACTUAL PRACTICE 
A. Generate Supreme Field of Merit 

1. Visualize Lama Tsongkhapa and two sons amidst cloud of offerings. 

2. Visualize Tushita and Maitreya with Atisha to his right an Tsongkhapa to his left. 

Pray that you may be included. 

At Maitreya’s heart level is an endless knot; within that, a billowing white cloud; upon that 
Lama Tsongkhapa and sons ( Wisdom Being). 
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3. Light emanates from HUM at wisdom beings heart inviting all enlightened beings to take his form. 

4. Dissolve wisdom being into manifestation being.  

B. Seven Limb Prayer 

1. Request Field of Merit to Remain  

a) Helps for a long life;  b) Helps teaching to stay in the human land 

2. Praise/Prostration  

a) "May I become like you." 

3. Offerings  

a) inner b) outer c) secret d) suchness e) practice offering 

 

4.    Purification (3x)  
  Application of Four Powers 

 1)  Base 
 2)  Regret 
 3)  Action  – extra Vajrasattva practice 
 4)  Promise 

5.   Rejoice 
a)  one receives half of  the merit of more developed person 
b)  equal merit of equal person 
c)  double merit of less developed person 

6. Request Teaching with golden wheel  
a) vast teaching = method, compassion  
b) deep teaching = wisdom, shunyata 
Extra verse: ‘Though your vajra body knows neither birth nor death, Please stay here to help 
me, Manifesting the ultimate union, Without entering nirvana until samsara’s end.’ 

 
7. Dedication  

Dedication of merits into ocean of merit of all great beings preserves merit from de-
struction by anger. 

 
8. Offer Mandala   – extra practice 

 
9. Make 3 Requests:  – extra practice 

a) Gurus, Buddhas, Dharma and Sangha, I bow to you and take refuge. Please bless 
my mind. I and all mother sentient beings with all of our wrong doings such as not 
showing proper respect to you, up to subtle dualistic view, may we be blessed to 
stop these immediately. 

b)  From a proper guru-yoga practice here up to ultimate enlightenment there, whatever 
proper thing is there, may it please be blessed to develop immediately. 

c)  May all obstacles, inner, outer and secret, not arise, and even if they do may they 
dissolve like sand castles in the waves. 

C. praying and collecting siddhi 
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1. Taking the four  initiations in blessing form, and making the three prayers. 

Generate outer, inner and secret Manjushri at Tsongkhapa’s crown; outer, inner and secret  
Avalokiteshvara at his throat; outer inner and secret Vajrapani at his heart.) 

a) Vase initiation 
1)  Dissolve secret, then inner, then outer Manjushri 
2)  Empowerment to practice generation stage 
3)  Lays seed for nirmanakaya 

b) Secret Initiation 
1)  Dissolve secret, inner and outer Avalokiteshvara 
2)  Empowerment to practice illusion body 
3)  Lays seed for sambogakaya 

c)  Wisdom Initiation 
1)  Dissolve secret, inner and outer Vajrapani 
2)  Empowerment to practice clear light and mahamudra 
3)  Lays seed for dharmakaya 

d)  Word Initiation 

While repeating the mantra think and pray: "You are like Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara and 
Vajrapani; not only are you like them, but you have their qualities; not only do you have their 
qualities, but you are inseparable from them. Please bless be to become like you; not only to 
become like you, but to have your qualities; and not only to have your qualities, but to be in-
separable from you!" 

 
2. Special, extraordinary activity blessing  

Pray: "Please increase my wisdom of learning, thinking and meditation; of presentation, de-
bate and composition. Please grant ordinary and extraordinary siddhi's. Please grant me bless-
ings to quickly become like you. Please bless me to develop simultaneously grown wisdom 
of great bliss. Please clear wrong conceptions of dualism and "true-holding". Please cut the 
net of doubt and quickly make me like you." 

a) Preliminary Washing of Impurities 
1) white light fills body. 

b) Actual Special Activity Blessings 
1) Increasing Wisdom 

a). orange light/liquid in form of  Manjushri. 
2) Clarifying Wisdom 

a). orange light/liquid in form of  Manjushri mantra: AH RA PA TSA NA DHI 
3) Quickening Wisdom 

a). orange light in form of syllable DHI 
4) Deepening Wisdom 

a). orange light in form of sword and book 
5) Expressive Wisdom 

a). light in form of book 
6) Wisdom of Debate 

a). light in form of sword wheel 
7) Wisdom of Composition 

a). light in form of sword wheel and book 

On last repetition of Migtsema on last word "deb", from Tsongkhapa’s heart, in Manjushri’s 
right hand he holds the butt of his wisdom sword against his heart and touches its tip to your 
head instantly filling your body with orange nectar, pushing out impurities in form of blood, 
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puss, etc., which goes down seven levels and is eaten by Yama, purifying limitless 
non-virtues. 
 

3. Collecting blessings for the path 
Contemplate Tsongkhapa’s,  Foundation of all perfections or ask blessings for each stage of 
the path in your own words. 

Dissolving the Field of Merit  

Tsongkhapa and sons have happily accepted our requests and have granted blessings. We 
now request that they: 

1.come to our crown and bestow attainments of body speech and mind. 
     (throne descends to heart lotus). 

2. take seat at crown and bestow ordinary and extraordinary siddhi 
     (lotus- and moon seat descend to heart lotus) 

3. come to our hearts and remain  
     (Lama comes to heart; sealed by mantras and heavy blue vajra.)  

 
 
III CONCLUDING PRAYERS 
   Dedication 
   Long-life prayer for the Lama 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 



 

 
Buddha Maitreya 



 

VIII  
THE ROOTTEXT 

GANDEN LHA GYEMA 
The Hundreds of Deities of the Land of Joy 

Optiojnal Refuge taking: 
Namo Gurubhye,  
Namo Buddhaya, Namo Dharmaya, Namo Sanghaya 

Refuge and developing Bodhicitta 
I take refuge to Buddha, Dharma and Sangha 
Until I obtain enlightenment. 
By practising generosity and the other perfections 
May I be able to obtain enlightenment,  
for the benefit of all sentient beings. (3x) 

Four Immeasurables 
May all sentient beings have happiness and the causes of happiness. 
May all sentient beings be free from suffering  and the causes of suffering.  
May all sentient beings  never be parted from freedom’s true joy 
May all sentient beings dwell in equanimity,  free from attachment and aversion. 

Optional: Elaborate version: 
May all sentient beings be parted from aversion and clinging  
- being close to some and distant to others. 
How wonderful it would be. 
May this be accomplished. 
I will make them remain in great equanimity 
Bless me to accomplish this. 

May all sentient beings win the bliss that is special sublime. 
How wonderful it would be. 
May this be accomplished. 
I will bring them happiness and the causes of happiness. 
Bless me to accomplish this. 

May all sentient beings be released  
from the ocean of unbearable sorrow 
How wonderful it would be. 
May this be accomplished. 
I will free them from suffering and the causes of suffering. 
Bless me to accomplish this. 

May all sentient beings never be parted from freedom's true joy. 
How wonderful it would be. 

 

                                                       
147 Shantideva, Bodhisattvacharyavatara, Ch. 10, vs. 35  
148 Translation Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, Joyous Path of Good Fortune. 
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May this be accomplished. 
I will bring them to this joyful state. 
Bless me to accomplish this. 
 
Optional:  
May the surface of the Earth in every direction 
Be pure, without even a pebble,  
As smooth as the palm of a child’s hand, 
Naturally polished, as is lapis lazuli147. 
 
And may all space be completely filled 
With the material offerings of gods and men, 
Both these set before me and those mentally created 
As a peerless cloud of Samantabhadra offerings.  
 
Invocation of the Supreme Field: Ganden Lha Gyema
From the heart of the Protector  of the hundreds of deities of the Land of Joy 
Comes a cloud that resembles a mass of fresh white curd. 
Omniscient Lozang Dragpa, King of the Dharma, together with your sons,  
I request you to come here on its tip. 

Seven limb prayer      
O venerable Gurus with white smiles of delight, 
Seated on lion-thrones, lotus and moon in the space before me, 
I request you to remain for hundreds of eons  
in order to spread the teachings 
And be the Supreme Field of Merit for my mind of faith. 
 
Your minds have the intellect  
that comprehends the full extent of what can be known, 
Your speech, with its excellent explanations,  
becomes the ear-ornament for those of good fortune, 
Your bodies are radiantly handsome with glory renowned, 
I prostrate to you whom to behold, hear or recall is worthwhile. 

Pleasing water offerings, various flowers, 
Fragrant incense, light, and scented water, 
This ocean of such cloud-like offerings,  
both actually arranged and mentally created, 
I present to you, O Supreme Field of Merit. 
 
Whatever non-virtues of body, speech and mind 
I have accumulated from beginningless time, 
And especially any transgressions of my three vows, 
I confess over and again with fervent regret from my heart. 
Optional:(OM VAJRASATTVA HUM or  OM VAJRASATTVA AH 

From the depths of our hearts we rejoice, O Protectors, 
In the great waves of your deeds,  
You who strove to learn and practice in this degenerate age 
And who made your fully endowed life worthwhile  
by abandoning the eight worldly feelings. 
 
You the great Masters, may your sky of Dharmakaya 
Develop the clouds of love and compassion;  
And shower the profound and deep teachings, 
As suitable, on the ground of your disciples. 
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Optional: 
Though your diamond body knows neither birth nor death, 
Please stay here to help me, 
Manifesting the ultimate union, 
Without entering nirvana until samsara’s end. 
 
I dedicate whatever virtues I have ever collected 
For the sake of the teaching and of all sentient beings, 
And in particular for the essential teachings 
Of Venerable Lozang Dragpa to shine forever. 
 
Mandala offering 
The mountain and four continents a million times over, 
All precious royal emblems and possessions, 
Perfectly delightful environments and beings, 
And a grand treasury of divine and human enjoyments,  
Refuge protector, treasure of compassion, 
Perfect field for growing good fortune, 
With a mind of devotion I offer to you. 

or: 

By directing to the Fields of Buddhas this offering of a mandala, 
Built on a Base resplendent with flowers, saffron water and incense, 
Adorned with Mount Meru and the four Continents,  
as well as with the Sun and the Moon 
May all sentient beings be led to these Fields. 
IDAM GURU RATNA MANDALAKAM NIRYATAYAMI. 
 
optional: three requests: 
To the Guru and the Three Jewels I bow down.  
Please take me by the hand and guide me.  
Please bless my mindstream  

Please pour down your inspiring blessings  
upon myself and all my mothers, 
so that we may quickly stop all perverse minds,  
from disrespect for our kind teacher 
to the most subtle dual appearance. 

Please pour down your inspiring blessings, 
so that we may quickly generate pure minds,  
from respect for our kind teacher 
to the supreme mind of union. 

Please pour down your inspiring blessings 
to pacify all outer and inner obstructions148

 
Inviting the Guru 
O glorious and precious root Guru,  
come take your Lotus and Moon seat placed here on my head. 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Bestow on me please the powerful attainments  
of your body speech and mind. 

Optional: 
By the force of having fervently requested in this way 
Hollow rays of white light are emitted from the hearts 
Of the venerable father and his two sons, the ends of which 
Combine into one and enter the crown of my head. 
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By the white nectar, the color of milk,  
That comes through the pathway of the tube of white light 
I am cleansed of all sickness, disturbance, non-virtues, obstacles and their instincts, without exception. 
And my body becomes as pure and clear as crystal. 
 
Praise of Je Rinpoche 
NGÖ-DRUP KÜN-JUNG THUB-WANG DORJE-CHANG  
MIG-ME TZE-WE TER-CHEN CHEN-RE-ZIG 
DRI-ME KYEN-PE WANG-PO JAM-PEL-YANG 
DÜ-PUNG MA-LÜ JOM-DZE SANG-WE-DAG 
GANG-CHEN KE-PE TZUG-GYEN TSONG KHA-PA 
LO-ZANG DRAG-PE ZHAB-LA SÖL-WA DEB 

KE-PA LUNG-GI YÖN-TEN KUN DEN-PA 
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB 

DRUK-PA TOK-PAI YÖN-TEN KUN DEN-PA  
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB 

RIG-SUM NGO WO SANG SUM DORJE KU  
KYE-RANG TA-BUR DAK KYANG JIN-GYI-LOB 

The sources of all siddhi’s is buddha Sakyamuni and buddha Vajradhara.  
You are Avalokiteshvara, great treasure of compassion not aimed at true existence;  
And Manjushri, master of flawless wisdom,  
As well as Vajrapani, destroyer of hordes of demons without exception.  
O Tsongkhapa, crown jewel of the sages of the land of Snows  
Lozang Dragpa, I make requests at your feet. 

Learned one, who has gained all the qualities of the teachings. 
Bless me that I may also be like you! 

Accomplished one, who has gained the spiritual development. 
Bless me that I also may be like you! 

You are the indestructible embodiment of all three. 
Bless me that I also may be like you! 
 
Other mantras 
(mantra of the perfection of wisdom) 
TAYATA GATE GATE PARAGATE PARASAMGATE BODHI SOHA. 

(mantra of Buddha Sakyamuni) 
TAYATA OM MUNI MUNI MAHA MUNI YE SOHA. 

(mantra of Chenrezig/Avalokiteshvara) 
OM MANI PADME HUM. 

(mantra of Tara) 
OM TARE TUTARE TURE SOHA. 
 
Request: 
May the wisdom  
which follows learning, thinking and meditation, increase; 
And may the wisdom of teaching, debate and composing increase. 
May I achieve ordinary and extra-ordinary accomplishments. 
Bless me to quickly become like you. 
 
May the simultaneously born great bliss shine immediately 
And the delusion shadow of inherent existence be cleared. 
Cut the net of doubts of the true nature of mind. 
Bless me to quickly become like you. 
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FOUNDATION OF ALL PERFECTIONS 
petition to the Lineage Gurus for instant realization of the stages on the spiritual path: yön.tan zhi.gyur.ma 
 
Following a kind master, foundation of all perfections, 
Is the very root and basis of the path. 
Empower me to see this clearly 
And to make every effort to follow well. 
 
Precious human life, gained but once, 
Has great potential but is easily lost. 
Empower me to remember this constantly 
And to think day and night of taking its essence. 
 
I must remember that death is quick to strike, 
For spirit quivers in flesh like a bubble in water 
And after death one's good and evil deeds 
Trail after one like the shadow trails the body. 
 
Understanding that this most certainly is true, 
May I discard every level of wrong 
And generate an infinite mass of goodness. 
Empower me to be thus continually aware. 
 
Sensual gluttony is a gate to suffering 
And is not worthy of a lucid mind. 
Empower me to realise the shortcomings of samsara 
And to give birth to the great wish for blissful freedom. 
 
And empower me that with mindfulness and alertness 
Born from thoughts ultimately pure, 
I may live in accord with the holy Dharma, 
The way leading to personal liberation. 
 
Just as I myself have fallen into samsara's waters, 
So have all other sentient beings. 
Empower me to see this and really to practice 
Bodhimind, that carries the weight of freeing them. 
 
Yet without habituation with the three spiritual disciplines, 
Thought-training accomplishes no enlightenment. 
Empower me to know this deeply, and intensely to train 
in the various ways of the great Bodhisattvas. 
 
And empower me to pacify distorted mental wanderings 
And to decipher the ultimate meaning of life. 
That I may give birth within my mindstream 
To the path combining concentration and wisdom. 
 
He who trains in these common Mahayana practices 
Becomes a vessel worthy of the Supreme Vehicle, Vajrayana. 
Empower me that I may quickly and easily 
Arrive at that portal of fortunate beings. 

The foundation of what then produces the two powers, 
Is the guarding of the pledging and commitments of tantric initiation. 
Bless me so that I may have uncontrived knowledge of this 
And guard my discipline as I do my very life. 
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And bless me so that I may gain realization  
of the main practices 
Of the two stages of Vajrayana, essence of the tantric path; 
And, by sitting relentlessly in four daily sessions of yoga, 
Actualize just what the sages have taught. 

Empower me that the masters  
who have unfolded the sublime path within me, 
And the spiritual friends who have inspired me, may live long; 
And that the myriads of inner and outer interferences 
Be completely and utterly calmed forever. 

In all future lives may I never be parted 
From the perfect lamas or the pure ways of Dharma. 
May I gain every experience of the paths and stages 
And quickly attain  
the stage of Holder of the Diamond Knowledge. 
 
Dissolving: 
O glorious and precious root Guru, come take your 
Lotus and Moon seat at my heart 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Bestow on me please the powerful attainments  
of your body speech and mind. 
 
O glorious and precious root Guru, come take your 
Lotus and Moon seat at my heart 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Help me to achieve ordinary and extraordinary accomplishments. 
 
O glorious and precious root Guru, come take your 
Lotus and Moon seat placed at my heart. 
And keep me safe in your great kindness. 
Remain steadfast until I achieve Buddhahood. 
 
In life after life, supreme master Tsongkhapa 
Please be my Mahayana spiritual guide. 
May I never be separated for even a minute 
From the stainless path praised by the Buddhas. 
 
In short, throughout all my lives 
My I be guided by the great spiritual friend Manjushri. 
May I always meet the superlative path 
Shown by Tsongkhapa. 
 
Dedication: 
I dedicate whatever virtues I have ever collected 
For the sake of the teachings and of all sentient beings, 
And in particular for the essential teachings 
Of Venerable Lozang Dragpa to shine forever. 
 
May my venerable Lama's life be firm, 
His white divine actions spread in the ten directions, 
And may the torch of Lozang's teachings, 
dispelling the three worlds' beings' darkness,  
always remain. 
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May all conducive conditions arise 
And all obstacles be pacified 
In order to increase infinitely 
The teachings of the spiritual king Tsongkhapa. 
 
May by the merits of the three times 
Of myself and others 
The teachings of Lama Tsongkhapa 
Blaze forever. 
 
By this merit may I quickly obtain  
The state of a Guru Buddha. 
And may I lead unto that state 
Every being without exception. 
 

 
 
 
 





 

IX 
GLOSSARY 

ABIDHARMA (chos.mngon.pa) The general name for the buddhist teachings presented in a scientific manner, as a 
fully elaborated transcendental psychology. As one of the branches of the canon [tripitaka or three baskets] it corre-
sponds to the discipline of wisdom, whereas the sutras correspond to meditation and the vinaya to morality.  

ARHAT (dra.bcom.pa) 'Enemy destroyer' or 'foe destroyer'. One who has overcome the forces of karma and delu-
sion and attained liberation from cyclic existence and thus has obtained arhatship, the spiritual ideal of hinayana 
Buddhism. It is the culmination of the four stages of perfection: in succession one becomes stream-enterer, once-
returner, non-returner, arhat. Sravakas (hearers) and prateyka buddhas (solitary realisers) attain arhatship when they 
reach the fifth of the five paths, the path of no more learning (mi.slob.lam). 

ARYA ('phags.pa)  Title meaning 'noble one'. It indicates one who has attained the third of the five paths, the path 
of insight (mthong-lam) 

ASANGA (Thogs-med) (fifth century) Extender of the chittamatra or 'mind-only' school of tenets. From Maitreya, the 
bodhisattva of love, the lineage of extensive deeds was transmitted to him. The lineage of the widespread activities 
(method) goes from Maitreya to Asanga, via a.o. Vasubandhu, Haribhadra, Atisha, to Tsongkhapa.  

ATISHA (Ati'sa/ Dipamkara Sri Jnana) 982-1055. A great Indian pandit, perhaps the last of the universally ac-
claimed masters of Indian Buddhism. He spent the last seventeen years of his life in Tibet, bringing many important 
teachings. Well-known is his short treatise Light on the Path to Enlightenment which points out in a concise manner 
the path to enlightenment. This work became the foundation for what was to become the Lamrim literature. The 
followers of Atisha became known as the Kadampa (bKa' gdams pa) school. 

AVALOKITESHVARA (Chän.rä.zig)  The great bodhisattva of compassion, chief disciple of Amithaba. Of great 
importance in Tibet as special protector of the religious life of the country. The Dalai Lama is considered to be a 
incarnation of Avalokiteshvara. In China he is known in female form as Kwanyin, protectress of women, children 
and animals. 

BENG (Ben Kungyel or dGe.bshes 'Bang.gung.rgyal). Geshe Beng was a famous Kadampa geshe; he was a disci-
ple of Padampa Sengye who died in 1117. 

BHUMI  Ground. The ten bhumis or the ten grounds or the ten bodhisattva stages are the realizations of superior 
bodhisattvas. They are: very joyful, stainless, luminous, radiant, difficult to overcome, approaching, gone afar, im-
movable, good intelligence, cloud of dharma. They are realizations on the Mahayana paths of seeing and medita-
tion. See: Paths 

BLISS  an extremely pleasurable feeling; in highest yoga tantra the very subtle clear light mind experiencing great 
bliss is focused on emptiness.  

BODHIMIND (byang.chub.sems.; skr.bodhicitta) The altruistic motivation of a bodhisattva: a mind that is directed 
towards the attainment of buddhahood, for the sake of all living beings; the fully open and dedicated heart. Once 
one has generated the bodhi-mind, one enters the first of the bodhisattva paths, the accumulation path (tshogs.lam). 
See: Paths 

BODHISATTVA (byang.chub.sems.dpa') Also called 'son of the Buddha' A living being who has produced the 
spirit of enlightenment in himself and whose constant dedication, lifetime after lifetime, is to attain the unexelled, 
perfect enlightenment of buddhahood for the sake of all living beings. The term bodhisattva refers to those at many 
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levels: from those who have generated aspiration to enlightenment for the first time to those who have actually en-
tered the bodhisattva path, which is developed through the ten stages (bhumis) and culminates in enlightenment, the 
attainment of buddhahood. See: Bhumi. 

BUDDHA (sangs-rgyas)  Lit. 'awakened one'. Title of one who has attained the highest attainment for a living be-
ing. It refers to one who has completely purified (sangs) all the defilements and completely extended (rgyas), per-
fected, his understanding. A fully enlightened being is perfect in omniscience and compassion. Every being has the 
potential to become a completely enlightened buddha. There are countless buddhas. This eon is to have one thou-
sand buddhas. Sakyamuni Buddha is the fourth buddha in this eon. The first three were Krakuchchanda, Kanaka-
muni and Kashyapa. The fifth buddha will be Maitreya, the eleventh buddha is predicted to be Je Tsongkhapa and 
as the last one of the thousand of this eon Roca is mentioned.  

BUDDHA FAMILY. There are five main buddha families or casts, the families of Vairochana, Ratnasambhava, 
Amithaba, Amoghasiddhi and Akshobya. They are also called the five Dhyana buddhas or the five Thathagatas. 
They represent the five purified aggregates or skandhas, the aggregate of form, feeling, discrimination, formative 
elements and consciousness respectively. And the five exalted wisdoms: the miror-like wisdom, wisdom of equal-
ity, wisdom of individuality, wisdom of accomplishing activities, wisdom of dharmadhatu or true nature. 

CHAKRA  (rtsa 'khor) Energy-wheel; a focal point of energy along the central channel upon which one's concen-
tration is directed, expecially during the completion stage of annutara yoga tantra. 

CHANDRAKIRTI (sixth century) The most important madhyamika philosopher after Nagarjuna and Aryadeva. He 
is considered one of the highesr authorities on the subject of the profound nature of reality. 

CHANNEL (skt. nadi, tib. rtsa) In the body there are three main channels, the central, the right and the left. The 
central channel is described -to be visualised- as pale blue. From the tip of the sex organ up to the top of the head it 
is very straight, but from there it bends down in an arch and terminates between the two eyebrows. It is located ex-
cactly midway between the right and left halves of the body but it is closer to the back than to the front. Immedi-
ately to either side of the central channel are the right and left channels. The right channel is visualised red and the 
left one white. 

CLEAR LIGHT (ösel; 'od gsal)  The subtlest level of mind, which becomes manifest only when all the gross minds 
have ceased their active functions. This state is experienced by ordinaryy beings naturally at the time of death, 
though it may not be and cannot be recognised by those not trained to do so. With the mind of clear light -and the 
pure illusory body- the full awakening of buddhahood can be achieved. The clear light is potentially with everyone; 
its full development in order to sustain the spiritual path is aimed at in highest tantra yoga practice. 

COMMITMENT BEING. (skt. samaya-sattva, tib. dam tshig sems pa) In general it is a buddha visualised in front 
of us, or oneself generated as a buddha, into which the actual buddhas are invited to descend. They are called com-
mitment beings because all buddhists have a commitment to remember Buddha by visualising him in front, and 
those who have empowerments into highest yoga tantra have a commitment to generate themselves as their perso-
nal deity. The actual buddhas who descend into the commitment beings are called 'wisdom beings'. In this commen-
tary Rinpoche uses this term in a different way. 

COMPASSION. (skt.karuna tib.nyingje) The wish to free others from their suffering. See: Great compassion.  

COMPLETION STAGE (rdzogs rim) The last one of the two main stages of maha-annutara-yoga-tantra, the other 
one being the generation stage, during which control is gained over the vajra body.  

CONCENTRATION BEING (skt. samadhi-sattva; tib. ting nge 'dzin sems pa) A symbol for Buddha's truth body, 
usually visualised as a seed-syllable at the heart of a commitment being or a wisdom being. It is called a concentra-
tion being because it is generated through concentration. 

COSMOLOGY  The oldest buddhist cosmology is found in the Abhidharmakosa. There the universe is represented 
in terms of a single circular world system, called chakravala. The world/universe is viewed as a disk ringed with a 
series of seven circular, golden mountain ranges. The mountain ranges are arranged concentrically with Mount 
Meru at the center and a wall of iron at the perimeter. All of the mountains are composed of golden earth; the ring is 
made of iron. The waters of the various seas fill the regions between the mountain ranges. The seas posses the fol-
lowing eight qualities: cold, clear, swiftly flowing, pleasant to the taste, fresh, inoffensive in smell, offensive to nei-
ther the throat nor the stomach. The inhabited land masses are situated in the great ocean which flows about the 
seventh mountain range. The four land masses located at the points of the compass are spoken of as islands or con-
tinents. In addition to the four main islands, the e are eight intermediate islands. All of this rests on a layer of golden 
earth. The golden earth rests in turn on a layer of water. A layer of wind supports the water and that in turn rests on 
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empty space.The four islands are distinguished from each other in a number of ways; particularly to the seize, shape 
and duration of life of their inhabitants. Uttarakuru, the northern continent, is square, crops grow naturally there and 
life has a duration of 1000 years. Godaniya, the western continent is shaped like a full-moon, it has a cow which 
gives an endless supply of gold and life there is equal to 500 years. Purvavideha, the eastern continent, has the 
shape of a half-moon, there is a mountain of jewels and the duration of life is 250 years. Jambudvipa [our 'world'] is 
said to be shaped like a chariot, it has a wish-fulfilling tree called Jambu, but life has no unchanging duration: at the 
beginning of the kalpa or eon it is incalculable, but it diminishes to only ten years by the end of the kalpa. The in-
habitants of Jampudvipa are particularly aware of the workings of karma. It is only in Jampudvipa during a time of 
declining life that a buddha will appear. Moving north in Jampudvipa one encounters three mountains in the shape 
of ant-hills, then three more, a third set of three and finally Mt. Himavat. Beyond that is lake Anavatapta whence 
issue four great rivers. The waters of this lake are also endowed with the eight qualities, and where only men pos-
sessed of the miraculous powers are able to go. Near the lake is the Jambu tree. In the middle of Jambudvipa is a 
'diamond throne', where the bodhisattva sits in order to become arhat and Buddha. Beneath Jampudvipa the eight-
teen hells -8 hot hells, 8 cold hells and 2 nearby-hells- are situatied.In the vertical dimensions of this world system 
we find a series of heavens one upon another beginning at the level of Mount Meru. See: Realms. 

DAKAS and DAKINIS. (kadro; kadroma) Male and female 'sky-goers'; beings who help arouse blissful energy in 
a qualified tantric practitioner. 

DAMAROO  Small hand-drum used in tantric practice. 

DEDICATION   Refers to the bodhisattva's constant mindfulness of the fact that all his actions of whatever form 
contribute to his purpose of attaining enlightenment for the sake of himself and others, i.e. his conscious dedicating, 
offering, giving away of the merit that comes from any virtuous actions as he eschews immediate reward in favor of 
ultimate enlightenment. 

DEGENERATE AGE  That period when the traditions of Buddha's teachings are no longer pure and the world 
situation makes it difficult to properly practice the dharma. It is opposite to the golden age. 

DELUSION (skt.klesha, tib.nyong mongs). A thought, emotion or impulse that is pervaded by ignorance, disturbs 
the mind and initiates actions (karma) which keep one bound within cyclic existence.  

That which makes the mind impure. 

DEVADATTA  A cousin of Buddha Sakyamuni who was his persistent antagonist throughout all his lifetimes.  

DHARMA (chos)  Buddha's teachings and the realizations that are attained in dependence on them. One's spiritual 
development. That which holds one back from suffering. 

DHARMADHATU (chos dbyings)  Pure dimension of being. True nature of reality. 

DHARMAKAYA (chos.kyi.sku)  Truth Body. The mind of a fully enlightened being, free of all coverings, remain-
ing meditatively absorbed in the direct perception op emptiness while simultaneously cognizing all phenomena. 
See: Kaya. 

DHYANI BUDDHAS  See: Buddha family. 

DREPUNG MONASTERY  One of the three main monasteries of the gelugpa tradition. The monastery Gelek 
Rinpoche lived in. The other two are Ganden and Sera. 

DROM RINPOCHE ('Brom.ston rGyal.ba'i 'byung.gnas) 1004-1064; main disciple of Atisha, lay person, founder 
of the Kadampa lineage.  

DUALISTIC VIEW  Ignorant view characteristic of the unenlightened mind in which all things ae falsely con-
ceived to have concrete self-existence. To such a view the appearance of an object is mixed with the false image of 
its being independent or self-existent, thereby leading to further dualistic views concerning subject and object, self 
and other, this and that, etc. 

EIGHT WORLDLY DHARMAS ('jig.rten chos) eight wordly concerns. 1) labha; rnyed pa/ gain, finding, obtain-
ing, profit, acquirement.2) alabha; ma rnyed pa loss, not-finding, disappointment, disprofit, damage. 3) yasa; snyan 
pa/ fame, glory, celebrity, reputation. 4) ayasa; mi snyan pa/ dishonour, disgrace, infamy, disrepute,  5) prasamsa; 
bstod pa/ praise, laud, commendation, renown. 6) nynda; smad pa/ blame, abuse, reproach, reproof, censure, revi-
ling, dagradation. 7) sukha; bde ba/ well-being, happiness, prosperity, pleasure. 8) dukha; sdug bsngal/ misery, 
pain, distress, trouble. 
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EMPTINESS (skt. shunyata, tib. tongpanyi) Voidness, specifically the emptiness of absolute substance, of truth, of 
identity, of intrinsic reality, of self or inherent existence of all persons and things in the relative world.  

ENLIGHTENMENT (skt. bodhi tib. byang chub) The realisation of truth achieved by a buddha. 

ENSA NYENGYU (dbEnsa.snying.brgyud. Tradition of Ensapa. Lineage of the guru-devotion practice Lama Chöpa. 

ENSAPA (rGyal.ba dBen.sa.pa Blo.bzang don.grub) (1445-) He is also called 'mad Ensa'. 

EON (skt. kalpa tib. bskal pa) A large period of time, described as the time it takes a dove to exhaust a mountain of 
grain the size of the Mount Everest by removing one grain every thousand years. 

EQUANIMITY (skt. upeksa, tib. btang snyoms) as the basis for compassion and love an unbiased state of mind 
affected by neither attachment nor aversion towards others. In meditation a balanced state of mind upset by neither 
exitement nor sinking. 

ETERNALISM (rtag.lta) Belief in an unchanging ego or self-nature in either persons or phenomena. One of the 
two extremes to be avoided; the opposite of nihilism.  

FATHER-TANTRA  Maha-annutara-yoga tantra, the highest yoga tantra, distinguishes father-tantras and mother-
tantras. Father tantras emphasize on the creation of the illusory body. Examples: Yamantaka and Guhyasamaya 

FIELD OF MERIT  In general a field of merit is any basis on which one can collect merit, like a field of earth is the 
basis on which you can grow crops, the crops depending on the field.  

FIRST PANCHEN LAMA  Panchen Lama Coekyi Gyaltsen (Pan chen Blo zang chos kyi rgyal mtsan),1570-1662, 
a very influential figure in the gelug tradition, author of the Lama Chöpa Guru Yoga 

FIRST KARMAPA (rJe Kar.ma Dus.gsum mkhyen.pa) (1110-1193). With him started the system of recognised 
reincarnations which was from then onwards adopted by all other Tibetan Buddhist schools. He was a disciple and 
one of the four 'Holders of the Spiritual Lineage' of sGam.po.pa (1079-1153), the organizer of the Kagyü school.  

FIVE WISDOMS  See: Buddha Family. 

FOUR ANTI-DOTE POWERS  1. Power of the base: if enlightened being then take refuge; if non-enlightened 
being then meditate love-compassion. 2. Power of action: generally any virtuous [anti-dote] action. 3. Power of 
regret. 4. Power of repentence. 

FOUR IMMEASURABLES  Immeasurable equanimity, immeasurable love, immeasurable compassion, immeasu-
rable joy. These are called immeasurables because we practice them by taking as our observed object all living be-
ings whose number is immeasurable.  

FOUR INITIATIONS (skt. abhisheka tib. dbang bzhi) In highest yoga tantra, maha-annutara-yoga-tantra, the ini-
tiations or empowerments have four parts: the vase, secret, wisdom and word initiations. 

FOUR MINDFULNESSES  (skt. smrti, tib.dranpa)  1. Mindfulness of the body, 2. Mindfulness of feelings [sensa-
tions], 3. Mindfulness of the mind or awareness, 4. Mindfulness of phenomena [contents of thoughts]. 

GANDEN LHA GYEMA ('dGa'ldan lha.brgya.ma) Ganden means: the land of joy (Tushita). Lha means: deities. A 
short text on guru yoga containing instructions first imparted by Je Tsongkhapa to his disciple Sherab Senge. It was 
put into written form by Sangye Yeshe. Full name of the practice: Lama Neljor Ganden Lha Gyema (Bla.ma rNal.'by-
or 'dGa'ldan lha.brgya.ma) Guru Yoga of the hundreds of deities of the Land of Joy.  

GANDEN  Land of Joy. See: Tushita. 

GARUDA  A large mystical bird like an eagle which is the enemy of the snake of hatred.  

GELUGPA  The tradition of tibetan Buddhism established by Je Tsongkhapa and also known as the New Kadam, 
also sometimes named Ganden Kagyü. The name Gelug means: wholesome way or: virtuous tradition. The three 
great Gelug monasteries are Ganden, Drepung and Sera. The other main traditions of Tibetan Buddhism are the 
Nyingma, Sakya and Kagyü 

GENERATION STAGE (skyes rim) Also called development stage. The first of the two main stages of maha-
annutara-yoga-tantra during which one cultivates the clear appearance and divine pride of one's chosen medita-
tional deity. The second stage is called the completion stage.  

GOD (skt. deva tib. lha) refers to all kind of deities: samsaric and non-samsaric. see: samsaric gods 
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GREAT COMPASSION (skt.mahakaruna, tib.nyingne chenpo) Refers to one of the two central qualities of a bud-
dha or high bodhisattva: his feeling born of the wish for all living beings to be free of suffering and to attain the 
supreme happiness. This great compassion has nothing to do with any sentimental emotions such as 'Oh, the poor 
creatures, how they are suffering'. On the contrary great compassion is accompanied by the clear awareness that 
ultimately there are no such things as living beings, sufferings etc. Thus it is an unlimited sensitivity that does not 
entertain any dualistic notion of subject and object. 

GUHYASAMAYA  One of the three major gelugpa yidams, the other two being Heruka and Yamantaka.  

GUNGTANG JAMPELYANG (Gung tang 'Jam dpal dbyangs, ordination name: dKon mchog bstan pa'i sgron me), 
1762-1823. 

GURU YOGA  Lama Neljor (Bla.ma rNal.'byor) the practice of guru devotion, meditation on the guru and his 
qualities. See also: Ganden Lha Gyema and Lama Chöpa.  

GURU (bla.ma) spiritual teacher, see: Lama. 

GYELTSAB JE  Gyäl tsab je, rGyal tshab Dar ma rin chen (1364-1432). The elder one of the two main disciples 
of Tsongkhapa. Second throne holder of Tsongkhapa (dGa' ldan khri pa). 

HINAYANA  The 'small vehicle' of Buddhism, taught by the Buddha for those unable immediately to conceive the 
spirit of enlightenment, as a means for them to attain personal liberation. It includes the sravaka-yana, the hearer- or 
disciple vehicle, and prateyekabuddha-yana, the solitary-realizer vehicle. It is a contrast to the Mahayana or 'great 
vehicle' or bodhisattva-yana, which is taught as a means for living beings of of an altruistic aspiration, to attain the 
liberation of self and others through simoultaneous perfection of wisdom and compassion, that is called buddhahood. 

ILLUSORY BODY  A subtle bodily form attained by practitioners of highest yoga tantra who -in the completion 
stage-  have gained the realization of the isolated mind of ultimate example clear light. It is the same aspect as the 
personal deity of the generation stage but is white in colour. It can be seen only by those who have already attained 
an illusory body. 

IMMEASURABLES  See: Four Immeasurables. 

INITIATION or empowerment (wang)  Transmission received from a tantric master allowing a disciple to engage 
in the practices of a particular meditational deity. 

KADAMPA MASTERS (bKa'.gdams.pa). The Kadampa lineage was founded in the eleventh century by the 
teacher Drom, Atisha's chief disciple. The Kadampa masters carry the lineage of Atisha's teaching. 

KAGYU  See: Gelugpa. 

KARMA (las) Generally it means 'work' or 'action'. Important concept about the cumulative force of previous ac-
tions, which determines present experience and will determine future existences. By the infallible ripening of karma 
(like seeds) beings experience misery, happiness etc. 

KAYA (sku) 'body' or aspect of a buddha. The three kayas are: dharmakaya or truth-body, sambogakaya or enjoy-
ment-body, nirmanakaya or emanation-body. The last two ones together are called form-body or rupa-kaya. There 
are also other divisions, in two -truth-body and form-body-, in four or in five kayas. 

KEDRUB JE K'ä d'rub je, Mkhas grub rje dGe legs dpal bzang po (1385-1438), the younger one of the two heart 
disciples of Tsongkhapa. Third holder of the throne of Tsongkhapa (dGa' ldan khri pa). The other heart disciple is 
Dar.ma Rin.chen, better know as Gyäl.tshab je, rGyal.tshab rje (1364-1432). 

LAM RIM  The stages of the path to enlightenment in sutrayana. In tantrayana the stages of the path are called Nag 
Rim (sNgangs rim) 

LAMA NELJOR  See: Ganden Lha Gyema   

LAMA CHÖPA  A tantric guru-yoga practice. 

LAMA (lama; skt. guru) the spiritual teacher. Literally it means the one without superior, the highest. The lama's 
principal quality is that of leading disciples from the beginning of their quest all the way to the attainment of 
buddhahood. Before leaving the earth Buddha said that he would appear in the form of lamas for those who would 
in the future desire to follow his teachings. A direct guru is any spiritual guide from whom we have received teach-
ings in this life, a lineage guru is any spiritual guide who has passed on the lineage of teaching received by our own 
direct gurus. Our principal spiritual guide is also known as our root guru. 
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LHASA  The capital city of Tibet. 

LOVE (Skt. maitri, Tib. jampa) The wish for others to be happy. 

LOWER REALMS (ngendro) Out of the six realms of samsaric existence the realms of animals, hungry ghosts 
(pretas) and hell beings. See: Realms 

LOWER TANTRIC COLLEGE became later known as Segyu (Srad.gyud) 

MADHYAMIKA (dbu.ma.pa). One of the two main schools of Mahayana tenets (the other one being the Cittama-
tra or Mind-only school). The madhyamika view was taught by Buddha in the Perfection-of-Wisdom sutra (prajna-
paramitasutras) during the second turning of the wheel of dharma and was subsequently elucidated by Nagarjuna 
and his followers. It has two divisions: madhyamika-svatantrika and madhyamika-prasangika, of which the latter is 
Buddha's final view.  

MAGILAGRÖN (Ma.gcig Labs.sgron.ma) (1062-1150), handed down the female Chöd (gcod) practice. Disciple 
of the South-indian ascete Pha.dam.pa Sangs.rgyas (died 1117) who was the founder of the Zhi.byed School and 
handed down the secret precepts of the chöd system, male and female. She was also the disciple/secret consort of 
rMa Lo.tsa.ba (1044-c.1090). Phag.mo gru.pa was one of her disciples. The chöd system is based on the Prajña-
paramita-texts (Phar phyin).  

MAHAYANA (theg.chen) 'The great vehicle', called 'great' because it carries all living beings to enlightenment or 
buddhahood. It is distinguished from hinayana, which only carries each person who rides on it to their own personal 
liberation.  

MAITREYA (Byams.pa) The embodiment of the loving-kindness of all the buddhas. At the time of Buddha 
Sakyamuni he manifested as a bodhisattva disciple. Predicted by Buddha Sakyamuni to be the next buddha. He 
presently resides over Tushita heaven. Maitreya received from Buddha Sakyamuni the teachings of compassion, the 
lineage of extensive deeds, which lineage he transmitted to Asanga. 

MANDALA (mandal; dkyil.'kyor)  Circle. In particular it is a symbolic offering of the entire universe to one's Guru 
and the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha, as described in the buddhist scriptures. See: Cosmology.  

More generally a mandala it is a symbolic representation of a deity's realm of existence. 

MANJUSHRI (Jam.päl.yang)  Male meditational deity. The eternally youthful crown prince, the embodiment of 
the wisdom of all enlightened beings. From Manjushri the lineage of the profound view of emptiness was handed 
down to Nagarjuna. Manjushri incarnated in human form is called Manjunatha ('Jam mgon), an epipeth for 
Tsongkhapa. 

MARPA (sGra.bsgyur Mar.pa Lo.tsa.ba) A great tibetan yogi of the eleventh and twelth century, disciple of 
Naropa and teacher of Milarepa. 

MERIT (skt.punya tib.bsod nams) The wholesome tendencies implanted in the mind as a result of committing skil-
ful actions. That positive wholesome tendencies or energy has the power to create happiness and good qualities.  

MERU  In buddhist cosmology Mount Meru or Sumeru is the king of mountains, a giant mountain at the centre of 
the world/universe (axis mundi). It is the home of the two lowest classes of gods of the desire realm. See: Realms. 

METHOD  Skillful means or liberative technique (skt upaya). This is the expresion of the actions of the great com-
passion of the Buddha and the bodhisattvas, physical, verbal and mental. One empathatically aware of the troubles 
of living beings would use the most potent and efficacious techniques possible to remove those troubles. And the 
troubes of living beings are removed effectively only when they reach liberation. Wisdom and method need always 
go together as the two wings of a bird crossing the ocean of samsara. 

MIGTSEMA  The 'Mig-tse-ma' (dMig.rtse.ma), originally a hymn on Rendawa (Red.mda'.pa) made by 
Tsongkhapa. Rendawa (1349-1412), one of the most important teachers of Tsongkhapa belonged to the Sakya 
(Sa.skya.pa) school. Rendawa reversed the Mig-tse-ma into a hymn on Tsongkhapa. The relation between 
Tsongkhapa and Rendawa existed over many generations and on a personal footing in which the teacher also learnt 
from his student. 

MILAREPA (rJe.btsun Mi.la ras.pa bZhad.pa rdo.rje) 1040-1123. A tibetan yogi who achieved budhahood in one 
lifetime. He was the disciple of Marpa and his biography is a favorite example of hardship undertaken in order to 
attain enlightenment. 

MINDFULNESS  See: Four mindfulnesses  
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MOTHER-TANTRA Maha-annutara-yoga tantra, the highest yoga tantra, distinguishes father-tantras and mother-
tantras. Mother-tantra emphasises on clear light. Examples: Heruka, Vajrayogini, Kalachakra. 

MUDRA  Hand-gesture. 

NAGA (glu) Mythical dragon-like beings who inhibit and have influence over the waters of the world. In Buddha's 
time they listened to the teachings and took them to their own world, where they preserved them. See: Nagarjuna. 

NAGARJUNA (kLu.sgrub) Saint, scholar and mystic of Buddhist India from about four hundred years after the 
Buddha. Discoverer of the Mahayana scriptures, the lineage of wisdom, according to the myth handed over to him 
by the nagas. He is author of the fundamental madhyamika -middle way- work. The lineage of the Profound View 
goes from Manjughosa (emanation of Manjushri) Nagarjuna via Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, Candrakirti, Shantideva, 
Atisha to Tsongkhapa. 

NIHILISM (chad.lta) Belief that phenomena are completely non-existent. One of the extremes to be avoided; the 
opposite is eternalism. 

NIRMANAKAYA (sprul.sku) Emanation body. Form in which the enlightened mind appears in order to benefit 
ordinary beings. See: Kaya 

NIRVANA (nyangde) The state of complete liberation from samsara; the goal of the practitioner seeking his or her 
own freedom from suffering. 'Lower nirvana' is used to refer to this state of self-liberation while 'higher nirvana' 
refers to the supreme attainment of the full enlightenment of buddhahood.  

OMNISCIENCE  This refers to the gnosis of the Buddha, with which there is nothing he does not know. However, 
'everything' here is specifically everything about the source of the predicament of wordly life and the way of tran-
scendence of that world through liberation. 'Everything' does not refer to any sort of ultimate totality, since a totality 
can only be relative, i.e. a totality within a particular frame of reference. Thus, as Dharmakirti has remarked, 'It is 
not a question of the Buddh's knowing the number of fish in the ocean' The Buddha's omniscience, rather, knows 
how to develop and liberate any fish in any ocean, as well as all other living beings. 

PABONG KHAPA  Je Pabong Khapa (1878-1941) , Trinley Gyatso, was the root-guru of both the Senior and Jun-
ior Tutors to the Dalai Lama and holder of many sutra and secret mantra lineages. See: Trijang Rinpoche. 

PADMASAMBHAVA  Guru Rinpoche, (Slob.don chen.po Padma 'byung.gnas). Great Indian acarya who brought 
tantric teachings to Tibet in the eight century. He founded the tantric lineage of the Nyingma sect. 

PARAMITAS (pha.rol.tu.phyin.pa) Perfections or transcendences. The main categories of the bodhisattva's activi-
ties: giving (skt dana), morality (skt.sila), tolerance or patience (skt. ksanti), joyous effort (skt.virya), meditation 
(skt.dhyana) and wisdom (skt.prajna) 

PATHS in Mahayana (theg-chen-gyi sa-lam). The tibetan word for these paths is salam, meaning 'earth paths'. They 
are called 'earth' because each stage is a foundation of wisdom which gives support to all further growth of insight. 
They are called 'paths' because these internal paths can lead us to our ultimate destination, full enlightenment. The 
five paths are: 1. path of merit or path of accumulation (tsog-lam); 2. path of preparation (jor-lam); 3. path of seeing 
or path of insight (tong-lam); 4. path of meditation (gom-lam); 5. path of no-more-learning. The first two paths are 
the paths of ordinary bodhisattvas, the following two paths are the paths of arya bodhisattvas, on the fifth path the 
bodhisattva has become a buddha. 

PRAJNAPARAMITA (shes.rab.kyi.pha.rol.tu.phyin.pa) Perfection of wisdom. Transcendental wisdom, being the 
profound non-dual understanding of the ultimate reality, or the voidness, or relativity, of all things. Personified as a 
goddess, she is worshipped as the 'Mother of all buddhas'  

PRAJNAPARAMITASUTRA  (phar phyin) Perfection of Wisdom sutra. The scripture with those teachings of 
Sakyamuni buddha in which the the transcendental wisdom, the wisdom of emptiness and the path of the bodhi-
sattva are set forth. There are nineteen versions of different lenghts, ranging from the Heart Scripture of a few 
pages to the Hundred-Thousand.  

PURE LAND  An environment free from true sufferings which appears to a pure mind. A state of existence outside 
samsara in which all conditions are favourable for becoming fully enlghtened. Examples include: Joyful land (Tu-
shita), the pure land of Maitreya; Blissful Land, the pure land of Amithaba; Dakiniland, the pure land of Heruka and 
Vajrayogini. 

REALMS. In samsara three main realms are distinguished: the desire realm, the form realm, the formless realm. 
They are also known as the three worlds.  
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I. Realm of desire (kama-dhatu). The environment, land or sphere of hell-beings -eight hot hells, eight cold hells, 
two nearby hells-, hungry ghosts (pretas), animals, humans and demi-gods are all included in the desire realm, be-
cause beings in this realm have very strong desirous attachment. The environments of gods exist in all three realms. 
The realms of -the first six classes- of gods in the realm of desire are [upwards] in sequence: 1. Land of the four 
great royal lineages, 2. Land of the thirty three heavens or thirty three gods [1 and 2 both on Mount Meru] 3. Land 
without combat (tap.te), 4. Land of Joy (Tushita), 5. Land of enjoying emanations and of performing miraculous 
power. 6. Land of those controlling others' emanations. 
II. Realm of form (rupa-dhatu). Inhibited by the 17 classes of gods, divided into the four meditation-levels or the 
four concentrations or the four dhyanas. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd dhyana each are divided into three; the fourth dhyana 
has 8 levels. The highest level of the fourth dhyana -the seventeenth stage- is called Akanishta. 
III Realm of Non-form or Formless Realm (arupa-dhatu). Inhibited by the top four classes of gods. Divided into 4 
stages: 1. Infinite space, 2. Infinite consciousness, 3. Nothingness, and the highest: 4. Neither consciousness nor 
not-consciousness or 'Peak of cyclic existence. Sometimes in a gross division of nine levels the desire-realm is 
called the first level, then four form-levels and four formless-levels. 

ROOT GURU  See: Lama 

SADHANA  Lit. practice. The step by step instructions for practicing the meditations related to a particular medita-
tional deity.  

SAKYAMUNI 'Sage of the Sakyas', name of the buddha of our era, who lived in India 563-483 BC. He was a 
prince from the Sakya clan. He taught the sutra and tantra path to liberation; founder of what came to be known as 
Buddhism. His mundane name was Siddharta Gautama. 

SAMADHI (ting.nge.'dzin) concentration of total mental equanimity, total mental stabilisation, which is such a 
powerful mental state it can be turned to accomplish amazing results. 

SAMANTABHADRA (kun.tu.bzang.po), a bodhisattva known for his heroic aspiration and extensive offerings. 

SAMBOGAKAYA (longs.spyon.sku) Enjoyment body. The form body of a buddha. Form in which the enlight-
ened mind appears in order to benefit highly realised bodhisattvas. It can only be seen by those who are highly real-
ized, who are aryas. See: Kaya. 

SAMSARA ('khor.ba or srid.pa) The cycle of existence, of birth and death in the three realms: the desire realm, the 
form realm, the formless realm. Life as experienced by living beings under the influence of ignorance, not any sort 
of objective world external to the persons experiencing it. See: Realms. 

SAMSARIC GODS  Samsaric gods are samsaric beings dwelling for the moment in a heavenly state.  

SANGHA  As object of refuge it is the community of arya beings or saints, those who have achieved spiritual aims 
and are able to help. In daily life it is the community of those on the spiritual path. 

SANGYE YESHE (Sangs rgyas ye shes) (1525-1591) Disciple of Dülnagpa Pälden Zangpo, who on his turn was a 
disciple of Sherab Sengye, who was a disciple of Je Tsongkhapa. Sangye Yeshe put the Ganden Lha Gyema into 
written form. 

SEED-SYLLABLE A visualized letter from which a deity is generated in the generation stage of tantric practice. 
For example, Avalokiteshvara is generated from the seed syllable hrih. 

SEGYU (Srad.brgyud) One of the lineages of the guru devotional practices. Lineage of the Ganden Lha Gyema. 

SHERAB SENGE Jetsun Sherab Sengye, Rje.btsun Shes.rab Seng.ge (d 1445). One of the five main disciples of 
Tsongkhapa. He is also called Sherab Gyatso (Shes.rab rGya.mtsho)  

SIDDHI (dgnos.grub). achievement, attainment. 

SKANDHAS or aggregates (phung po). Literally meaning 'pile' or 'heap' which has the connotation of an utter lack 
of internal structure. The body-mind organism is made up of innumerable elementary constituents, called 'dharmas', 
which are grouped into five. The five compulsive aggregates are the five basic constituents of psycho-physical exis-
tence, of great importance as a scheme for introspective meditation in the abhidharma. They are: matter or form 
(skt.rupa), feeling or sensation (skt. vedana), discernment or discrimination or intellect (skt.samnja), volition or 
motivation or compositional factors or formative elements (skt. samsakara) and consciousness or primary mind or 
pure awareness (skt. vijnana) 
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STUPA or Chorten (mchod rten) Indian buddhist stupas were dome-shaped monuments containing relics of the 
Buddha or his disciples. Their tibetan successors are usually purely symbolic; of any seize and material, they are of 
carefully-defined shape and proportions and represent the Buddhha's mind.  

SUPREME FIELD OF MERIT (Zhing.chog dam.pa) See: Field of merit. 

SUTRA (mdo) The discourses of the Buddha, the spiritual text and the teachings they contain. 

SUTRAYANA The pre-tantric vehicle or path of Buddhism, leading to the attainment of full enlightenment over three 
counless eons through the practice of the six perfections; hence also called the perfection vehicle (paramitayana) 

TADUNGU (rTal.tu.ngu) 'the bodhisattva who is always crying' 

TANTRA (rgyud). Means 'method' in general. Another name is: secret mantra. The essential practice of tantra that 
distinguishes it from sutra is bringing the result into the path. The practice involves identification of oneself with a 
fully enlightened deity. There are four classes of tantras: kriyatantra (bya.ba'i.ruyd), caryatantra (spyad.pai.rgyud), 
yogatantra (rnal.'byor.ba'i.rgyud) and the annutarayogatantra (rnal.'byor.bla.na.med.pa'i.rgyud). The fourth is the 
highest and often called highest yoga tantra. The tantric stages of the path are called nag rim (sNgags rim). Tantra 
consists of an important body of literature dealing with a great variety of techniques of advanced meditations, in-
corporating rituals, incantations and visualisations. They are stamped as esoteric until a practitioner has already at-
tained a certain stage of ethical and philosophical development. 

TANTRAYANA: The post-sutra vehicle of Buddhism, capable of leading to the attainment of full enlightenment 
within one lifetime; hence also called the lightning vehicle; Vajrayana; mantrayana. 

TARA (sGrol.ma). Female meditational deity. 'She who can free us'.  Compassionate savior goddess. She was born 
from a tear of Avalokiteshvara and vowed to help him to liberate all beings from samsara. Referred to as the mother 
of the buddhas of the past, present and future. There are twenty-one Tara forms.  

TEN DIRECTIONS. These consist of the eight points of the compass, straight up and straight down. As a conven-
tional formula it means 'all directions'. 

THARMADOTE Dar.ma mdo.sde eldest son of Marpa. 

THERAVADA Buddhism of 'the elder tradition' as practiced in Ceylon etc. 

THIRTY-SEVEN PRACTICES byang phyog so bdun (byang chub phyog khyi chos so bdun). Thirty seven realiza-
tions conducive to enlightenment. There are seven groups: four close placements of mindfulness (four mindful-
nesses); four perfect abandonments; four limbs of miracles; five powers; five forces, seven limbs of enlightenment; 
eight noble paths. These are explained in the Perfection of Wisdom (Prajnaparamita) sutras.   

THREE REALMS (skt.tri-dhatu, tib. khams gsum) the desire realm, the form realm, the formless realm. They are 
also known as the three worlds. See: Realms.  

TRIJANG RINPOCHE Yong-dzin Trijang Dorje Chang (1901-1981), Lozang Yeshe, was the junior tutor to His 
Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama and holder of the many lineages in sutra and secret mantra. Disciple of 
Pabongka Rinpoche. The senior tutor to the Dalai Lama was Yong-dzin Ling Dorje-Chang (1903-c.1984), Thubten 
Lungtog, ninety-seventh holder of the throne of Ganden. Both Trijang Rinpoche and Ling Rinpoche were teachers 
of Gelek Rinpoche. 

TSONG KHAPA 1357-1419 'The man from the onion land (Tsong).' Je Tsongkhapa was a great fourteenth-century 
scholar and teacher who reforming the Kadampa tradition restored the purity of buddhadharma in Tibet, thus foun-
ding the Gelug tradition. His many treatises finalized the work begun by Atisha of clarification and synthesis of the 
vast body of Indian scriptures and schools of practice into a unified exposition of sutrayana and tantrayana paths. 
He wrote several lamrims, the most well-known one is Great exposition on the Stages of the Path, Lam rim chen 
mo. On the stages in tantra he wrote the Great exposition of secret mantra, sNgags rim chen mo. He is regarded a 
full enlightened being and along with Long-chen Rab-jam-pa (1308-1363) and the Sakya Pandita (1182-1251 an 
emanation of Manjushri. That is why he is called 'Jam mgon, lit.'gentle lord', indicating that he and the deity Man-
jughosa -form of Manjushri- are of one essence. He is regarded as the synthesis of Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara and 
Vajrapani and therefore regarded as the embodiment of the wisdom, compassion and power of all the buddhas.  

TUSHITA dGa'.ldan; The Heaven of Joy. The pure land of Tushita is resided over by Maitreya, the future buddha. 
It is the place where bodhisattvas wait to become a buddha. Famous teachers such as Tsongkhapa and Atisha are 
residing there. Tushita pure land is situated in a 'corner' of the six abodes of the desire-realm gods. See: Realms.  
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TWELVE PRINCIPLE EVENTS or the twelve enlightening deeds of a buddha. 1. Taking birth in a joyful realm 
prior to descending to a rose-apple island. 2. Descending from a joyful realm after having transferred his throne to 
the next complete spiritual leader for the eon. 3. Entering his mother's womb and taking birth. 4. Becoming skilled 
and learned in the arts. 5. Delighting in the company of his wife. 6. Taking the robes of a spiritual seeker who has 
renounced family life with the determination to be free from all problems. 7. Undergoing difficult ascetic practices. 
8. Proceeding to a tree of purified growth. 9. Overcoming all demonic forces. 10. Manifesting the highest state of 
purified growth. 11. Setting flow rounds of transmission of preventive measures 12. Demonstrating a final release 
from all troubles by passing away. 

TWENTY-TWO BODHICHITTAS  According to the Perfection of Wisdom sutras (Prajnaparamitasutra)they 
are: like earth, like bright gold, like a new moon, like blazing fire, like a great treasure, like a jewel mine, like a 
great ocean, like a vajra, like a mountain, like medicine, like a virtuous spiritual friend, like a wish-granting jewel, 
like the sun, like a pleasant song of dharma, like a king, like a treasury, like a highway, like a chariot, like spring 
water, like a pleasant sound, like a river, like a cloud. 

USHNISHA  Crown-prostrusion, one of the 32 major marks of a buddha. 

VAJRA (rdor.je) Diamont scepter; indestructible like a diamond and powerful like a thunderbolt. In the context of 
tantra it means the indivisibility of method and wisdom. 

VAJRA-MASTER  Teacher who is qualified to perform the task of a tantric guru.  

VAJRADHARA (rDor.je Chang), holder of the diamond scepter. Male meditational deity. The form through 
which Sakyamuni Buddha reveals the teachings of secret mantra. He is the self-grown buddha, the source of all 
tantra or secret mantra. He symbolizes the attainment of enlightenment through the union of simultaneous great 
bliss and emptiness.   

VAJRAPANI (sang.wä.dag) An important bodhisattva whose compassion is to manifest in a terrific form to protect 
the practitioners of the dharma from harmful influences. 

VAJRASATTVA (rDor.je Sempa) Diamond Being. Male meditational deity; a major tantric purification practice 
for removing obstacles created by negative karma and the breaking of one's vows. 

VAJRAYANA (dorje thegpa) secret mantra vehicle. The advanced means to quickly achieve buddhahood -within 
one lifetime- for the sake of all sentient beings. Also called: tantrayana. 

VAJRAYOGINI female meditational deity of the maha-annutara yoga tantra, associated with Heruka Chakrasam-
vara. It is a mother tantra. 

VINAYA (ldul.ba) The first of the three major divisions or baskets of the buddhist canon, the tripitaka. It also refers 
to the code of behaviour contained in this vinaya basket, followed by those who have taken the vows of the bud-
dhist order.  

VOID  See: Emptiness 

WIND or air. (prana) Energy-wind. In Vajrayana the energy serves as the mount for the various gross and subtle 
states of consciousness. 

WISDOM BEINGS (skt. janana-sattva; tib. yeshes-sempa) The enlightened beings that are invited in ones practice 
to really occupy one's self-created image of them. 

YAMA (bshin.rje) The Lord of Death. Personification of uncontrolled death. Although he is not actually a sentient 
being he is depicted as a being and known as a lord because death has dominion over our lives. In the diagram of 
the wheel of life he is depicted clutching the six realms of cyclic existence. 

YAMANTAKA a yidam; in maha-annutara-yoga tantra a wrathful manifestation of Manjushri, to overcome hin-
drances; it is a father-tantra. 

YANA Vehicle; the means whereby a practitioner is led to his/her desired spiritual attainment (sutrayana, tantrayana). 

YIDAM  meditational deity 

YOGA (rnal 'byor) endeavour, application, practice. 

YOGI YOGINI Resp. male or female practitioner of yoga; a tantric adept. 
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9. Gehlek Rimpoche. The Three Principles of the path to highest enlightenment by Je 
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     Comprehensive commentary on the Generation stage of Vajrayogini  
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22. Gehlek Rimpoche, Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life - Chapter 1 
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• Must have Highest Yoga Tantra Initiation to Read 
If you like to read the restricted transcripts and be able to understand them properly, it 
is important that you receive a Highest Yoga Tantra initiation from a qualified lama.     
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